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Foreword The purpose of this monograph is to describe
and evaluate various methods used to determine
present and future health manpower supply and
requirements. The methodologies presented were
chosen after a review of the documents identified
in the Inventory of Health Manpower Planning
Activities of 1973 in the B.ureau of Health Man-

power. Documehts selected for their methodolog-
ical content were then analyzed in detail. The
authors also provided supplementary material by
researching Other references and information
sources.

This monograph does not address the full range
of methodologies that may be used in overall

health manpower planning: rather, it is hmited tO
the specific subject of estimating manpower
supply and requirements. It deals only peripher-
ally with related manpower issues that affect
supply and requirements, such as labor produc-
tivity, task delegation, and geographic and

specialty distribution.
The methodologies presented are practical and

can be implemented with the resources available
to state and local health planners. Theoretical or
more complex methodologies commonly used at
the national level have been deliberately
excluded.
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The monograph is presented in two volumes.
The first volurne provides an analytical perspec-
tive, the. definition ot terms, the factors that detev-
mine supply and requirements, ihe concepts that
underlie each methodolopical approach, and the
uses and limitations of health manpower statis-
tics withhi the context of tne subject area. The
secLnd volume is a practical manual that de-
scribes the methodology step-by-step, including
questionnaire samples and selected tables for
estimating health manpower supply and require-
ments.

It is hoped that this monograph will contribute
to planners' understanding of the state of the art
and to the improvement of health manpower
planning.

Z. Erik Faeag, Ph.D.
Director, Division of

Planning Methods and Technology

Bureau of Health Planning
and Resources Development
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Preface The National Health Planning Information
Center, a component of the Division of Planning
Methods and Technology. Bureau of Health
Planning and Resources Development, is cur-
rently publishing two series of monographs on
health planning.

The first series, of which this two-volume mono-
graph is a part, involves health planning methods
and technology. Future monographs will also
include detailed descriptions of pragmatic
methods developed and used by practicing health
planners in a variety of locations and situations.
The overall purpose is to provide health planners
with suggestions for methods and procedures
that can be adapted to their own health planning
environment and experience.

The second series includes monographs on
health planning information, as well as general
and topical bibliographies of the health planning
literature and reference works to current
programs, to individuals, and to institutions
involved in health planning.

Copies of all monographs published by the
National Health Planning Information Center can
be purchased from:

The National Technical Information Service
5285 Port Royal Road
Springfield, Virginia 22161
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This second monograph. Methodological
Approaches for Determining Health Manpower
Supply and Requirements, was prepared by
Robert R. Nathan Associates. Inc.. of Washington,
D.C. The monograph is presented in two volumes,
Analytical Perspective (Volume I) and Practical
Planning Manual (Volume II).

The repori on which this monograph is based
was originally entitled "Critical Review of Meth-
odological Approaches Used To Determine Health
Manpower Supply and Requirements." The report
was funded under HRA Contract No. 230-75-0057.

The project team for Robert R. Nathan
Associates was directed by Harriet M. Kriesberg.
The report was written by Ms. Kriesberg. John Wu,
Edward D. Hollander. and Joan Bow. Advice in the
preparation of the report and review of the final
manuscript were provided by an outside panel of
practicing health planners. The panel consisted of
Irene H. Butter of the School of Public Health.
University of Michigan: Lewis Dars of the New
Jersey Department of Higher Education: and
Thomas L. Hall of the School of Pubhc Health.
University of North Carolina.

Mary C. McGuire of the Bureau of Health Plan-
ning and Resources Development. Health
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Resources Administration. DHEW. served as
project officer for the contract. The entire project
was under the direction of Frank A. Morrone. Jr.,
of the Division of Plannina Methods and Tech-
nology, DHEW. Jack Lass of Aspen Systems
edited and revised the final manuscript prior to
publication.

The authors express their deep appreciation
and gratitude to all the above-mentioned persons
and especially to Hyman K. Schonfeld of the
National Research Council. Mr. Schonfeld kindly
volunteered to review the sections of the mono-
graph that dealt with the health needs approach.
While acknowledging their indebtedness to all of
the contributors who made this monograph
possible. the authors wish to assume full respon-
sibility for any deficiencies in the contents.
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I. General
Description of

Methodologies
Used

Introduction Unplanned and unfocused studies of health
manpower requirements and supply yield a mean-
ingless collection of statistics. The relevancy of
the study findings and of the policy conclusions
is a reflection of the attention paid initially to
defining the objectives of the study in the light of
the problems that need to be addressed.

While all manpower studies are intended to
reduce uncertainty and error, the overall objec-
tives of estimating requirements and supply may
vary from the comprehensive to the specific, the
immediate to the long run, the ideal to the practi-
cai. For example, manpower studies may be
undertaken to provide input to a health systems
plan, identifying "the number, type and !ocation of
the aiea's health resources": to estimate the
impact of changing population on manpower re-
quirements; to identify the hifnber and type of
health manpower needed imp:ement a new
health program, to review and co::-iment on the
certificate-of-need appHcationF

No one study or general data base wiH satis-
factorily answer the range of issue.s that face the

1 P L 93.641. Sec 1513 (b)(D)



health planner, nor will he be able to start de novo
with every problem to which he must respond. Th.?
planner must become adept at analyzing the prob-
lem and data requirements; identifying relevant
information; integrating, distilling and impro-
vising to provide the necessary inputs for his
study; and manipulating tile statistics in a logical,
rational fashion to produce reliable r.stimates.

The state-of-the-art at present rcquires that the
planner reiy on reasonable assumptions for a
number of important variables in his estimating
process because no precise figures are available.
Issues such as labor productivity and price elas-
ticity of demand are critical but have not been sat-
isfactorily measured. As a result, any estimate of
supply and requirements must be viewed with
reservations, no matter how skillfully derived or
ingeniously executed. All estimates at some point
rely on informed judgment and therefore repre-
sent an approximation of reality.

All manpower studies, whether of requirements
or supply, have an analytical framework that out-
lines the steps to be followed. Logically, one
would proceed in the following fashion:

1. Clearly define the problem and underlying
issues and policy choices. The study findings
should enhance the planner's understanding of
the nature of the manpower problems in his area.

2. Define the manpower to be measured
doctors, medical laboratory personnel, all allied
health workers, health-related workers. The man-
power classification scheme must relate to the
problem the planner is addressing. If, for example,
the problem concerns a new clinic to house ar.
alcoholic, drug abuse or mental health program,
then psychiatrists, psychologists and social
workers are the appropriate group to s's.udy, while,
if this program deals with a massive inoculation
effort of the type undertaken when the polio
vaccine was introduc-)d, primary care physicians
and nurses are the indicated occupations.

12
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When one is deciding upon the manpower that
is to be measured, the interrelatedness of the job
content of health care workr,rs must be kept in
mind. Doctors and dentists r,1,-; hi"torically been
the core independent occu',-el- n in the health
industry, with nurses as the', ..- dependent as,-
sistants. Today, the proliferal of specialties
and occupations has created an increasingly
complex relationship of complementarity and
substitutability among health occupations.

3. Determine the relevant IRbor market and
medical service area of the study. In most studies,
the fact that data are available by geographic
boundaries based on political subdivision or the
census definition of standard metropolitan statis-
tical areas has determined the area of study. The
Nat nal Health Planning and Resources Develop-
ment Act of 1974 calls for the establishment of
health service areas (HSA's) "appropriate for the
effective planning and development of health ser-
vices ... coordinated with the boundaries of areas
designated ... for professional standards review
organizations, existing regional planning areas,
and state planning and administrative areas." 2

4. Determine the relevant time period. The
target date may be the present or anywhere from
one to several years In the future. The length of
training time may vary, according to the profes-
sion and skill level, from one to 11 years after high
school. The starting date of a now program that
voll alter contiurner demand or the scheduled
opening of a major facliity that will need to be
citaffed may be other considerations. The relevant
Mlle period Is determined by the problem ad-
dressed, taking Into account the time required to
produce the typos of health manpowor under
study. In general trio longer the projection period,
tho less rel lable the estimate.

2. PA_ 93,641, ram:, M11, ram (Thaplar II of Volinna I for d dirs.
cutallon of Ma concapIrs of ralovarif labor markat and noproprl.

hartIlh sarvIca
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5. Formulate the assumptions regarding the
future in terms of the total environment. The plan-
ner must envision the size and demographic
characteristics of the population; general eco-
nomic conditions, especially gross national prod-
uct; number of persons in the labor force and the
unemployment rate; and changes that will occur
in the delivery system to create a more coherent
structure and to adapt to the comprehensive care
financing of a National Health Insurance pro-
gram. Whatever the assumptions are, they should
be made in as precise terms as possible and
should be explicitly presented in the report.
Failure to do so may lead to misinterpretation
and misuse of the study findings.

6. Identify the precise information needed and
investigate the availability of secondary data. Dis-
tinguish the essential from the optional data re-
quirements, recognizing that the differentiation is
based on the problem definition and the method-
ology used. The data search inay produce inforn..
tion not previously known and thus lead to a refor .
mulation of the problem, the assumptions and the
data requirements. Secondary data aro sometimes
inconsistent or noncomparable; the planner must
decide on the techniques to be used to overcome
these difficulties. If,, for example, the historical
record is based on several time series that are not
continuous, the coverage and definitions under.
lying each series should be studied to determine
how to link them. The use of :iecondary data typi
Gaily saves time and cost, but it requires careful
scrutiny and at times laborious adjustments.
Whrm secondary data do not exist, proxy ;nea
sures that can be used in their stead should be
sought. ' If secondary or proxy data am rmt

;old the data are oy;ential for tho %turfy, pri
mary data collection is necesriary. In that case,
identify the sources of information nd the appro
priato respondent

the, progy 1110.1',11114') III C1141141'1 II, 111111

Ithly 1) ii.,1,1111 lituoy illswolre.. iti Alaimmlig II
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The General
Classification

of Types of Studies
Census Survey of

Target Population

7. Select the methodological techniques to be
used for collecting primary data and for statistical
analysis. No one technique can be recommended
across the board. The planning agency must con
sider the advantages and disadvantages of the
alternative methodologies that are described in
detail in Chapters III and IV and the resources at

the planner's disposal.

8. "As a general principle, any means of alter.
native independent projection is worth pursuing
as a check against the systematic projections and
to get some sense of the range of error in the
latter. Many crosschecks should be built into the
system itself ...." All statistical computations
should be checked at least once. preferably by

someone other than the person who originally
computed them. Whenever possible. prepare esti-
mates using more than one methodology. Tri for a
range of estimates. not a single statistic. by
adopting several sets of assumptions to learn how
they affect the projections of supply and require-
ments and to make the study results more useful.
Evaluate the accuracy of the results. Measure the
reliability of the estimate statistically. Validate
the estimates, if possible, by comparing them

with other independently obtained figures.

A census is a complete enumeration of a popu-
lation. The principal steps in the planning and
execution of a census are:

1. State the objectives of the census as clearly
as possible. It is easy to forget them when one is

Goldstem, Harold M.. "Methods of prowctinq supply and

ilmnand in high level occupations." Paper presented at the
A111111,11 Convention of the American Statistical Association,
1,1»ladelphia, September 8, 1965 Washington; D C.: American
'aalistical Association. 1965

if, ';oct um on census and ample surveys draws on and

closely follows Cochran. William . Simplurg rechmques,
2fid ed pp. 1.2, 5,8, 10.11. 72.73.New York: John Wiley & Sons,

lm 1'163
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engros^,ed in details, and then to make decisions
that th,rart the objectives.

2. Define the population about which informa-
tion is wanted: the target population (for example.,
physician health manpower in the United States:
hcalth manpower providing primary care in a city).
The definition of the target population may pre-
sent no problems, but borderline cases may arise.
It is best, therefore, to define practically who is
and who is not a member of the population. The
definition must be usable in practice: the enu-
merator must be able to decide in the field, with-
out much hesitation, whether a doubtful case
belongs to the population; a resrondent must be
able to comprehend who is to be included in his
res;;onse.

3. Pin down the data to be cullec;ted by de-
signing the plan of analysiL,. One must he sure to
gather all the data relevant to the objectives of the
census and necessary for the analysis; no essen-
tial data should be omitted. However, one must
guard against asking for more ir,;, ,.rnation than is
needed. The longer the questi(mnaire, the more
likely are errors and omissions; and thc ivality of
answers to important as well as unimportant
questions may be lowered.

4. Determine the methods of measurement.
There may be a choice of measuring instruments
and of methods of approach. For instance, data
about a person's health may be obtained from
statements that he makes or from a medical
examination. The survey may employ a self-
administered questionnaire; an interviewer who
reads a standard set of questions without devia-
tion; or an interviewing process that allows the
interviewer to probe as much as he thinks neces-
sary. The approach may be by mail, by telephone,
by personal visit or by a combination of the three.
Preliminary to the taking of the census, the con-
struction of questionnaires or record forms on
which the questions appear and on which
answers are to be entered should receive major

1.6
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Sample Survey

attention. With simple questionnaires, the
answers can often be precoded and later routinely
transferred to mechanical equipment. For the
construction of good record forms, it is necessary
to visualize the final summary tables that will be
used for the analysis.

5. Pretest the measuring instrument and the
meqiod of approach. It has been found useful to
try ou, the questionnaire and the field methods on
1 small scale. Such a trial nearly always results in

improver ,ents and may reveal unsuspected
able sp..k. For example, one may find that the

will t c mich greater than expected, that a
,c!stiDr-I is ambiguous, that the ordering of ques-

t,u is difficult for the respondent to follow, and
so on.

6. Organize the field work. In a major census
there are many problems of administration. Per-
sonnel must receive training in objectives of the
survey a u ,n the methods of measurement to be
employed 3 must be adequately supervised. It
is invaluatie to introduce a procedure for early
checking ot the quality of the returns. Plans must
be made for handling nonresponse.

7. Summarize and analyze the data. The com-
pleted questionnaires have to be thoroughly
edited to amend recording errors, to delete data
that are obviously wrong and to follow up for non-
responses. Tabulations, which lead to the esti-
mates, are then performed. Different methods of
estimation may be available. Data from a census
should cover all the units of the target population
and should be comparable over time and space.

Administrators, often familiar with censuses,
are inclined to be suspicious of samples and re-
luctant to use them in place of censuses.
Although this attitude is now less prevalent, it
may be useful to list the principal advantages of
sampling as compared with complete enumera-
tion. Briefly, these are reduced costs, greater
speed, greater scope, and greater accuracy. If data

17
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are secured from only a small fraction of the popu-
lation. the cost is bound to be smaller than if a
complete census is attempted. For the same
reason, the data can be collected and summar:zed
more quickly with the sample than with a com-
plete count. If highly trained personnel or special-
ized equipment must be used to obtain the data.
samples may be practicable and a complete
census may be out of the question. A sample may
actually produce more accurate results than will a
complete enumeration. Higher quality personnel,
reduced workloads. more careful supervision of
the field work, arid quicker processing of results
become feasible in a sample survey.

Many of the principal steps in the conduct of a
census are repeated in the conduct of a sample:

1. A clear statement of objectives is necessary.

2. The target population must be defined. The
population to be sampled should coincide with
the target population. Sometimes, however, it
happens that the sampled population has to be
more restricted than the target population. If so, it
should be remembered that conclusions drawn
from the sample apply to the sampled population.
Judgment about the extent to which these conclu-
sions will also apply to the target population must
depend on other sources of information.

3. One must verify that all the data are relevant
to the objectives of the sample survey and that no
essential data are omitted.

4. At this juncture, one takes a step that was
not required in planning a census: the specifica-
tion of the degree of precision wanted in the re-
sults. The results of sample surveys are subject to
some uncertainty because only part of the popula-
tion is being measured. Uncertainty can be re-
duced by larger samples, but these cost either
more time, more money or both. The specification
of the degree of precision is the responsibility of
the person who is going to use the data. Many
administrators are unaccustomed to thinking in
terms of the amount of error in estimates that is

1 8
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consistent with making sound decisions; some-
one with a knowledge of statistics can often help.

5. As in the conduct of censuses, there may be

a choice of measuring instruments and of

methods of approach to the population: self-
administered questionnaire vs. interview; mail vs.
telephone contact, and so on.

6. Next, one must take another principal step
that does not OCCur in a census: beiore the sample
is selected, the population must be divided into
parts that are called sampling units. These units
must cover the whole of the population, and they
must not overlap, in the sense that every element
in the population belongs to one and only one
unit. Sometimes the appropriate unit is obvious;
at other times there is a choice of unit. In a sample
of hospital employees, the unit is the hospital; for
physicians statewide, the unit might be the
county medical society. The construction of this
list of units is called a frame. It is often one of the
major practical problems of a sample survey.

7. A sample may be drawn in a variety of ways.
One can select haphazardly, call for volunteers, or
select by simply using one's judgment. Under the
right conditions any of these methods can give
useful results, but the difficulties are that one has

no basis for correcting for bias or for specifying
the confidence limits of the estimate. To be able
to do this, one must use probability sampling
designs: simple random sampling, stratified
random sampling, systematic sampling, cluster
sampling, double sampling, or any of numerous
other strategies.

8. In the planning of a sample survey, a deci
sion must be made about the size of the sample.
This decision is important. Too large a sample
means a waste of resources, and too small a
sample diminishes the utility of the results. The
principal steps involved in the choice of the
sample size (n) are as follows:

a. Keeping in mind the significance of the
estimate for the planner's use and the objec

19
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tives of the study, one must find some equa-
tion which connects (n) with the desired
precision of the sample. The equation will
depend on the content of the statement of
precision and on the sampling plan. One of
the advantages of probability sampling is
that it enables thi6 equation to be con-
structed.
b. The equation will contain as parameters
certain unknown properties of the popula-
tion. These must be estimated in order to
solve the equation.
c. Data are often published for certain major
subdivisions of the population. Desired
limits of error are set up for each subdivision.
A separate calculation is made for the size
of sample (n) in each subdivision, and the
total (n) is found by addition.
d. More than one characteristic is usually
measured in a sample survey. If a desired
degree of precision is prescribed for each of
them, the calculations could lead to a series
of conflictiog values of (n), one for each item.
Some method of reconciliation must be
found.
e. Finally, the chosen (n) must be appraised
to see if the resources are available to take a
sample of this size. This appraisal requires
an estimation of all the costs, labor, time and
materials required.

9. All of the remaining steps of the sample
survey are familiar from the census: the pretest,
the organization of the field work, and the tabula-
tion and analysis of the data.

The prospective builder of economic models Economic Model Building 8
must be able to spot persistent relationships (cor-
relations) among relevant variables and to identify

6. The discussion is based on Lowry, Ira S., "A short course
in model design," (in) Berry, B.J.L. and Marble, D.F. eds..
Spatial Analysis, pp. 53.64, Englewood Chits, N.J.: Prentice-
Hall, Inc.. 1968. The article is addressed to urban planners;
however, the main steps apply to health manpower planners as
well.

An excellent introduction to mathematical model building is
Beach, E.F., Economic Mode!s: An Exposition. New York: John

2 0
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causal sequences. Then he must write in mathe-
matical notation a logical framework within
which the variables of interest, the dependent or
endogenous variables, stand at the end of a
causal sequence, and the prime causes, the inde-
pendent or exogenous variables, are at the other
end. For instance, y = I (x, z); y, the dependent
variable, is a function of x and z, the independent
variables; a = kr, s, f); a, another dependent vari-
able, is a function of r,s,f, other independent vari-
ables; and so on. The logical framework may in-
clude dozens of equations; at this point, the
model builder borrows from the theorist.

Although "theory" and "model" are often used
interchangeably, a distinction can be drawn. The
theorist's overriding aims are logical coherence
and generality. He is ordinarily content to specify
only the conceptual significance of his variables
and the general form of their functional interrela-
tionships. The theorist derives interesting and
empirically relevant propositions from the small-
est set of postulates possible.

The model builder is interested in the applica-
tion of a theory to a concrete case. He is con-
strained, as the theorist is not, by considerations
of cost, of data availability and accuracy, and of
time. Above all, he Is required to be explicit, where
the theorist is vague. Things that "succeed," how-
ever mysteriously, get substituted for the theo-
rist's elegant constructs.

The theoretical "borrowings" of the model
builder are clearest from the set of structural rela-
tions he chooses as the framework of his model.
An articulated model will consist of a set of prop-
ositions of the general form, y = f(x,z . . J. These
propositions include all the variables in which the
model builder Is interested and specify the ways
in which variables act upon one another.

Wiley & Sons, Inc., 1957. Another excellent book for the fitting
of both single equation and simultaneous equation models Is
Johnston, J., Econometric Methods, 2nd ed. New York;
McGraw.Hill Company, 1972. This is very much a teaching text;
however, it assumes an introduction to statistics.

.21
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Propositions can be classified in terms of their
content as technological, institutional, behavioral.
or accounting. This is always useful for models
relating to policy issues. The model builder is
bound by rules of consistency (there can be no
contradictory propositions) and coherence (there
must be as many independent propositions as
there are variables). Within these rules the expert
model builder has a wide leeway.

The theorist is satisfied with the general forms
shown above, or with these forms plus a few con-
straints and restrictions. The model builder must
be much more explicit, specifying the exact func-
tional forms of his structural relations: for
dx a rn p I e. y = a + bx + c (11z). He must also fit
his variables (x.z) and parameters (a.b.c) from
empirical sources.

Once the model builder has settled on a theo-
retical perspective, designed a logical framework.
and postulated the existence of enough empihcal
relationships to permit an attack on his problem.
his next task is to "fit" the model. This task means
(1) giving the variables mentioned in the model
precise empirical definition. and (2) furnishing
numerical values for the model's parameters. A
variable conceived in general terms must be re-
lated to an available statistic. Often a variable in
cluded in the model because of its theoretical sig-
nificance may not be directly observable in the
real world: so. a suitable proxy must be chosen.

If the model can be formulated as a set of simul-
taneous linear equations. "econometric"
methods can be used to find values for all param-
eters of the model. Alternatives to an econo-
metric fit can be described generally as -heuris-
tic" methods. For example. the model is parti-
tioned into smaller systems of equations some
containing perhaps a single paremeter so that
the parameters of each subsystem can be fitted
independently. Methods of obtaining estimates of
the various parameters in these subsystems may
vary considerably. A model ordinarily contains
parameters whose function is nominal, and a
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Data Analysis 8

model builder may simply assign an arbitrary but
plausible value to such a parameter. Trial and error
methods can be used to find a set of parametric
values which seem to work. Finally, model build-
ers sometimes resort to "human" parameters. At
the appropriate point in the operation of the
model. intermediate or preliminar- results are
scanned by persons with the necessary expertise
who are asked to alter these outputs based on
their experience in the field; the altered data are
then fed back to the computer for further pro-
cessing.

Fitting a model is like the manufacture and
assembly of a new piece of machinery. A team.

guided by engineering drawings, shapes each
component and installs it in proper relation to
other components. Along the way considerable re-
design, tinkering and adjustment of parts are
done; but eventually the prototype is completed.
Still a question remains about the prototype
(model): Will it really work? Will the computed
manpower predictions be plausible by intuitive
standards? It is important to realize that it is ex-
tremely difficult to establish clear and objective
standards for the results of a model.

In conclusion, in the process of model building
the participants invariably find their understand-
ing increased. The necessity cf framing questions
carefully does much to dispel the fog of sloppy
thinking.

Much statistical analysis is done with the aid of
only a few very simple measures as described
below.

7 A description and inventory of 56 health manpower models

are available in U.S. Department of Health. Education. and
Welfare, Bureau of Health Resources Development, An Anal
ysis of Health Manpower Models, 2 vols. Rockville. Md.: U.S
Department of Health. Education, and Welfare, 1974.

8. U.S. Department of Labor, Manpower Administration.
Handbook for Manpower Planners A Census Use Study, Part I
pp. 8485. Prenared by the U.S. Department of Labor and the
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MEAN: represents an average of a set of data
calculated by dividing the sum of all
data in a set by the number of data
items in the set. For example, if your
children had ages of 3, 5, 6 and 8,
then the average or mean age is
3 + 5 + 6 + 8 = 22 = 5.5

4 4

MEDIAA represents the middle value of a set
of data. If the set contains an odd
number of data items, the median is
equal to the $2ntral data item. But, if
the set cor.,,iins an even number of
data items, tlie median is equal to the
average of the two central data items.
For example, if five children had ages
of 4, 5, 7, 8 and 10, tnen the median
age is 7; if four children had ages of 4,
5, 7 and 10, then the median age is 6.

MODE: represents the most frequently oc-
curring value in a set of data. For
example, 20 is the mode for the fol-
lowing set of data; 20, 40, 10, 15, 20
and 20.

RATIO: expresses the size of one number in
relation to another number. A ratio is
obtained by dividing the number
which serves as the basis of compari-
son into the number which is being
compared to it. For example, 140 is
twice as large as 70; thus the ratio of
140 to 70 is 2. Likewise, 70 is one- half
the size of 140; thus the ratio of 70 to
140 is 0.5.

PROPOR- a ratio in which the size of one num-
TION: ber is compared to the size of a total

number. For example, if the rural
population of an area is 30,000 and
the urban population is 10,000, then
the proportion of the total population
which is rural is 0.75 or 30,0001(30,000

U.S, Department of Commerce. Social and Economic Statistics
Administration. Washington. D.C.: U.S. Government Printing
Office. 1973.
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Measures of the
Reliability of
the Estimate

+ 10,000) = 0.75. Proportions are
usually multiplied by 100 and ex-
pressed as percentages (e.g., the
rural population is 75 percent of the
total population).

RATE: a ratio of one th to another in a
specified period lime. In calcu-
lating a rate, the merator is the
number of events which occurred
during an en period and the de-
nominator is the population in whl^h
the events occurred. For example, if
the number of unemployed persons
in a town is 225 and the labor force is
5,175, then the unemployment rate is
(22515,175) x 100 = 4.3 percent.

No method or equation (no matter how good) for
estimating the values of a variable will produce
correct estimates every time. If, on the whole, the
estimates are close to the actual values of the
variable, the method of estimation is thought to be
a good one. A means for measuring the reliability
of such estimates (i.e., how "good" the estimates
are overall) is necessary. The standard error of,
estimate is such a measure of reliability. It is not a
measure of how "wrong" our estimates are. Rath-
er, it is a measure of the difference between the
actual values of the variable and the correspond-
ing estimated (or computed) values. As such, it
gives an idea of the dependability of the estimate
overall. The greater the divergence between actual
values and estimated values, the greater is the
standard error. A single actual value can be com-
pared with its estimate to determine if it is within
+ 1, + 2 or + 3 standard error of the estimate.
About two-thirds of the actual values will fall with-
in + 1 standard error of the estimated values,
about 95 percent within + 2 standard error, and
practir,ally all within ± 3 standard error.

The Chi-square (X2) is another measure of reli-
ability, used most frequently in manpower studies
to determine if there is reason to believe that the
particular classifications (groups) involved in a
portion of the study are homogeneous with re-
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spect to some particular characteristic. For ex-
ample, suppose we compare the incidence of a
particular disease, during some time period, on
persons of four different age groups. We would
like some way of ascertaining whether the differ-
ences in the incidence of the disease between
age groups might be significant or accidentai. if
the incidonce is attributable merely to chance, we
could c-1,sify all four into one age group. The X2

test tells the probability that these differences are
due to chance. The hypothesis that the four
nroups are homogeneous with respect to the inci-
Jence of this disease car be accepted or rejected
in light of the size of the probability and the impor-
tance of not making an error (i.e., rejecting a true
hypothesis or vice versa).

The Chi-square test has other applications in
manpower studies. The X 2 test may be used, for
example, in sampling to test for significant differ-
ences between the sample variance and the popu-
lation variance or between two sample variances.'

The t-test is anott,er way of testing the reli-
ability ol an estimate. It indicates whether, at a
particular level of significance, there is suffi-
cient reason to believe that one variable can be
explained by (or is dependent upon) another varia-
ble.

Any statistical test has meaning only with re-
spect to the specific level of significance under
which it is performed. The level of significance
controls the stringency of the test. For example,
suppose a t-test is performed to determine if there
is reason to believe that the dependent variable

9 Information on general statistical measures and methods
is available in standard statistics textbooks, such as CroxIon.
F.E.. Cowden, D.J. and Klein. S.. Applied Gc-neral Statistics
Englewood CIO ts. N J Prentice-Hall. Inc.. 1967. For a

MSC usston of econometric methods. see Johnston. J.. Econo.
metric Methods. 2nd ed New York McGrawHill Company.
1972. Applied statistical methods for manpower forecasting
are presented in Morton. J.E . "On manpower forecasting." (in)
Methods tor Manpower Analysis. No. 2. Kalamazoo. Mich:W.E.
UPjohn Institute for Employment Research. September 1968.
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Estimating Procedures

Trend Analysis Based on
Time Series

(e.g., manpower supply) can be explained by an
independent variable (e.g., wage level or training
slots). The hypothesis assumed for the purpose of
the test is that no such relationship exists. If the
test is performed at a five percent level of signifi-
cance, five out of 100 true hypotheses would be
rejected in the long run; at a one percent level of
significance, only one out of 100 true hypotheses
would be rejected in the long run. The purpose of
the test and the use to which its results are to be
put must be considered when determining how
high a level of significance is necessary.

The t-test can also be usvd to determine at what
level of significance there is reason to believe that
one variable can indeed be explained by another
variable. Perhaps at a one percent level ot signifi-
cance, this relationship does not seem to hold,
but if we are willing to accept a five percent level
of significance, perhaps such a relationship dues
seem reasonabl e.

A variety of methods of analysis may be used
for estimating. Among these procedures are trend
analysis based on time series, regression and cor-
re!ation analysis.

A time series is a set of chronological data
which records the change in 'he sin of some vari-
able at successive time intervals (dearly, quarterly,
monthly, etc.). Seve-3I time series are of interest
in health manpower stLdies tor exp nple, num-
bers of graduates of mes.lical schools; personal
income data; population size for a particular state
or region. Most time series follow some kind of
pattern as they change in the long run. The pattern
is called a trend. Trend analysis is important to
projections since past trends can be expected to
continue or to change in a predictable fashion,
barring unforeseen events.

There are two important reasons for looking at
time series. One is merely to observe how a vari-
able has changed over time and whether it has
deviated from the trend. Such observations may
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assist the planner in formulating his assumptions
regarding the future. Second, it may be necessary

to quantify the trend itself and attempt to project

it into the future. It Is sufficient for the first pur-

pose to collect time series data, graph them, and

observe the general characteristics of the trend.

If, however, the object Is to project the future, a
mathematical formula is needed to express the

nature of the trend precisely.
Trend analysis proceeds in a sequence that

begins with data collection and ends with a fitted

trend line and estimating equation:

Step 1 In trend analysis is the collection of chro-

nological data (time series) for the desired vari-

ables. Care must be exercised with regard to the

nature and quality of the data.

Step 2 is to plot the data collected for a single

variable on graph paper. The resulting set of
points is called a scatter diagram (see Fig. 1). The
approximate shape of the curve formed by the
time series can usually be determined from the
scatter diagram by inspection.

Scatter diagrams in A and B of Flg. 1 show
straight line trends; they are said to form "linear
curves," The linear curve in A of Fig. 1 shows that

the num .1r. of annual graduates has been in-
creasing by a constant amount each year. The
linear curve in B of Fig. 1 shows that the number
of annual retirements has been decreasing by a
constant amount each year. The scatter diagram
In C of Fig. 1 shows that population has been in-
creasing over time, but the time series does not
form a straight-line trend. The exponential trend
curve, Y = abX, shown in C of Fig. 1, seems to fit

the scatter diagram better than a straight-line
curve because population has been growing at
(approximately) a constant rate, not by a constant

amount.

Step 3 is to "fit the curve" with a mathematical
equation once it has been determined from the
scatter diagram how the trend can best be approx-
imaa3d. The method of least squares is most fre-

28
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Fig.1. Sample
Scatter Diagrams (Annual

graduates)

Y = a bX

X

(Time)

(Annual
retirements)

Y = a - bX

X

(Time)

(Annua)
population)

= ab X

X

(Time)
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quently used to do this, when a straight line is a
good fit. This method produces Y = a + bX where
Y is the variable to be estimated, X is time, a and b
are constants. The method of least squares is said
to yield the closest fit of a line to the actual
values, since it provides an equation such that the
sum of the squared difference between the true
values of Y and the estimated values of Y is mini-
mized. With values for a and b determined by the
least squares method, the value of Y, the depen-
dent variable, can be estimated when values are
assigned to X, the independent variable. The time
series trend equation estimates how the depen-
dent variable, Y, has changed over time. Thus, the
independent variable, X, is always time.

As we have seen, not all scatter diagrams of
time series approximate straight lines. They may
form many different kinds of series curves that
can be expressed in terms of mathematical equa-
tions. Trend fitting is tailored to the form of curve
that is described by the data.

Trend analysis is actually a specific form of re- Regression Analysis

gression analysis. Regression analysis involves
the formulation of an estimating or regression
equation which describes the relationship
between two or more variables, thus making it
possible to estimate one variable based on
another.

In regression analysis, the variables have a spe-
cial relationship to each other. The variable to be
estimated, Y, is called the dependent (or ex-
plained) variable (as in time series trend analysis).
The independent (or explanatory) variable is the
one used as the basis for estimation; it is thought
of as a determinant of the dependent variable. The
main difference between trend analysis and re-
gression analysis lies not in the method of analy-
sis used, but in the fact that the independent vari-
able in regression analysis may be any quantity
(not just time) which seems to be closely related
to the dependent variable:- There is often more
than one independent (explanatory) variable per
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regression equation. Table 1 gives examples of
the relationship between variables that might be
used in a regression analysis.

Table 1. Examples of Relationships Between
Dependent and Independent Variables

Regression Dependen' riable Independent variable

Y = expenditures for
physician, dental and
hospital services

X1 = family income
X2 = size of family
X3 = type of health

insurance coverage
X4 = degree of

urbanization
X5 = number of fami-

lies covered by
Medicaid (zero
price services
available)

II Y = service utilize-
tion rate

X
r

=-. age of popula-
tion

X2 = sex of popula-
tion

X3 = race of popula-
tion

III Y = labor force parti-
cipation rates of
females

X, = ages of children
X2 = husband's

income

A problem arises in using regression analysis in
health manpower studies since many of the inde-
pendent variables (e.g., family income, size, race)
are interrelated and the effect of this interrelation-
ship reduces the accuracy of the estimates of the
dependent variables.

The basic steps undertaken in trend analysis
are applicable in regression analysis as well. A
scatter diagram, a pictorial representation of the
nature of the relationship between two variables,
is prepared. The simplest relationship that can
exist between two sets of variables is a linear

3 1
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relationship; when this is the case, their scatter
diagram approximates a straight line. The equa-
tion of such a streight line k Y = a+bX, where Y
is the dependent (explaiied) variable, X is the
independent (explanatory) variable, and a and b
are constants (as in trend analysis). The straight
line which is the "best" fit for a scatter diagram is
called the regression line (simple regression line),
and its equation is called a simple linear regres-
sion equation. This equation is usually found by
the use of the least squares method, as in trend
analysis. -

If there is more than one independent variable,
the linear relationship can be described by a
multiple linear regression equation of the form

Y=a+b X
1

+b2 X 2 + bn X n

where:

X X X
1' 2' n

are the independent variables. Again, the method
of least squares is recommended for estimating
the values of the constants

a, b1, b2 , bn.

As in the case of trend analysis, not all relation-
ships between variables are linear. Techniques
exist for determining nonlinear regression equa-
tions.

The reliability of the estimating (regression
equation) needs to be tested to get some idea of
the "goodness" of the fit of the regression line to
the actual values plotted in Zhe scatter diagram
(see Fig. 2). The standard error of estimate
(Symbol Sy,x) may be used. In regression analySis,
the value of the standard error of estimate rep-
resents the magnitude of the dispersion of
observations around the estimated regression
line. It gives an indication of the amount of disper-
sion in the dependent variable, Y, which the re-
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Fig. 2.
Scatter Diagram

Showing Standard
Error of Estimate

Correlation Analysis

gression line does not account for, and there is a
measure of the reliability of the regression equa-
tion to estimate Y. The basis of the standard error
estimate is the difference between each actual
value of Y and the corresponding estimated value
of Y. The greater the divergence between actual
values and estimated values, the greater is the
standard error of estimate. The reliability of any
one specific estimate is given by how far.the re-
gression line lies in terms of S i.e., -within
+1S y,x y,x y,x

Correlation analysis is closely related to regres-
sion analysis as well as to measul 9S of reliability
of estimation, such as the standard error of esti-
mate. Correlation analysis involves measuring the
adequacy of the estimating equation in explaining
the dependent variable. As such it is another type
of test as to the reliability of the estimating equa-
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tion. It has the advantage of being independent of
the units of the original data, and it can be applied
to simple and multiple linear regression equations
and to nonlinear estimating equations as well.

All of the variability in the values of the depen-
dent variable, Y, is measured by the sum of the
squares of the deviations of the Y values from
their mean. 10 Part of this variation is explained by
the regression line. The rest of the variation is left
unexplained by the regression line. The coeffi-
cient of determination, R , measures the propor-
tion of the total variation in the dependent variabie.
that is explained by the use of the regreslion
equation. For example, if R 2 = 0.857, the regres-
sion equation used explained 85.7 percent of the
total variation in the dependent variable, Y. If R2
= 0.325, only 32.5 percent of the total variation of
Y has been explained.

The coefficient correlation, R, is the square root
of the coefficient of determination. The correla-
tion coefficient varies from -1 through 0 to + 1.

The + sign indicates a positive relationship; i.e.,
as X increases, Y decreases. The sign of R can
thus be determined from the scatter diagram di-
rectly. The absolute size of the correlation coef-
ficient indicates roughly the degree of the rela-
tionship. When there is no relationship whatso-
ever, the correlation coefficient (R) is 0. An abso-
lute value of 1 ( + 1 or -1) indicates the strongest
relationship possible (i.e., th'e points of the scatter
diagram lie on a regression line).

As has been mentioned earlier, the t-test, a test
for reliability of an estimate, is used to determine
whethei at a specific level of significance there is
reason to believe that one variable can be ex-
plained by one or more other variables. Specific to
correlation analysis, the t-test can be performed
to answer such questions as: Does the value of R
differ significantly from zero? Does the value of R

10. Total variation = E(Y - VI) 2 where Y is the dependent
variable and V is ihe mean of the values of the dependent
variable.
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differ significantly from a specified value other
than R? Do two values of R differ significantly
from each other? When dealing with nonlinear
curves, the t-test could be used to test whether
the nonlinear coefficient of determination, R2, is
significantly larger than a coefficient based on a
linear equation. This would give an indication as
to whether the nonlinear regression equation is
really a better estimating equation for the de-
pendent variable, Y, than a linear regression
equation would be.

Sensitivity Analysis Sensitivity analysis is an important interme-
diary step between the supply and requirements
estimates and the planner's decision on alterna-
tive policies or programs. It permits an appraisal
of the estimate and of the procedures used in a
special way. By means of a sensitivity analysis,
the planner can learn how responsive his final
estimate is to changes in particular variables, the
seriousness of possible errors in any variable
upon the estimate and what impact alternative
policies under consideration may have on pro-
jected supply and requirements."

Sensitivity analysis involves three major steps:
The first is to select those input variables and
their adjusted values that are te be used in the
sensitivity analysis; the second is to decide on
the criteria for the degree of change that will be
considered high, low or moderate sensitivity; and
the third is to measure the amount of change in
the final estimate that results from a change in
input variable. Specifically, the planner applies his
methodological approach several times, each'
time varying one variable while holding all others
constant, and each time recording the effect of
this variation on the final estimate of require-
ments or supply.

The selection of the variables to be used may be
made to test alternative proposed policies, the

11. Sensitivity analysis is similar in concept to the idea of
elasticity of supply and demand.
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implications of assumptions or the effect of data
adjustments. The degree of change that will be
considered "sensitive" may be some percentage,
such as + 10 percent, of the original final esti-
mate. The measurement of the amount of change
is done, as we have said, by varying one input only
and calculating the final estimate. If the outcome
is a change in the final estimate within the se-
lected + 10 percent, we have an estimate that is
not sensitive to this variable; if greater than + 10

percent, the estimate is considered sensitive.

Having performed a sensitivity analysis, the
planner is better equipped to interpret the results
of his methodological approach and to make a
more thoughtful policy recommendation. For
example, let us assume that the planner has pro-
jected the supply of primary care physicians in
1980 and has decided to do a sensitivity test on
the effect of first-year enrollment in medical
schools. The results of the test are that the final
supply estimate is insensitive to changes in the
size of the first-year class in medical schools. The
planner then decides that increasing the number
of schools or the size of classes is unlikely to pro-
duce the desired result: an increased supply of
primary care physicians. A more detailed, step-by-
step example of a sensitivity analysis is carried
out in Chapter III in the description of the service
targets approach.

At some point in all studies of supply and re-
quirements, the planner falls back on expert opin-
ion. The use of professional judgment may be an
explicit element in the methodological design, or

12. For further information, refer to Brown, Bernice B., Delphi
Process: A Methodology Used for the Elicitation of Opinions of
Experts. California: The Rand Corporation, 1968; Dalkey, N.C.,
Predicting the Future. California: The Rand Corporation, 1968;
idem, The Delphi Method: An Experimental Study of Group
Opinion. California: The Rand Corporation, 1969; and Reicher
Nicholas, Delphi and Values. NTIS Pub. No. AD693002.
Springfield, Va.: National Technical Information Service, 1969.
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it may be an alternative of last resort. In measuring
present requirements, the manpower/population
ratio and health needs approach direct the planner
to experts for their judgment of the appropriate
standard. The service target and economic
demand methods require inputs on such factors
as manpower staffing and productivity, for which
no measurement may be available; in such cases,
the planner should turn to the experts. The same
situation may be faced in the measurement of
supply; data gaps will probably exist for signifi-
caut aspects of current and future supply.

Since all projections of supply and require-
ments incorporate assumptions about the future,
the planner may seek the help of experts in formu-
lating them. The assumptions underlying all pro-
jections are based upon judgments of the future
and, as we have pointed out, the validity of the
projections reflect how accurately the assump-
tions describe the future. The Delphi method was
developed by the Rand Corporation for the
express purpose of using the intuitive judgments
of professionals and developing a consensus
about the future.

The Delphi approach enlists the participation of
a panel of experts in a structured program of mail
interviews which involves a round of question-
naires, accompanied after the initial response by
feedback on the views of the experts in the panel.
Each succeeding round permits the individual
expert to alter his views to come within closer
range of other opinions or to explain the rationale
behind his divergent opinion. A minimum of three
rounds is needed. The interviews are conducted
by mail and at no time are the panelists brought
face-to-face.

Several assumptions are implicit in the Delphi
method: First, that the views of a group are supe-
rior to that of any single advisor; second, that the
Delphi procedure of group exchange by eliciting
separate answers and explanations and feeding
back anonymous responses is better than com-
mittee meetings with the likelihood of unfavorable
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face-to-face interactions; and third, that the
opinions of experts will converge with repeated
assessment and exchange of views around a
central value.

The following steps should be followed in the
Delphi method:

Step 1. Select your experts with care and limit
the number according to the time and money
available for the design, distribution and analysis
of the series of questionnaires. A Delphi panel
may be as few as six or more than a hundred.
Request their participation in the Delphi panel,
explaining what will be required of them.

Step 2. Design the first-round questionnaire,
requesting estimates of the future, if possible in
numerical terms, e.g., the staffing pattern of phy-
sician assistants to physicians, by specialty 0,

1, 2, and so on.

Step 3. Mail the questionnaire and ask for the
response within a fixed period of time. Analyze
the results of this first round; if numerical re-
sponses were feasible, compute median values
and the interquartile range of responses.13

Step 4. The second-round questionnaire con-
tains the questions asked in the first round plus
the information obtained in the analysis of the
first-round responses. Request that the panelist
revise his earlier estimate in the light of the feed-
back information, if he so desires. Should his
answer lie outside the interquartile range, ask him
to explain and justify his estimate. Analyze the
answers of the second round.

Step 5. The third round again feeds back to the
panelists the median and interquartile values
given in round two, plus the rationale of extreme
positions. All feedback comments are anony-
mous. Again, the panelists are asked to recon-
sider their estimates, in the light of the additional

13. rhe interquartile range is the interval containing 50 per-
cent of the responses.
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information on the views of other members, and to
revise their estimates if they would like. Expla-
nations for extreme positions that is, outside
the interquartlie range are requested.

Step 6. The fourth and succeeding rounds
repeat the process described above,

By means of the Delphi method the planner
may elicit opinions of experts who are widely scat-
tered geographically. It combines their different
opinions and allows for an exchange of views. At
the same time, it overcomes the inherent prob-
lems in conference interactions dominated by an
overriding personality or a bandwagon effect. The
process of interaction, with anonymous informa-
tion feedback and estimate reassessinent, pro-
duces a consensus that represents more thought-
ful viewpoints.

Unfortunately, little is known of the validity of
the Delphi results and whether the final estimates
are in fact close to the truth. Nor do we know the
size of the group or the number of rounds that is
optimum. It is possible that the reasoning and
justification fed back to the panelists may spread
misinformation. In addition, the planner should be
aware that he may be embarking on a project that
could take weeks or months, depending upon his
design and the cooperation of Ms panelists.
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In studies of manpower reqtorements and
suncly, as in other situations, one should keep in
mind that haste makes waste. A study plan that
sets down the work program in detail, that estab-
lishes a time schedule for each task and allocates
costs within the framework of a budget, is invalu-
able. The time taken to prepare a study plan,
including a work program, a time schedule and a
budget, is well spent and brings rewards in the
quality, timeliness and efficiency of the final
product.

Another procedure that is worthwhile is a trial
or dry run of the study. One "walks through" the
phases of the study, stating the objectives, identi-
fying data sources, structuring and filling in
dummy tables, doing a sample of statistical com-
putations. The objective is to identify the diffi-
culties likely to be encountered and to face and
resolve the problems in advance.

The dry run will serve multiple purposes. The
result will be an improved plan of study that more
realistically describes the tasks, time and cost of
the effort. It will pinpoint the data gaps and incom-
patibilities. It should also make clear the technical
problems that have to be met and alert the planner
to call upon expert :. for technical assistance early
in the study program. The dry run should help the
planner assure himself that the allocated funds
are sufficient to complete the study, and if not,
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Shortcut Techniques

they should motivate him to modify his study
objectives and procedures. Not least, the dry run
will force the planner to think through his under-
lying assumptions, and the study will be immea-
surably improved if the planner makes the as-
sumptions explicit. It is wondrous, indeed, how
many assumptions must be made during the
course of a study and how invisible they become
as the work proceeds, although they play a major
role in the results and the proper interpretation of
the study findings.

One more operational suggestion with regard to
the underlying assumptions may be offered. The
planner may improve the usefulness of the study
if he considers at the start the policy implication
of his findings and develops several sets of as-
sumptions that will lead to a range of estimates. It
may be particularly useful if the alternative as-
sumptions illuminate the "sensitivity" of the re-
sults to differences in assumed values of variable
factors, so that one may detect those elements in
the situation to which particular attention must be
paid. The program recommendations that result
from the study findings will flow in part from the
assumptions that underlie the estimates. The
planner is in a position to build into his study the
options on alternative manpower mixes, for
o)Q4-nple, and to clarify for program planners the
import of these choices in terms of manpower
requirements and supply.

Since time and cost constraints are among the
biggest obstacles faced by the healt:1 planner,
shortcut techniques should be considered as
long as thoy do not comdromise the usability of
the results. The use of secondary data sources,
for example, in lieu of collecting data from primary
sources is both a time and cost savor. The planner
should be a scavenger, acquiring, distilling, inte-
grating and synthesizing bits and pieces of rele-
vant information from everywhere, secure in the
knowledge that the tirne and money he saves by
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using secondary sources can be put to good use
in other phases of the study.

In his search for secondary sources, the planner
should be on the lookout for proxy measures. A
proxy, by definition, acts for or serves in place of
another. Proxy data therefore are substitutes for
needed but unavailable statistics. Proxy measures
may be specific to geography, time or subject
matter; for example, national or state data in lieu
of local area data; most recent available figures
instead of current figures; variables of similar
characteristics or behavior substituted for others
more difficult to measure.

For example, in estimating manpower require-
ments, it is unlikely that the local planner will find
area data on health care utilization by type of care
and by population group, or data on income elas-
ticity of demand or supply productivity, and so on.
In the estimation of manpower supply, local area
data for labor force separation rates or mortality
rates are also unlikely to be available. In such
cases, national or state data may be adopted or
adapted, based on assumptions about compara-
bility of the populations of the two areas. With
regard to time discontinuities, the most recent
data may possibly be used as a proxy, with due
regard for the constancy over time of whatever is
being measured. Proxies for subject matter vari-
ables, such as labo'r-force participation rates for
nurses In lieu of labor-force participation rates for
the occupation under study, may be available.
When a planner uses proxy data, he should assure
himself, as with any secondary source, of its
quality and its applicability for his use.

When no secondary data exist, the piannermust
collect the data himself from respondents who
have the information. His preference should be to
undertake a sample survey rather than a census
survey, since it is possible to draw a sample that
will enable him to produce a final estimate of
supply or requirements that will fall within the
range of reliability that he specifies. There ap-
pears to be a reluctance among some health plan-
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ners to use sampling and a strong bias in favor of
the census approach. The planner should explore
the alternatives carefully. While the census ap-
proach may appear to be more understandable,
definitive and reliable, experience has shown that
there are no guarantees that all respondents will
be reached or will answer. If the planner has no
rational basis for adjusting for nonrespondents,
the census survey may not be more accurate than

a sampling survey, only more costly. In both
cases, the steps (aside from sample design and
selection and the weighting of responses) are
identical. But If ..ize of the operation in a sample
survey is a fraction of that of a census. In either
case, technical expertise is needed.

If,, for very good reasons, the decision is made
in favor of a census, the wise planner incorporates

a sample survey into the framework of the
study as a safeguard and as a device to collect
more detailed information from a select few. The
universe study asks a few basic questions; the
representative sample is subject to intensive
questioning. A census study can bog down,
taking longer or proving more difficult than antic-
ipated. The sample within the census offers pro-
tection against a total loss that would result from
a poor response.

One of the important initial decisions in the
conduct of a survey is the identification of the
proper type of respondent to provide the type of
information sought: individuals, employing orga-
nizations, educational institutions, government
agencies, and so on. Theoretically, one should
address one's inquiry to the best-informed source.
Practically, one should go to the respondent who

can give the most information for the least cost.
These two propositions lead to the conclusion
that institutions and organizations are the pre-
ferred respondents; individuals, the second or
third choice. However, the final decision must
take into account the nature of the information
sought. For example, data on personal character-

istics age, sex, address, educational attain-
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ments would appear to require the individual as
respondent; however, the possibility that the
licensing boards or certifying bodies would re-
lease this type of information should be explored
first. It is to the planner's advantage to gather the
information he needs, first, from secondary
sources and, second, from as few knowledgeable
respondents as possible.

In designing the study, the plarmer may find It
helpful to divide the study plar into component
subject areas: doctors, dentists, pharmacists,
etc.; core practitioners and allied health person-
nel; workers in ambulatory and institutional care;
nurses in hospitals, medical offices, schools, in-
dustry and other.employment. Although the plan-
ner must adhere to the same basic concepts and
definitions, he does not have to proceed method-
ologically in the same way throughout the study.
He may alter his methodology for each compo-
nent, depending upon data availability, planning
staff expertise, the relative importance of the
sector and the financial resources allocated to the
total study. One very important advantage to dis-
aggregating is that assumptions about the future
may be adjusted according to the logical develop-
ments in each sector. The final estimate aggre-
gates the best possible estimate for each sector.
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Ill. Detailed
Description bf

Alternative
Requirement

Methodologies

Health Manpower/
Population Ratio

Method

Data Requirements

The traditional and most widely used method-
ological approach to estimating health manpower
requirements is the health manpower/population
ratio method, often referred to as the personnel-
to-population method or fixed population ratio.

Health planners use this method to character-
ize the current manpower situation, to assess the
adequacy of the present supply of health man-
power, to study the geographic distribution of
health workers, and to deteriine the number of
personnel that will be requirec provide the com-
munity with health services in the future that are
equivalent to a national, regional, minimal or opti-
mal level.

The basic idea underlying the manpower/popu-
lation ratio method is that population size is the
major determinant of manpower requirements.
Thus, data that are essential for the application of
the method are: (1) area population statistics, and
(2) the desired ratio of manpower to population.

A key data element is the ratio that represents
the appropriate number of personnel per unit of
population. Planners have relied upon the current
or historical relationships existing in their own or
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other communities in the state or nation, or upon
the judgment of experts.

Refinements of the approach disaggregate the
population by area and demographic characteris-
tics and the number of personnel by detailed man-
power categories physicians, dentists, nurses,
physical therapists, arid so on. The method can be
further elaborated by varying the ratio in different
time periods in recognition of some expected
change; for example, an increase in manpower
productivity.

In its simplest form, the manpower/population General Description
ratio method determines requirements by multi-
plying population by the selected ratio:

Manpower requirements = population X designthsd ratio

Current requirements are calculated by multi-
plying present population by the selected ratio;
future requirements by multiplying projected
population by the designated ratio.

A variant of the method reverses the ratio and
studies population relative to manpower, that is,
the number of people to be served by each indi-
vidual health worker.

The manpower/population ratio method as- Underlying Assumptions
sumes that changes in the size of the population
will require an equally proportionate change in
health personnel to assure adequate care. For this
to be true, all other conditions affecting the
demand for service", demographic shifts, socio-
economic conditions, prices of medical services,
the level of third-party financing and so on and
all other factors affecting supply manpower
productivity, the ornanization of the delivery
system, technological change, relative factor
prices are either unGhanged or must work to-
gether in such a way that !Flo relationship of popu-

1. See the discussion on the Delphi method at the end of
Chapter I for ono approach to obtaining a consensus arnorm
exports.
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Stepy.Step Description

lation size and manpower requirements is not
altered.

What we are imagining for the future is a health
care industry so structured that population growth
produces a proportionate increase in the demand
for services and, moreover, that changes of an
equal proportion in the quantity of manpower will
result in an exactly matching percentage change
in the provision of services to meet the demand.

Let us consider this hypothetical situation: The
problem the planner faces requires that he esti-
mate how many primary care physicians his com-
munity needs this year and how many it will
require in 1980 a priority issue in his area. The
estimates are part of an overall assessment of the
present and future supply of health manpower,
and will be used to establish priorities among
alternative programs.

From secondary sources, our planner acquires:

1. Current area population 100,000

2. Projected 1980
population 110,000

3. Current number of physi.
cians practicing in the
community per 10,000
population 12 physicians per

10,000 population

4. The rotio of physicians
to population in the
Unit I States, adjacent
state:. , dnd his state for
salectnl years in the
past de ;ade are studied,
The )ice of the de.
!;ir7 o ratio for this corn
rr

4 7

15 MD's per
10,000 population,
or 15/10,000 =

0.0015
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Current status = 700,000 population X
(12/10,000) = 120 physicians

Presert requiremeht = 100,000 population X
(15/10,000) = 150 physicians

Future requirement = 110,000 population X
(15/10,000) = 165 physicians

The simplicity of the method is its greatest SI rengths and Weaknesses
advantage. Relative to other methods, data re- of the Method

quirements are minimal, and the statistics are
easily obtained; the estimates can be prepared in
short order at low cost; the methodology requires
modest staff expertise. It is useful as a descriptive
device, as an input to more sophisticated method-
ologies, as a validation of estimates derived by
other means, and as a datum to be used in pro-
ducing more thoughtful judgments.

The weaknesses of the method are serious and
may be overriding. Inevitable changes in the fu-
ture involving socioeconomic conditions, tech-
nological and biomedical advances in health care
and the configuration of the delivery system are
ignored, although they affect the amount of ser-
vices the population demands and the amount of
services health personnel will provide. To ignore
these changes and focus on population growth
may be feasible in the very short run, but if is peril-
ous for long-term projections. It has been pointed
out that "manpower/population ratios do not take
into account the variations In the size of service
areas for a particular type of manpower as the
population density changes."' Furthermore, it is

2. U.S. Department of Health, Education, and Welfare, Bureau
Health Resotircee and Development, The Delineation of

and Health Service Areas and the Location ol Health
Alaiipower Education Programs. p. 149. Washington, D.C.: U.S.
C.u.vernment Printing Office, 1974
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untenable to assume that a fixed relationship of
manpower to population is appropriate for any
length of time other than the Immediate. But
even if the assumption about a fixed ratio of man-
power to population Is relaxed and changes in
the standard ratio are allowed during the projec-
tion period, thus obviating some objectionable
aspects of this methodological approach, the
particular ratio chosen may be suspectwhether
it be designated by expert opinion or by the
standard found in another area. In fact, if the
designated ratio Is based on a standard higher
than that existing in the planner's community,
the conclusion that a shortage exists is built into
the methodology and is inevitable.

Aside from the unrealistic nature of the under-
lying assumptions, local health planners may en-
counter a data problem. Population and manpower
data may not be published for the relevant labor
market or health service delivery area. Available
data may not apply to the manpower categories
under study, or may use varying occupational
titles and different job descriptions. In addition,
data gaps may make It difficult or impossible to
develop a time series from which to study histori-
cal relationships in order to select a ratio.

With this methodological approach, as with the
others, the strengths and weaknesses must be
weighed in terms of the options and circum-
stances that face each planner. Severe criticisms
can be leveled against the ratio method, but its
use in many instances reflects the fact that more
satisfactory approaches may not be feasible. In

fact, most studies use the manpower/population
ratio at some point.

Reference Bognanno, Mario F., Jeffers, James Fi. and
Siebert, Calvin D., Health Manpower Resources:
Patterns and Trends A Study of Health Man-
power in /owa. lowa City: University of Iowa, 1970.

Service Targets Method The service targets method focuses on the ser .
vices produced hy health personnel and thr
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volume of services to be provided to health care
consumers as the central determinants of man-
power requirements.

It is through the transfer of health caro services
that manpower requirements and the population's
demand for health care are linked. Occasionally
referred to as the "normative approach," this
method has as key paramelers the norms or stan-
dards of the services required by the community
and the services produced by health porsrAnel.
Thus, the methodology quantifies the public's
health demands and health manpower's outputs.

The service targets approach may be especially Problems Addressed

suitable when the planner is preparing an
estimate of health manpower requirements for nis
community as part of a comprehensive health
plan. He recognizes that he cannot plan for man-
power (or for facilities) without a knowledge of
the services to be provided. He conceptualizes the
delivery system and the services his community
has or will have (as in Fig. 3), and estimates the
health personnel required to provide various types
of service preventive care, ambulatory care,
omergency care, inpatient (acute) care, longterm
care.

At another time, the planner may have to focus
his attention on the weakest link in the delivery
system in his community, perhaps IdenUfled by a
health planning task force as emergency care or
primary medical care or preventive dental care.
His estimates will refer, therefore, to the kinds of
manpower that are used to deliver these services.

Data essential for the service targets method Data Requirements

are: (1) population, (2) quantitative standards or
norms for health services, (3) work assignments
and staffing patterns followed in the provision of
services, and (4) manpower productivity.

Population figures are available through the
census; however, they may need to be tailored to
the health service area. The health service norms
are attained from experts' opinions or from utilize-
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Fig. 3. Conceptualized
Comprehensive Health

Services Delivery
System 3

General Description
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tion statistics. Similarly, information on work
assignments and staffing patterns may come from
professionals or task analysis studies. Manpower
productivity may be estimated in various ways.4

The logic behind the service targets method
reasons (1) the community has so many people; (2)
each person in the community requires so much
service; (3) each health worker provides a certain
proportion of service per hour, day or week; and (4)

each person works a specified number of hours,
days or weeks a year. Put the pieces of the puzzle
together in the proper order and the picture of
manpower requirements appears.

in its simplest form, the calculations underlying
the service targets approach to manpower require-
ments are:

3 Adapted from U.S. Department of Health, Education, and
Welfare, Division of Comprehensive Health Planning, Guide to
Comprehensive Health Planning, prepared by Arthur Young &
Company. Washington, D.C.: U.S. Government Printing Of fice,
1974.

4. See the discussion of manpower productivity in Chapter III
of Volume I.
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Manpower = population X services per person

manpower productivity (average
output per unit ol time)

In a mathematical format, the formula is:

= VXPXa

or N Xa

where:

Mrt = manpower requirements for an occupa-
tional category in year t;

V = standard for quantity of services re-
quired per year;

= population, current or projected;

N = VXP = total number of services per
year for a given population;

a = standard of manpower staffing, or pro-
portion of the service provided by this
health occupation;

q = standard productivity of a specific type
of manpower (such as number of visits
per year).

The major assumption is that appropriate stan- Underlying Assumptions
dards or targets for the quantity of services de
manded and produced can be determined. Implicit
is the belief that the experts have sufficient
knowledge or the planner has suitable statistics
upon which to set the norms. The value judgments
that underlie the choice of standards more 'ser-
vices in preventive care, less in specialized care

should be made explicit.
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Stepby.Step Description 5 Case Study One

Let us begin with a simple case study, limiting
ourselves to one type of service. The problem to
be solved is the number of optometrists required
in Maryland in 1980.

1. Let us assume a state population of
4,700,000.

2. The service target is 13 visits to optometrists
per 100 persons (0.13 per capita visits per year), a
standard slightly higher than the national average
obtained from the National Health Survey.

3. Assume that each optometrist in 1980 will
follow the scheduling recommended by the
school of optometry and see two patients per
hour, i.e., 16 patients per day.

4. Assume optometrists work five days per
week, 50 weeks a year, a total of 250 workdays per
year.

5. To solve the service target equation of man-
power requirements, we plug in the statistics:

Manpower requirements =
4,700,000 X 0.13 611,000 - 152.8 optometrists
16 X 250 4,000

6. We are aware that alternative assumptions
are reasonable regarding each variable in our
equation population, service target, produc-
tivity, and staffing pattern. To test the sensitivity
of each variable and estimate requirements based
on alternative sets of assumptions, we proceed
with a sensitivity analysis.6 For example, let us
change the productivity measure by adopting the
scheduling that is closer to the current prevailing
rate of productivity. Let each optorn3trist in 1980
see only nine patients a day, and let all other
variables remain unchanged.

5. The case studies were adapted from the report of the Mary.
land Council for Higher Education, A Projection of Maryland's
Health Manpower Needs Through the 1980's. Baltimore, Md.:
Maryland Council for Higher Education, January 1969.

6. See the discussion of sensitivity analylis In Chapter I.
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The projected 1980 optometrist manpower re-
quirements become:

4,700,000X 0.13 611,000

9X 250 2,250
= 271.6

This figure is about 78 percent higher than the
first estimated figure of 152.8, and the difference
is due to the change in productivity. Suppose that
the estimated supply ot optometrists in 1980 is
240. Under the first higher productivity assump-
tion, one would have to conclude that there would
be a surplus; under the second assumption of
lower productivity, one would expect a shortage.
Thus, the final estimate is said to be very sensitive
to the assumption on productivity, and the accu-
racy of this measure is vital to the reliability of
requirements estimate.

Case Study Two

The maldistribution of physicians has been
identified as a serious problem in the state, and
the planner would like to know whether the dis-
tribution of doctors will be better or worse in 1980.

1. Re: 1980 population: Three independent sets
of population projections were studied; the one
selected is a conservative estimate, below the
projections of the regional planning commiszion
and the U.S. Census Buu.au, and was prepared by
a demographer in the state planning office. .

2. A service target was set for each of the five
regions in the state for physicians practicing in
private offices. The standard of office visits was
based upon data collected in the National Heajth
Survey. Since the NHS provides national data, the
rates of physician visits per capita for each of the
regions in the state were determined by means of
a multiple regression analysis, with family
income, race, age distribution and percent of rural
population as independent variables. The calcu-
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lated rates varied among the regions from 3.9 in a
rural area to 5.5 in a metropolitan sut Jrb.

3. Productivity was calCulated by dividing the
current demand for physician services for the
state and for each region (using statistics from the
National Health Survey as proxy data) by the num-
ber of physicians in private practice. Services
were defined to include telephone consultatirns
and home and clinic visits as well as visits to the
physician's office. This index of productivity was
validated by information from other independent
sources. The assumption is that physician pro-
ductivity will not change significantly between the
time of the National Health Survey, 1967, and the
target year of riur projection, 1980.8

'4._Staffing pattern: The proportion of primary
care services provided by the physician was not

.1aMigated in the report from which this case
study is taken. In effect, the planner assumed that
all of the seMces given in the doctor's office were
performed by the M9. (We will relax this assump-
tion in Case Study Three).

5. The estimating computation is shown in
Table 2.

7. The same study produced estimates of physician require.
ments in hospital teaching and administrative service. The
hospital sector estimate was based on a variant of the man.
power/population ratio method, using hospital beds as the
populatirA. The estimate of physicians in the teaching and
admInistrative setting was determined by trend analysis.

8. An alternative method for estimating productivity is: Med .
ical visits per week X average weeks worked per year = aver.
age visits per year. The alternative method Is given in Press,
Paul M., "Estimating appropriate physician supply" (mimeo),
table 17, p. 60. For a discussion on the definition and
measurement of output, see Reinhardt, U., "A production
function for physician services," (In) Review of Economics
and Statistics. pp 57.58. February 1972.
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Table 2. Estimating Computation
for Physician Requirements, 1980

Service
norm

Productivity Primary care
standard physician

Region 1980 (visits requirements in

popuIat:on per capita) per doctor) 1980

(1) (2) (3) (1) x (2) ÷ (3)

2,508,000 5.1 5,400 2,369

332,000 4.8 5,400 295

III 1,400,000 5.5 4,500 1,711

IV 145,000 3.9 8,000 71

Case Study Three

Let us alter the assumption on staffing patterns
and add an average of one physician assistant to

each doctor's office staff. Let us further assume
that 30 percent of the primary care services de-
livered in the doctor's office could be provided by

the physician assistant (See Table 3.)

Table 3 shows, for example, that in region I the

30-percent increase in the productivity of a physi-
cian due to the use of a physician assistant (trom
5,400 visits per doctor per year to 7,020 visits per

doctor per year) would produce a 23-percent

decrease in primary care physician requirements

(from 2,369 to 1,822 physicians). However, it must
be kept in mind that each physician now employs

a physician assistant. Thus, region I would require
1,822 physician assistants in addition to 1,822
physicians.

Table 3. Requirements for Physicians
and Physician Assistants

Region
1980

PoPulation
111

Service norm
(visits per
capital

(2)

Productivity 01
physician ser-
vices (visits
per doctor/yr.)

.131
Stet mg Stat ring
pattern pattern
without with one

P A P.A.

Primary care
physician and P.A.

requirernents
111 7( (2) (3)

Without
P.A.

M.D. P.A.

With one
P.A.

M.D.! P.A.

IV

2,508,000 5.1

332,000 4.8

1,400,009 5.5

145,000 1.9

:. itir.9 7.020

5,400 7.020

4.500 5,850

8,000 10,400

2,369 0 1,822 1,822

295 0 227 227

1,711 0 1,316 1,316

71 0 54 54

Note: &Miming that with one P.A. per physician productivity would increase 30 percent.
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Strengths and Weaknesses of
the Method

The strength of the service targets approach to
estimating requirements is its focus on the
central issue of providing services, and therefore
on the importance of the efficient and effective
organization of the delivery of care. Attention is
directed to manpower utilization and its impact on
productivity. The implications of the health team
can be studied, allowing the planner to theoreti-
cally test the effect of alternative manpower
mixes on manpower requirements.

The planner is directed by this method to do an
indepth analysis of each service component of
.-ealth care and of the staff to provide the service.
This disaggregation enables the planner to tailor
his methodology according to the unique charac-
teristics of the particular service sector.

In the area of manpower requirements for phar-
maceutical :es, for example, one must
estimate the ,,act of the expanded use of drugs
in medical practice; the shifting role of pharma-
cists away from drug compounding and dispen-
sing and toward advising and maintaining drug
profiles; the relative importance of different em-
ployment settings pharmaceutical houses,
drugstores, hospitals, HMO's; and the potential
use of auxiliary personnel. A completely different
set of considerations must be quantified in deter-
mining manpower requirements for radiologic
technologists. First, the radiologist determines
the diagnostic and curative use of X-ray and other
radiation techniques. The use of radiologic ser-
vices and of radiologic technologists depends
upon the doctors' orders. New technology B-
scan, holography, xerography expands the
horizon, but the concern about health hazards
will surely limit the use of radiologic services.

The search for understanding of the underlying
factors and relationships that is required in the
service targets approach is one of its greatest
strengths. The planner is faced with the Achilles'
heel of this method when he attempts to quantity
the variables dealing with service targets, man-
power staffing and productivity. He will almost
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certainly find important data gaps. Should he
decide to collect primary data, he must be pre-
pared for a long-term effort, considerable expense
and the need for expert technical assistance.

The planner should be wary of the temptation to
elaborate the study to such an extent that the
detailed findings are only of academic interest
and of no practical value in the light of his policy
options.

By far the greatest danger of this method is the
use of improper criteria for setting the service
standards in terms of the demand for services
and the productivity of labor. If the standards used
are not valid, the estimates may be grossly un-
realistic. In this, as in every other methodological
approach, the final outcome is only as good as the
judgment and statistical data that are used.

Maryland Council for Higher Education, A Pro- Reference

jection of Maryland's Health Manpower Needs
Through the 1980's. Baltimore, Md.: Maryland
Council for Higher Education, January 1969.

One sophisticated methodological approach to Health Needs Approach
health manpower requirements employs the bio-
logic needs of the community as the fundamental
determinant of manpower requirements. The start-
ing point is to identify and quantify the commu-
nity's health care needs, using a normative judg-
ment of good health care. Reflecting its basic
orientation, the health needs approach has been
labeled the "biologic care" and "professional
standards" method.

When asked, "How much and what types of Problem Addressed

health manpower do you need to provide optimal
health care for your community?" the planner
turns to the health needs approach. His concern is
with what "ought to be" and what "might be," not
with "what is" or "what is likely to be." As a plan-
ner, he is thinking in terms of the ultimate goal
and highest target of health care planning to
assure that level of preventive, diagnostic or
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Data Requirements

therapeutic care which will obtain the optimal
health status for the community.

Alternatively, the planner may be faced with the
question of the requirements for minimal health
care, that is, the amount of manpower necessary
to maintain the health of the community at the
lowest level that is considered acceptable. In this
case, too, the health needs approach is used.

The health needs approach may be viewed as a
particular application of the service targets
method, in which the standard for consumer de-
mand for services is set by professional judgment
of the care needed. These standards can be set at
any level: optimal, minimal or acceptable care.

The data requirements are extensive: the extent
of health needs must be identified; agreement on
the proper modes of care and type of treatment for
each health need must be reached; the appro-
priate treatment must be defined in terms of the
personnel to deliver the service and the time
needed for the treatment; and the amount of ser-
vice that the individual health worker can be ex-
pected to provide must be set.

In other words, the first step determines the
health status of the community; that is, the
number and characteristics of people with.specif-
ic incidences or prevalences of illness or disease

or other requirements for health care services
are quantified. In the second, the appropriate

treatment of each disease and illness is specified
in quantitative terms. The third specifies the
amount of time it takes for the typical practitioner
to provide each service and the fourth calculates
the number of hours in a year that the practitioner
works.

While National Health Survey data on morbidity
and census population figures are at hand, the
bulk of the essential data at this time is based on
the judgment of professionals.

General Description The basic logic of the health needs approach is
akin to the reasoning behind the service targets

5 9



method; the number of personnel needed is deter-
mined by dividing the total amount of services
needed by the average service provided by a
health worker. The unit of measurement is usually
time, so that total amount of service time needed
and the amount of service time provided by the
practitioner is calculated.

When the planner goes the route of the health Underlying Assumptions

needs approach, he is making two major assump-
tions: (1) data on health needs, appropriate treat-
ment and manpower productivity are available or
can be obtained; (2) the community's needs are
the relevant criteria for determining manpower re-
quirements. The validity of the assumptions
depends upon, on the one hand, the resources
available to the planner, and on the other, the pur-
poses for which he is preparing his estimate.

In other words, manpower requirements, now or
in the future, are calculated "by multiplying the
population and the number of conditions per per-
son, the number of service units each person
needs and the time required for each service unit;
then, dividing all this by the average workload (or
desirable workload) of the practitioner."

The mechanics may be easier to see using a
formula.

PXCXVXT
Mrt

where:

Mrt = manpower requirement in year t;
the population that needs a given type
of care for a specific health problem in
year t (current or projected);
the average number of "conditions" per
person per year;
the average number of a given kind of
service per person per condition per
year, based on need;
average time required per service;

P =

C =

V =

T =

6 0
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Step.by-Step Description 9

= average workload of the individual prac-
titioner total amount of service time
provided by the average practitioner per
year for a given kind of service.

The objective of the study is to estimate the
number of physicians needed to provide "good"
primary care.

1. First, we must delineate the scope of the
study. Primary care physicians shall be defined
for purposes of this analysis as internists and
pediatricians, providing "all personal health
needs except those relating to dental, mental and
obstetrical problems and routine physicals for
adults." 10

2. Data on the incidence of disease and the
prevalence of conditions requiring medical care
must be obtained. We refer to such sources as
U.S. Department of Health, Education, and Wel-
fare, Public Health Service, NCHS Series 10, No.
37, "Current Estimates for the Health Interview
Survey, U.S.," July 1965-June 1966, pp. 20, 33; and
NCHS, Vital and Health Statistics, "Chronic
Conditions and Limitations of Activity and Mobil-
ity, U.S.," July 1965-June 1967, PHS-1000-161,
19, 59.

3. The appropriate treatment for a variety of
diseases and health conditions afflictir^ children

9. The case study used in this section was adapted from
Schonfeld, Hyman K., Heston, Jean F. and Falk, Isidore S.,
"Numbers of physicians required for primary medical care."
The New England Journal of Medicine. Pp. 571-576. March 16,
1972. A four-volume monograph by the same authors entitled,
"Standards for Good Medical Care" has been publi ed by the
Social Security Administration (DHEW Pub. No. [CSA] 75
11926) and will be available from the National Technical Infor-
mation Service, Springfield, Virginia. These volumes describe
the methodology in detail, contain information on appropriate
numbers of attendances, and discuss applications of the :late.

10. Schonfeld, Hyman K., Heston, Jean F. and Falk, Isidore
S., "Number of physicians required for primary medical care."
The New England Journal of Medicine, March 16, 1972.
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and adults must be established. An opinion survey
of physicians is undertaken forthis purpose.

4. Information about the amount of service
time required to treat the health problems and the
amouht of hours that pediatricians and internists
spend delivering patient care to each particular
group is obtained. The treatment of acute and
chronic conditions and well-baby care are re-
viewed separately and then combined for a mea-
sure of the total service required in each age
group.

The study of Schonfeld, Heston and Falk pub-
lished in the New England Journal of Medicine
grouped acute conditions into the following cate-
gories in order to match data on incidence of ill-
ness and prevalence of conditions reported by the
National Center for Health Statistics: infective
and parasitic: respiratory; digestive; injuries; and
others. Chronic conditions were classified as:
neoplasms; allergic and respiratory; circulatory;
digestive; genitourinary; muscles, bones, joints;
paralysis, impairments, fractures, injuries; and
others."

5. Data analysis is next. For purposes of illus-
tration, let us consider the special case of chil-
dren under 17 years of age with acute conditions,
and let us use the following set of hypothetical
data to estimate the number of pediatricians
needed to provide for their care.

a. Suppose a community exists with 10,000
children under 17 in year t.
b. Imagine that, on the average, each child
visits a pediatrician for two acute conditions
per year.
c. Suppose professional judgment is that the
average amount of service required for diag-
nosis and treatment of each acute condition is
two visits (V).

11. Ibid. 6 2
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d. Furthermore, based on :.%:,),:;.?,ional opinion,
the average amount of Uwe (in minuies) for
each unit of service is set as 20 minutes (T).
e. Let us suppose further that on the average a
pediatrician in the community devotes 48 hours
per week to primary care of acute conditions
and practices 48 weeks per year. The average
workload, therefore, of a pediatrician is 2,304
(48 x 48) hours per year, or 138,240 (2,304 x 60)
minutes per year (W).
f. We then calculate the answer to our ques-
tion, "How many pediatricians are required in
our community to treat the acute conditions of
persons under 17 years of age?"

where:

P = 10,000 (persons under 17 years of age
seeking primary care for their acute con-
dition);

C = two (acute conditions per person per
year, on the average);

V = two (visits required, on the average, to
treat each acute condition);

T = 20 (minutes per visit, on the average);
W = 138,240 (minutes per year that a pediatri-

cian devotes to care of acute condi-
tions).

By substituting all these numbers in the
formula for M, the number of vdiatricians re-
quired in year t to treat 10,000 pusons under 17
years of age, each having two acute conditions
per year, is

10,000 X 2 X 2 X 20 5.8 pediatricians
138,240

6. The number of physicians needed to provide
"good" primary care the objective o ; the overall
study is obtained by summing the estimates of
internists and pediatricians required to provide
well-baby care and to treat the acute and chronic

6 3



conditions of all age groups in the population
during the target year.

The logical coherences of the health needs

method that manpower needs are determined
y health care required are very natisfying for

health resources planners. One can easily con-
ceptualize the analytical framework: types of
health conditions, such as acute, chronic, preven-
tive; required types of care, such as ambulatory,
hospital based, long term; health occupations
providing the care, such as physicians, nurses,
therapists. When the community's needs are the
proper criteria, and data on health status and
appropriate treatment are obtainable, this ap-
proach is excellent.

The planner should be aware that the technical
difficulties in defining and quantifying health
needs, "acceptable" modes of care, and man-
power's output are formidable. Professionals do
not agree; the health status of a population
changes over time; medical practice advances;
assignments of responsibility and functions of
health occupations shift; and last, but not least,
published statistics are out of date, inapplicable
or incomplete.

Most serious of all, criticism is directed at the
method's failure to take into account the patient's
willingness to seek care and the community's
ability to pay for health services. The assumption
is that there are no financial, psychological or
social constraints to seeking care. The concept of
"demand as need" has the !nherent danger of
overestimating manpower requirements, as we
pointed out in Chapter II of Volume I.

The economic demand approach brings into
consideration the financial resources available to
pay for the services of health personnel. For em-
ployed health workers, these financial resources
pay wages and salaries; for the self-employed,
they pay fees and charges. Payment may come
from patients' pocketbooks, Blue Cross-Blue

6 4
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Data Requirements

Shield, commercial insurance companies, or
government agencies. Purchasers of medical care
and of the services of health manpower are sensi-
tive to the level of medical prices and labor r 3sts
and react by varying the quantities they bui The
element of "effective" demand is introducod in
several methods described here: (1) the survey of
budgeted vacancies, (2) economic analyses de
riving manpower requirements from utilization or
expenditure data, and (3) an input-output mods!I
based on occupational and industry matrixes.

One of the most popular methods for determin-
ing current and future requirements is the bud-
geted vacancies or job vacancy method. In
another guise, it is known as an area skill survey
or employer survey. It gathers information from
the best-informed respondentsemp.loyersin
recognition of the fact they know better than any-
one else how many workers they will hire now and
in the future and the considerations that go into
these decisions. This method answers the basic
questions: How many job openings are there
today, and for what occupations? How many are
filled? How many are part time; how many full
time? What are your plans for expansion and new
services? How many jobs will be available in the
future? In addition, this method can collect a vast
array of additional pertinent data, e.g., statistics
on facility size and occupancy and on institutional
training programs and educational activities.

Essential data requirements are:

1. Current employment and budgeted vacancies
for each of the selected occupations;
2. Projected employment or anticipated addition-
al personnel to be employed in the target year;

3. Hours worked, full time or part time.

In addition, information may be gathered re-
lated to job descriptions, new occupational cate-

6 5



gories, wages, characteristics of the staff ,12 turn-
over, length of time jobs are vacant, and so on.
This type of information is important for an under-
standing of the functioning of the labor market.

With regard to the characteristics of the facility,
information on number of beds, staffed and net
staffed, number of inpatient days, and plans for
expansion may be collected.

In brief, data are obtained from an employer sur-
vey concerning the number of current employees,
budgeted opera positions, and anticipated person-
nel needed in the target year. Present manpower
requirements are the sum of filled and unfilled
budgeted positions; future manpower require-
ments are the sum of the additional personnel
needed in the target year and present require-
ments.
If

then,

Mrp = PrQsent manpower requirements and
Mrt = Future manpower requirements

Mrp = Eby 4- Vby and

Mn = Eby + Vby Art.

where:
E by = Present or base-year employment;

V = Present or base-year vacancies;

A rt = Additional personnel needed in
target year;

V by + A rt = Workers needed due to vacancies
and expansion.

Assumptions are made regarding the present
and future. It is assumed that budgeted vacancies
represent "live" job openings for which funds are

12. Such information age, sex, race, educational attain-
ment is more easily and reliably obtained from the individual
or professional association than from the institution.
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StepbyStep Description:
Case Study 14

available and for which qualified applicants would
be hired. Excluded are the "fictitious" budgeted
vacancies for which no recruitment will take place
because the budget is out of line with the institu-
tion's current financial position. It is further as-
sumed that the estimate of additional personnel
needed in the future is made in the light of realis-
tic expansion plans. To guide its respondents, one
study listed the following assumptions as a basis
for the estimate of additional personnel needed in
the next two and five years:

1. That qualified workers will be available to
meet any anticipated employment needs;

2. That the present long-term trend of
economic growth of the United States wih
continue with no major setbacks for the
next few years;

3. That scientific and technological ad-
vances will continue, affecting work meth-
ods, manpower requirements, and consump-
tion patterns, for both goods and services;

4. That the present-day normal workweek of
the establishment will continue through the
forecast period;

5. That the current plans for plant and facili-
ties expansion and modernization will
mate- alize according to schedule. 13

1. The critical first step is to define the scope
of the survey: what population or geographic area
is to be studied and what occupational categories

13. South Carolina Hospital Association and South Caroiina
Employment Security Commission, Manpower Requirements
for Health Facilities in South Carolina, 1966. Quoted in Ber-
kowitz, Monroe et al., Medical Care Prices and Health Man-
power in New Jersey: An Exploratory Study. Prepared for the
New Jersey Comprehensive Health Planning Agency. New
Brunswick, N.J.: Rutgers University, 1970.

14. The case study is adapted from the State of Wisconsin,
Department of Health and Social Services, Hospital Manpower
Survey. Wisconsin: Division of Health, 1969.
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and health facilities will be inc'uded. The decision
on the survey scope is based on the objectives of
the study, taking into account political, social and
other nontechnical considerations. In our case
study, an inventory of short-term general hospitals
was conducted. Another study surveyed all private
and public hospitals, all nursing homes, the State
Board of Health and those medical laboratories
covered by the State Unemployment Compensa-
tion Board. In contrast, another study collected
data from hospitals, convalescent homes, physi-
cians' offices, dentists' offices, dental laborato-
ries, health clinics and public health agencies 15
Among the studies that have limited themselves
to hospitals alone, the scope has been defined in
various combinations to include long-term and
short-term, general and special, governmental and
nongovernmental, profit and nonprofit hospitals.

The selection of occupations may be compre-
hensive or selective. In any case, a job description
for each job title used is typically included in the
questionnaire. Information on occupational titles
and examples of job descriptions are given in a
companion volume in t; iis series, entitled Data
and Information Needs for Health Manpower Plan-
ning.

2. The sampling frame must be prepared by list-
ing the name and mailing address of all employers
in the area defined for study. Typically, lists from
several sources are combined to create the sam-
pling frame. Ingenuity is needed to gather to-
gether a complete coverage of all facilities and
employing institutions from various sources
tor example, licensing agencies, professional
associations and the yellow pages.

3. The sampling design must be prepared.
Taking into account the desired precision, cost
and time requirements, decide on the sample size
and sampling plan. A stratified random sampling
technique is often used.

15. Connecticut Board of Education, Division of Vocational
Edu.;ation, untitled memo, September 1,1967.
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A bias in favor of conducting a cenlus of em-
ployers is common among health planners who
suspect that valid results can be obtained only
from a complete enumeration and fear that sam-
pling produces unreliable results in a totally un-
predictable fashion. In fact, a true census count is
a fantasy; a census rarely, if ever, achieves 100
percent complete coverage. We II-designed
samples that can provide accurate data, within
specifier' limits as to the deviation from true
values, at lower cost and in less time, must be
constructed.

4. The survey collection instrument must be
constructed with careful attention, given to def-
initions and instructions to the respondents.
The goal is a questionnaire format that
conveys the same idea to all rPspondents
and facilitates their recording an answer. It
should gather all necessary information for the
subsequent analysis. At this point, thought
should be given to the format of the work tables,
which will transform the information from the
respondents to statistical data to be analyzed by
the planner. A study of the effectiveness of col-
lecting occupational employment data from
hospitals by mail, using a structured and non-
structured questionnaire, reached the following
conclusions on data collection methods:16

a. The nonstructured questionnaire is impracti-
cal and costly for the collection of occupational
employment data from an industry group which
is dominated by very large establishments with
almost limitless occupational possibilities.
b. The response to the structured question-
naire was better than the response to the non-
structured schedule.

18. State of Massachusetts, Division of Employment Se.
curity, A Comparative Study ol the Collection ol Occupational
Employment Data in Hospitals in Massachusetts by Means of
Structured and Nonstructured Questionnaires, June-Septem-
ber 1971. Boston, Mass.: Occupational Research Department,
Division of Employment Security, 1972.
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c. In terms of response quality both question-
naires appear capable of yielding comprehen-
sive staffing information.
d. The cost of developing the structured sched-
ule is substantially greater than for the non-
structured document.
e. The cost of ^Jitinc and coding the nonstruc-
tured schedule is many times that of the struc-
turea quLstionneire.
f. The aggregate costs of developing the struc-
tured schedules, edi:!ng and coding them, are
considerably less than the aggregate costs of
developing the nonstrucc..1 ed schedules and
editing, classifying and coding the occupations
listed.
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Fig. 4. An Example
of One Questionnaire"

Noto that column c in the preceding ques-
tionnaire, which deals with h time em-
ployees, asks not only for the nurro, of persons

17. State of Wisconsin, Department of Health and Social
Services, Hosplfal Manpower Survey, Wisconsin: Division of
Health, 1969.
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but also the number of hours worked per week.
Conversion of part-time to full-time equivalents is
tricky. Full-time equivalent employees can be cal-
culated on a reliable basis only if the actual
number of hours is known. Columns d and e refer
to personnel needed to provide optimum care.
Such terminology may present no difficulty to the
respondent who clearly has in mind what he
considers "optimum"; the problem arises for the
researcher who is interpreting the collective views
of employers. A distinction between additional
personnel needed for whom budgeted vacancies
exist and those for whom no financial support is
available helps the planner to differentiate re-
quirements based on "effective demand" from
those based on "need."

5. The data must be collected by mall or per-
sonal interviews. Follow-up of nonrespondents is
usually necessary to identify or limit the bias in-
herent in underreporting. In our case study, 19
hospitals, 12 percent of the sample, did not re-
spond. An analysis of the location.and size of the
nonrespondents was made in order to understand
the direction of bias due to nonreporting and to
determine what, if any, corrections should be
made to adjust for it.

6. The data must be processed. Each returned
questionnaire is edited for Inadequate or incon-
sistent rosponses. Respondents are contacted, if
necessary, for the correct information. Cards
should be punched, 100 percent verified, and cor
vetted to magnetic tape. The first computer run
should identify reported figures exceeding expec-
ted limits so that questionnaires can be examined
to locate the error, and, if necessary, those re-
spondents can be queried foraccurate information.

7. The work tables must be prepared, fol-
lowed by analysis and estimation. The Chi-
square test may be used in deciding the grouping
of employers (e.g., oy size of hospital) by judging
whether the statistics confirm or disprove the
hypothesis that the institutions are in fact alike or
difforent. Decide on the appropriate muasure of
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central tendency and compute the standard error
of estimate to understand the degree of accuracy
of the measure.

When a sample survey is conducted, the data in
all sample strata are weighted by the reciprocals
of the probability of sample selection (e.g., for 25-
percent probability of sample selection, multiply
by four, and then adjust for nonresponse). The
weighting inflates the sample to the size of the
population.

The strong point ot the employer survey ap- Strengths and Weaknesses

proach is that the source of information is the of the Method

best-informed respondent, especially for the short
term. In addition, relative to other methods, data
collection is simple and inexpensive.

However, there are inherent weaknesses, both
operational and conceptual. It is often difficult to
identify every employer in the population to be
surveyed. The sampling frame, therefore, may not
cover the universe.

The number of respond( nts is critical but un-
predictable, since respondents may elect not to
respond for a wide variety of reasons. Conse-
quently, there may be unmeasurable sampling
errors. Adjustments for nonrespondents may re-
quire information on the characteristics of non-
respondents that is not available or is costly to
obtain.

Response error is difficult to avoid: the particu-
lar respondent who is filling out the questionnaire

someone like an administrative assistant in the
personnel department may not know some of
the answers; the data requested may be too diffi-
cult to obtain irom the records; the respondent
may not be motivated to respond but may vinw the
survey as an unproductive, irrelevant activity; and
the data collection instrument may be so long and
so complex that the willing respondent inadver
tently errs.

Moreover, problems arise in the wording of
questions. The use of "budgeted" opening.;
questionable, since budgets frequently deviate
from the real financial 51tuatIon, Departrrirmt
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Another methodology can be employed to link
effective demand to manpower requirements. It
derives manpower projections from a study of the
changes in health services used (or purchased)
that occur as a result of demographic shifts. This
dynamic approach reasons that the composition
as well as the size of the population is the major
determinant of the typos and quantity of services
used, In turn, it is the population's demand for
particular services that creates the demand for
special types of manpower.
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Illustrative of the kinds of issues that may be Problem Addressed
addressed by the service utilization approach is
the planner's responsibility to review and com-
ment on "certificate of need" applications. The
plpnner must consider how much services of what
type will be demanded in the future and how much
and what type of manpower will be needed and
will be available to staff these services. Only with
this information can he assess the request for
new or additional facilities. His concern for the
financial viability of the community's health insti-
tutions focuses his attention on the effective
demand for services.

In applying this method, the planner derives the General Descrlptlon
estimate of manpower requirements from the esti-
mate of the demand for services. The demand for
services is in turn based upon the pattern of ser-
vice utilization of each group in the population
and the number and characteristics of persons in
that group. The future demand for medical care is
converted into projected manpower demand by
applying the proportionate change in services
used to the present manpower requirements. The
method disaggregates the population and the ser-
vices used and permits estimation of manpower
requirements for aggregates of health personnel
or particular, discrete occupations.

The underlying logic may be described in the
following formula:

Vo X Npt
Mir MIO

tilp X Nbp

where:

= the sum;
type of care, such as physician visits
laboratory tests;
population group, such as males under
17 or females over 60;
base yen;
target year;

/ =

p =

b --z

t =
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Data Requirements 18

mit) =

Vlp =

Npf =

manpower required to produce a par
ticular type of care (e.g., ambulatory
care) in the target year;
manpower required to produce the par-
ticular type of care in the base year;
the utilization rate of the particulzi vu
of care, i (for example, physician v' s)

by the population group, p (males u Jer
17);
number of persons in the pop' 'ation
group, p (males under 17), in the ',,fget
year;

Npb number of persons in the pop
group, p, in the base year.

The product of VIP Npt divided by the pr«luct of
V N

ip bb
Vir; Npt

Vip Npb

represents the proportionate change in the uti.iza-
tion of services due to the change in r
from the base year to the target year.

opulation, manpower and service utilizatior;
data are required.

First, base-year and projected poprIctic:i for
the area, by demographic characteristos ts

sex and age, must be obtained. Fie 5 iNu late: e
simple population matrix table.

Second, statistics on baseyr rr:ower re-
quirements by type of care are 'A: doctor's
office; hospitals; other institutici.1' use; labOra-
tory, ph..r.nacy and other types of s: ,vices.

Third, information on the utilization of services
is necessary.

An (,xample r I a care mtrix indicates the
extent of disaggregation thi ;r be built into this
method. (See Fig.6.)

18. Data on health card Aponditures, ilisjgrogated by typo
of care and populatiun group, can be useo ,iead of utilization
data
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Age Base Year Target Year Fig. 5. A Simple
Population Matrix
Table

Malel Female Male [Female

Under 17
17-24
25-44
45-64
65 and over

Fundamental to this method is the assumption
that health manpower requirements are derived
from the demand for health services. The demand
for health services is, in turn, determined by the
demographic characteristics of the area's popula-
tion and the pattern of service utilization of each
group.

While we recognize that children and the aged
make different demands on the health care
system, we assume that like groups will continue
to use services in the same way so that the utiliza-
tion pattern of the base year is equally applicable
in the target year. Moreover, it is assumed that the
elasticity of demand with regard to population is
such that an equally proportionate change in ser-
vice demand occurs from a change in the popula-
tion size and composition. The same relationship
exists between manpower requirement ard ser-
vice demand: a percentage change in serviL;es de-
manded results in an equal percentage change in
the manpower required.

Other variables affecting the utilization rate
such as the price of medical services, personal
income and the financing arrangements can be
ignored or are reasonably assumed to remain un-
changed during the projection period.

The assumption of ceteris paribus all other
things being equal or constant blankets many
important variables influencing manpower re
quirements: labor productivity, technological
change, and relative factor prices.

7 6
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Fig. 6. Example of a
Care Matrix
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Projections may be made for numerous occupa-
tional categories, e.g., physicians, dentists, vision
care and hospital manpower. We will illustrate the
use of one health service's utilization method for
estimating the statewide demand in 1980 for
physicians providing ambulatory care.

1. Data must be gathered from many sources.2°
Ideally, current information would be available; in
practice, the latest available statistic for each vari-
able is used. The planner is properly concerned
that the base year be as recent and as uniform
among the variables as possible. The data that are
necessary are:

a. Base-year resident population by age and
sex, by state and by county (U.S. Bureau of
the Census, General Population Characteris-
tics, Series PC(1)B, tables 16 and 35, would
have the 1970 data);

19. The case study has been adapted from Berkowitz, Monroe
et al., Medical Care Prices and Health Manpower in New
Jersey: An Exploratory Study. Prepared for the New Jersey
Comprehensive Health Planning Agency. New Brunswick, N.J.:
Rutgers University, 1970.

20. Various publications from the U.S. Department of Health,
Education, and Welfare, Puhh: Health Service, NCHS Series 10
and NCHS Series 13 contain data on the utilization of health
services The most current are: "Physician Visits, Volume and
Interval Since Last Visit, U.S., 1969." HSM 721066, NCHS
Series 10, No. 73, July 1972. On the utilization of shortterm
hospitals, the major sources are: "Utilization of ShortStay
Hospitals: Summary of Nonmedical Statistics, U.S., 1967."
HSM 72.1058, NCHS Series, 13. No. 9, May 1972; "Utilization
of ShortStay Hospitals, U.S., 1968." NCHS Series 13, vol. 21.
no. 6, September 19, 1972; and "Utilization of ShortStay Hos-
pitals: Summary of Nonmedical Statistics, U.S., 1070." NCHS
Series 13, vol. 21, no. 9, December 6, 1972, Other sources
such as Current Estimate from the Health Interview Survey,
United States, 1970, HSM 721054, NCHS Series 10, No, 72,
May 1972, provide selected general information on utilization
of health services. Data from the Health Interview Survey are
also available on micro.data tapes from the National Center
for Health Statistics. For detailed information about coverage,
general description, cost, delivery time and data years avail-
able, see Standardized MicroData Tape Transcripts, U.S.
Department of Health, Education, and Welfare, Public Health
Service, NCHS, DHEW Puo. No. (HRA) 74.1213, my. June
1974, pp. 16.18.

7 8
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b. Projected population by age and sex, by
state and by county (each state may make its
own projection; however, one may obtain the
data from the Bureau of the Census, Current
Population Reports, Series 375);

c. Base-year estimated health manpower re-
quirements by type of care and type of oc-
cupation for the area under study. In some
studies present manpower requirements are
estimated by use of one of the alternative
methodologies, such as budgeted vacancies;
in others, the latest supply figures are used
as a proxy; 21

d. The utilization rate of health service by
demographic characteristi,;s of population
and by type of care for the area under study.
If such statistics are not available for the
state (or local area), the national data from
the National Health Survey can be used as a
proxy measure.
2. Computation is relatively simple. We have

already designed the formula that described the
relationships among the variables. We have col-
lected the data and manipulated them into the
form we need. The computation step plugs the
statistics into the formula:

= "in x vu, X No

We have said that future requirements are present
requirements, adjusted for changes in service uti-

lization as a result of population changes.
In the case of the state's requirements for

pi-,/sicians to provide ambulatory care, the com-
putations are:

a. Requirement for physicians in 1970 (M,b)
= 8,256.
b. Base year and projected number of resi-
dents by age and sex for the area under

21. Supply estimates WO appropriately used as proxy mea
sure for requirements for tirne periods when the two aro in
equilibrium. The use of proxy measures was discussed pre.
viously in this (Thapter,

rn)
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study (N and N ,). In Table 4 we show the
distribution for the state of New Jersey.
c. Percentage change in the demand for ser-
vices due to the effect of population is cal-
culated in Tabl e 5.

d. 1970 total demand for physician service in
New Jersey equaled 30,830,000 visits ( x
Npb). Projected 1980 total demand for physi-
cian services in New Jersey is 34,857,000,
taking into account population changes only

e. The proportional change in total demand
for physician service for atl types of care in
New Jersey between 19., 0 and 1980 due
solely to population change equals 13.06 per-
cent (34,857,000 30,830,000 = 1.1306).

f. Therefore, the total number of physicians
for all types of care required for New Jersey
in 1980 is 9,334 (8,258 x 1.1306 = 9,334).

The strong suits of this method are its reliance Strengths and Weak.
on measures of effective demand the utilize- nesses of the Method

tion rate and its detailed study of the behavior
of groups of people seeking health care. The
degree of disaggregation inherent in this method
permits the planner to base his manpower
estimate on the health care demands of each seg-
ment of the population, reflecting the cultural and
physical characteristics of each group of people.
This estimate representb the change likely to
occur as a result of one important dynamic factor,
namely, the change in population over time.

However, the assumption that other important
economic factors, such as income, price, and
third-party financing, remain unchanged is very
limiting and unlikely to represent reality. The as-
sumption that population and the demand tor ser-
vices are so related that a change in population
brings a proportionate response in the demand for
services is very restrictive and needs to be vali-
dated. Furthermore, the assumption that present
utilization patterns are the proper standard for the
future is questionable, since we realize that there
are many unmet health needs in our country.

8 0
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Table 4. Adjusted Population Distribution
for New Jersey by Age and Sex

(in thousands)

Sex and age

IMale

Npb
1970

Npt
1980

Under 17 1, 151 1, 141

17 24 424 534

25 44 842 1,077

45 - 64 777 810

65 plus 288 340

Female
Under 17 1,100 1,101

17 24 446

25 44 906 1,141

45 - 64 842 890

65 plus 410 486

TOTALS 7,194 8,087

The method has operational as well as con-
ceptual weaknesses. These relate to the vast
amount of data and the expertise needed to do the
analysis. The analytical potential of the method is
enormous; the coroputer makes it possible to
study innumorE.Ne combinations of population
groups ono typs ot care. The planner must exer-
cise cootrol to disaggregate in a meaningful
fashion and only to a logical degree. Without
control, the compila'tion of statistics can be over-

whelming.

References State of New Jersey, Department of Health,
Health Manpower in New Jersey. Report of the
Health Manpower Data Project. Trenton, N.J.:

Department of Health, 1972.



Table 5. Population and Physician Visits

for State of New Jersey, 1970 and 190

Constant

utilization

rates Vip

(Averap no.

Sex and age of physician

visits per

person per

year, U.S.

1969 g

(1)

Male

Under 17

17 . 24

25 . 44

45 . 64

05 and over

Female

Under 17

17 . 24

25 . 44

45 . 64

65 and over

Total ( )

a See Fig, 8,

b See table 4.

3.7

3.0

3.2

4.1

5,5

3.4

4.8

5.3

5,2

6.7

Baseyear

Projected.

year (1' :I)

Base.year (1970) total Projected. total demand

(1970) demand for year (1980) for physician

populationb physician population visits

V
Ab

visits Vip Vpb Vip Npf

(1) x (2) r. (3) (1) x (4) (5)

(2) (3) (4) (5)

thousands

1,151 4,259 1,141 4,222

424 1,272 534 1,602

842 2,694 1,077 3,446

777 3,186 810 3,321

18 1,584 340 1,870

1,108 3,767 1,101 3)43

446 2,141 567 2,722

906 4,802 1,141 6,047

842 4,378 890 4,628

410 2,747 486 3,256

EVIp N
pb 30,830

EV N z 34,857
IP Pt

22. Stalc ci New Jersey, Department of Health, Health Manpower in New Army. Report

of the Health MaTower Data Project, Trenton, NI Department of Health, 1972. p 286.
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Economic (Effective)
Demand Approach:
Constant Utilization
Rate with Changing

Population and
Changing Income

Method

General Description

Berkoyvitz, Monroe et al., Medical Care Prices
and Health, i npo ,^ r in New Jersey. Prepared for
the New Jerse- Cumprehensive Health Planning
Agency. New Brunswick, N.J.: Rutgers University,
1970.

U.S. Department of Health, Education, and Wel-
fare, Health Resources Administration, DMI
Modeling Program tor Health Manpower Analysis:
Overview, Rationale and Status. Report No. 74-
163. Washington, D.C.: U.S. Go.ernment Printing
Office, 1974.

This method improves on the previous method-
ology constant utilization rate with changing
population by removing one of the restrictive
assumptions that held that income would not
change during the projection period. With this re-
fined model, health manpower requirements are
again derived from health care demand as deter-
mined by the utilization of services by population
groups whose numbers and income are changing
over time.

The logic underlying this method :s, as has
been stated, that the manpower requirements are
derived from effective demand. To accurately
project health service demand, people's income,
as well as their age, sex, and other characteristics,
must be corr,idered. Therefore, one should apply
the base year's service utilization rate to a like
group in the target year a group whose charac-
teristics are defined by demography, income and
the type of care used. In general terms, the projec-
tion would alter present requirements by taking
into account the population effect, income effect
and the effect of the interaction of population and
income. Thus, the formula describing the under-
lying logic may be written as before:

yip X Np
Mt, = Mib X

Vio X Nob

where:
Mit = manpower required to produce a partic-

ular type of care in the target year;

8 3
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M
t)

= manpower required to produce the par-
i ticular type of care in the base year;

V = the utilization rate of the particular i
ip

ok type of care, by the population group;

N number of persons in the population
P group, p, in the target year;

= number of persons in the population
group, p, in the base year;

= the population group, by age, sex and
income, such as males 15-24 years of
age with less than $3,000 income, fe-
males over 60 with $3,000-$4,999
income.

In fact, however, utilization and manpower data
may not be available in sufficient detail to permit
classification by age, sex and income. 23 There-
fore, an alternative estimating procedure has been
developed that uses aggregate data and sepa-
rately measures income effect, population effect
and the interaction effect of changes in popula-
tion and income on the demand for services, then
calculates the combined effect on demand that
results from these separate effects. The resulting
percentage change in the demand for services is
applied to the base-year manpower requirements
to project manpower requirements in the target
year.

The method of estimating the income, ponula-
tion and the interaction effect separately requires
an explicit estimate of income elasticity and
population elasticity, showing the sensitivity of
service utilization (or expenditures) to changing
income and changing population.

23. National utilization data for physiciars, dentists and
inpatient hospital care is available by sex, age and family
income from U.S. Department of Health, Education, and Wel.
fare, National Centel for Health Statistics. Additional national
baseline data, from U.S. Department of Health. Education, and
Welfare, Division of Manpower Intelligen.-.6, is given in
Appendix B.
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Income e!3sticity is measured thus:

n, ,6e/eb
4Y/Vb

where:

the estimated income elasticity
for utilization of health service
or expenditure,

A = difference between target year and base
year;

A eleb = percentage change in the utilization of
health services (or percentage changes
in health services expenditures) from
the base year to the target year;

L Y/Y = percentage change in income level from
the base year to the target year.

Population elasticity is measured in this manner:

= = the population elasticity for the
P/Pb utilization of health servic

expelditures.

where:

APIPb = perr stage change in population.

The projection of manpower requirements,
combining the separate effects, can be repre-
sented in the following formula:

= M.b X

where:
AE = n, XAY + n, OP n, 6 Y X

Eb Y b Pb Yb

ipopi Idtton
plfect effpcl)

,nlefaction,',116.cf,

where:

Mrt = estimated number of health manpower
requirements in target year t;

8 5
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number of health manpower require-
ments in base year b;

pElEb ----. percentage changes in demand for
health service that is measured by per-
centage chJnges in utilization of health
services (ol by percentage changes in
health service; expenditures) as a result
of changes in income level, population
composition, and their interaction.

The interaction term the product of the
income effect and the population effect takes
into account that the demand for health care is
changed not only by the separate shifts of income
and population but also by the impact that these
moves have on each other. The impact of income
on health demand is due not only to income
elasticity but also to the number of people at each
income level; the impact of population on health
demand is due not only to population elasticity
but also to the average income of each popula-
tion subgroup.

As in the earlier constant utilization rate Data Requirements
method, data requirements are extensive:

1. Baseyear and projected population by
subgroups for the area under study.
2. Base-year manpower requirements by
type of care.
3. Base-year utilization of health services by
population groups and by type ot care,24 and
additionally,
4. Base-year and b:ojected persoral incorrie
for the area understudy.

This case study projc^ts the numiler of dentists
in the state in 1975, 1980 and 1985.

24. If available, expenditure data ma be usea in place of
utdization data.
25. The case study was adapted from the State of New
Jersey, Department of Health. Healt,) Manpower in New
Jersey, a Report of the Health Manpowor Data Project (Trenton,
N.J.: Department of Health, 1972).

rd 6
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1. Essential data are collected:
a. Base-year and projected population for
the area by sex and age.

b. Base-year manpower requirements. The
American Dental Association membership
dtrectoly showed 4,503 dentists in the state.

c. Base-year u;ilization data (or expenditure
data). Since area data may be dif- -,ult to
obtain, national data may be used if the
national 2 demographic and income popula-
tion is comparable to that of the area under
study. The national data may be adapted by
applying national utilization rates to the
comparable local population groups.
d. Base-year and projected piz-soral income
for the state. 27

2. Computations are made.
To estimate the percentage ch.,3r:c. ,n the

demand for dental services, AE/Et,-. Three

major factors that induce change
effect, the population effect, and the ls .atac

effect must be calculated.
The income effect is measured by

ele

YIYb

AY

b

(income elasticity X (percentage change in incomr)

26. Sources for utilization data have been given pravWiusiy.

For health services expenditures, the major source is the U.S.
Department of Healt'$, auc&tion, aRTa7fire",-Erif-Sedurity
Administration, Office of Research and Statistics. For
example, Personal Health Care Fxpondifirec by State and
Statistics, Social Security Ad ,inIstration, DliEW Pub. No.
(SSA) 73011906 contains usify. Infoat

27. Historical data on total r mrsona: ay stites may be
obtained from U.S. Department of Comrnerc:-;, Bureau of Eco-

nomic AnalvsiP. ,5..-vey of C ent Business, Dr may bo avail-

able from try econcrnic pnntng agency, income and
population p:- ,,..ctions by states and mgions for 1980 and 1990

are now av:tilabie from the i S. Department of Commerce,
Bureau of T!'.,c ..r..ic. AnalysK, If projected population and
income data a:u not available for the area, a simple I;nez.:
model can be employed by running a regression on historical
data and assuming the past trend will continue thrcughout the
projection period.

8 7
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The Income eR !city for dental services, ac-
cording to the study of the Commission on the
Cost of Medic Care, Is 1.17, which means that
on the average, a 1-percent rise in income will
induce a 1.17 percent rise in the number of dental
visits or in money spent for dental services.28

The percentage change in Income for the state
was calculated by dividing target year income by
base year income.

Period
Total personal
income (Y) in

$ million

Projection
period

Percentage change
in income
AY

Y b

1970 ... 33.674
1975 ... 37.485 1970-75 11.3
1980 ... 42.477 1975-80 13.3
1985 .. 47.506 1980-85 11.8

Putting together income elasticity and income
percentage change data produces an estimate of
the income effect.

Period

j Ay
Yb

(%)

Income effect

(0/0)

AY/Yb

(1) (2) (1) x (2)

1970-75 ... 1.17 11.3 13.2
1975-80 ... 1.17 13.3 15.6
1980-85 ... 1.17 11.8 13.8

28. Income elasticity for dental expenditures was estimated
in part by the 1964 American Medical Association Surver. The
Cost of Medical Care: A Survey. Chicago: American Metical
Asscciation, 1964. However, one can always estimate the
value of income elasticity for the area under study by running
a simple regression analysis base on the model, log E = log a
+ b log y, where log E = percentage change in health
services expenditures (or services), log a = constant term, b
= income elasticity, and log y = percentage change in
income level, if area data are available. For further informa-
tion, see Feldstein, Paul J., The Demand for Medical Care,
General Report, vol., 1. Chicago: American Medical Associa-
tion, 1964. pp. 57-76.

8 8
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Thus, it is estimated that the percentage change
in the demand for total number of dental visits
would increase 13.2 percent, 15.6 percent and
13.8 percent in the respective projection periods
due to income effect alone.

The population effect is measured by
eleb AP

X
A P/Pb Pb

(elasticity of population) X (percentage change in population)

The elasticity of population is usually assumed
to be 1. In other words, the change in population
induces a proportional char.ce in utilization or
expenditures.

The percentage change in population is calcu-
lated by dividing projected population size by
base-year population.

Period
Total popula- Projection F 'rcentage change

tion (P) in period in population
thousands AP

P

1970 7.194
1975 7.645 1970-75 6.3

1980 8.087 1975-80 5.8

1?85 8.606 1980-85 6.4

Combining population elasticity and population
percenage change yields the population effect:

Period

A e/eb A P Population
effect

(%)

AP/Pb Pb

(%)
(1) (2) (1)x (2)

1970-75 ... 1 6.3 6.3

1975-80 ... 1 5.8 5.8

1980-85 ... 1 6.4 6.4

8 9
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Thus, it is estimated that the percentage change
in the demand for total number of dental visits
would increase 6.3 percent, 5.8 percent and 6.4
percent in the respective projection periods due
to the population effect alone.

The interaction effect is measured by multi-
plying the income effect and population effect,
since it represents the reaction that results from
the combination of these changes.

Period
Income
effect
(%)

Population
effect
(T)

Interaction
effect .

(To)

(1) (2) (3) = (1) x (2)

1970-75 ... 13.2 6.3 0.8
197580 ... 15.6 5.8 0.9
198085 ... 13.8 6.4 0.9

We a-e now in a position to estimate the per-
centage change in the demand for dental care ser-
vices, AE/Eb, by summing the three separate ef-
fects for each projection period.

Period
Income
effect

Population
effect

Interaction
effect

A E

Eb
Change in
demand

(To) (9/0) (9/0) (/0)

(1) (2) (3) (1) + (2) + (3)

197075 ... 13.2 6.3 0.8 20.3

1975-80 .. 15.6 5.8 0.9 22.3

198085 .. 13.8 6.4 0 9 21.)

Finally, the number of dentists required in the
state in 1975, 1980 and 1985 may be estimated.

9 0
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Period

Baseyear
dentists

(1)

Percentage
change

(2)

Requirements
for additional

dentists
(1) x (2)

Target-year
dentist

requirement
(1) + [(1) x (2)1

1970 . .. 4,503 20.3 914 5,417
1975 . .. 5,417 22.3 1,208 6,625
1980 . . . 6,625 21.1 1,398 8,023
1985 . . . 8,023

Strengths and Weaknesses As with the earlier utilization methoa, the
of the Methods strength of this method lies in its reliance on ef-

fective demand, as determined by the imome, age
and sex of the arec.'s population, as the basis for
estimating manpower requirements. The intro-
duction of the dynamic element of change in
income over the projection period tends to make
the estimates more realistic.

Several weaknesses are especially significant.
The assumption that factors 'other than demog-
raphy and income will not change during the
projection period is unwarranted except for the
very short run. The planner should be aware that
the use of utilization or expenditure data hides
from view the unmet needs for services from the
eople who do not have access to medical care,

for reasons of geography, ignorance or poverty.
The planner should also recognize that this
method can entail, as our case study demon-
strated, a very complex statistical analysis re-
quiring considerable time, money and expertise.

References Berkowitz, Monroe et al., Medical Care PrIces
and Health Manpower in New Jersey: An Explor-
atory Study. Prepared for the New Jersey Com-
prehensive Health Planning Agency. New Bruns-
wick, N.J.: Rutgers University, 1970.

State of New Jersey, Department of Health,
Health Manpower in New Jersey. Report of the
Health Manpower Data Project. Trenton, N.J.:
Department of Health, 1972.
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If we view the health service ;ndustry in the
context of the total economy and health
manpower in the context of the manpower stock
required to produce all the goods and services
demanded by the community, we are led to the
Industry-occupational matrix method developed
by the U.S. Bureau of Labor Statistics.

Thls method estimates future manpower re-

quirements on the basis of an industry-occupa-
tional employment matrix that shows the percent
distribution of an industry's employment by occu-
pation and the percent distribution of an occupa-
tion's employment by industr,,. Given the total
labor force, one can derive the employment in
each industry and each occupa:lonal category in
the matrix.

The Bureau of Labor Statistics developed the
national industry-occupational employment ma-
trix over a number of years of intensive study
and projected the matrix to 1980 on the basis of
historical trend, multiple regression analyses,

input-output analyses and special industry
studies. A number of states have also prepared
industry-occupational matrices. It is possible for
an area to create its own base-line matrix based
on statistics available In the 1970 census. (Table

Le.' us assume that the planner has to justify the
health sector plan to thm qcvernor's planning
board. The health plannu ts to present an
overview of the direction In which hI community
Is headed and the part that the health sector is
likely to play. He recognizes that the resources
available to support health manpower and health
facilities depend on the total resources of the
community and the priority given to health car:: in

the allocation of these limited resources. His
focus, then, is not on manpower requirements
based on population size or services or needs, but

based on the relationship of employment in the
health industry to that in other industries.

One of the concerns of the general planning
bowd may be educational planning and ,he adt.-

9 2
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Econc Mc (Effective)
Demand Approach: The
Industry-Occupational
Matrix Method

The Problem Addressed
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General Description

Data Requirements

quacy of existing educational programs for the
future. The value of the input-output approach is
that it facilitates the allocation of funds to health
educational programs, consistent with overall
manor er needs for skiled workers.

The planner may use this method to address
another problem. He may already have an
estimate of manpower requirements and wish to
substantiate it by the findings of another method.
Or, recognizing the weakness of a one-point mea-
sure of requirements, he may wish to use the
input-output method to develop, in conjunction
with his other estir iate, a range of possible future
outcomes that, considering the future's uncer-
tainties, might be a better guide for policy
decisions.

The national BLS matrix includes 160 two-digit
and three-digit standari industrial classification
industries and 13 health occupation categories.
Matrix ratios have been prepared for the years
1970 and 1980. A sampIe of the nationwide BLS
matrix for medical and other health services
follows. 29

To apply the industryoccupational matrix
method, we select the occupations and industries
to be covered in the local matrix. One possible
criterion for selection is the proportion of the total
industry employment accounted for by each
health occupation. Second, we project future area
employment in the selected industries, and third,
multiply the projected industry employment by
the matrix ratio for each occupation to obtain the
estimate of future employment.

The data required are:
1. Industryoccupational matrix, for the plan-

ning area. The national industry-occupational

29. U.S. Depaitment of Labor, Bureau of Labor Statistics,
Tomorrow's Manpower Needs, vol. IV, The National industry-
Occupational Matrix and Other Manpower Data, BLS Bulletin
1737. pp. 108-111, 135-'.39. Washington, D.C.: U.S. Government
Printing Office, 1972.
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Table 6. National Industry.Occupational Employment Matrix, 1970 and Projected 1980

(Percent Distrcbution of Industry Employment by Occupation)

Occupation

Medical, Other Health Worker

Dentists

Dietitians, Nutritionists

Nurses, Professional

Optometrists

Osteopaths

Pharmacists

Physicians and Surgeons

Psychologists

Techicians, Medical, Dental

Veterinarians

Other Medical, Health Workers

)°'

Other Service Workers

Nurses, Practical

Medical and

Other Health

Services

70 Ratio 80 Ratio

34.63

2.15

.44

14.74

.34

.31

.33

5.79

.16

5.71

.01

4.65

34.26

1.94

.34

14.45

.33

.30

.30

5.91

.17

7.20

.01

3.32

Hospitals

70 Ratio 80 Ratio

30.76

.06

.54

16.65

.02

.04

.45

1.84

.12

5.69

.00

5.35

32.51

.05

.39

18.33

.03

.04

.42

1.87

.13

8.12

.00

3.14

20.64 21.69 4.39 4.27

7.13 10.13 6.38 8.23

Other Medical

and Health

Services

70 Ratio 80 Ratio

40.96

5.58

.28

11.63

.86

.75

.13

12.25

.22

5.73

.02

3.50

36,96

4.84

.28

8.0

.18

.69

,11

12.14

.23

5.78

.02

3.61

2.26 2.24

8.35 13.06
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matrix prepared by BLS may be adapted for local
or state use.

2. Estimates of total area employment for the
health industry in the base period.

3. Projections of total area employment for the
health industry in the target year.

Underlying Assumptions If the national BLS matrix is used, it is assumed
that BLS assumptions about the economy, tech-
nological change and other future conditions are
well founded and apply to the local area as well as
to the nation as a whole.

One of the most important assumptions
underlying manpower projections describes
the labor force in the target year. The size,
sex, and age composition of the labor force
are expected to change by 1980 as indicated
by the latest labor force projections prepared
by tne Bureau. 3° (1) The labor force, 100.7
million; (2) Armed Forces, 2.7 million; and (3)
civilian labor force, 98.0 million.

The assumed size of the Armed Forces in
1980 (2.7 million) is geftrally consistent with
peacetime conditions in the late 1950's and
early 1960s. The validity of this assumption
depends greatly upon developments in
foreign affairs in the 1970's.

Another important assumption is full em-
ployment in the target year, 1980. Based on a
three-percent unemployment rate to repre-
sent full employment, 31 civilian employment
in 1980 was computed as follows: (1) Civilian
labor force, 98.0 million; (2) unemployment
(3 percent) 2.9 mIlHon; and (3) civilian em-
ployment, 95.1 million.

Other major assumptions underlying the
national manpower projections are: (1) The

30. U.S. Department of Labor, Bureau of Labor Statistics, The
U.S. Labor Force to 1985, BLS Report 119. Washington, D.C.:
U.S. Government Printing Office.

31. Although projections In this volume are based on a three.
percent model, alternate projections based on a four-percent
unemployment rate are published In U.S. Department of Labor,
Bureau of Labor Statistics, U.S. Economy in 19870. BLS Bul-
letin 1673. Washington, D.C.: U.S. Government Printing Office,
1970.
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international climate will improve. The
United States will no longer be fighting a war,
but, on the other hand, a still guarded rela-
tionship between the major powers will
permit no major reductions in armaments.
This would still permit some reduction from
the peak levels ot defense expenditures
during the Vietnam conflict; (2) The Institu-
tional framework of the American economy
will not change radically; (3) Economic,
social, technological, and scientific trends
will continue, including values placed on
work, education, income, and leisure; (4)

Fiscal and monel3ry policies will achieve a
satisfactory balance between low unemploy-
ment rates and relative price stability without
reducing the long-term economic growth
rate; (5) All levels of government will join
efforts to meet a wide variety of domestic
requirements, but Congress will channel
more funds to State and locel governments;
(6) Problems posed by air and water pollu-
tion and solid waste disposal may require

increasing amount of the Nation's prc
ductive resources, but will not dampen sig-
nificantly our long-run potential rate of
growth.32

If the, national BLS matrix is used, ir. addition to
accepWag the assumptions underlying the projec-

tions, th'e Planner assumes that the local area
occupational distributions are consistent with
national patterns.

The use of fixed coefficients to describe the
proportion of industry employment attributable to

an occupation contains certain inherent assump-
tions. First, the relationship of earnings among
the various occupations and the cost of labor rela-
tive to other inputs into health care will remain
constant during the projection period. In other
words, employers have no incentive to change the
amount of labor they use relative to other inputs
or substitute one type of worker for another.
Second, the supply of labor will be sufficient to

32. U.S. Department of Labor. Bureau of Labor Statistics,
Tomorrow's Manpower Needs, vol. IV, The National Industry-
Occupational Matrix and Other Manpower Data. BLS Bulletin

173 /. 1NPshingt- D.C.: U.S. Government Printing Off ice, 1972.
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Step-by-Step Description

meet employment requirements during the projec-
tion period; therefore, changes in the use of man-
power will not be introduced due to labor short-
ages.

Two techniques have been prepared by BLS for
the development of state and area occupational
projections based on the national industry-occu-
pational matrix: the first depends upon the
national matrix for the base period and the target
period; the second requires the use of an area
matrix for the base period. 33

BLS Area Projection:
Method A

To illustrate this method, we use the case study
of one state's requirements for professional
nurses in 1980.34

1. As in all other methods, data acquisition is
the starting point. Essential data are the 1980
national industry-occupational matrices and the
1970 and 1980 area industry employment esti-
mates. 35

2. From these sources, identify the industries
in which RN's are employed. In addition to
medical and other health services, we find min-
ina. construction, manufacturing, transportation,
communication and public utilities, wholesale
trade, retail trade, finance, insurance and so on.
The medical and other health service industry is

33. U.S. Department of Labor, Bureau of Labor Statistics,
Tomorrow's Manpower Needs, vol. I, Developing Area Man-
power Projections. pp. 10-13. BLS Bulletin 1606. Washington,
D.C.: U.S. Goyernment Printing Office, 1969.
34. The case study was adopted from Chirikos, Thomas N
Allied Health Manpower in C lo: Employmen: Trends and
Prospects. Ohio: The Ohio Sta University, Center for Human
Resource Research: 1972.
35. U.E.. Department of Labor, Bureau of Lauor Statistics,
Tomorrow's Manpower Needs, vol. IV, 7'he Ilaticlal Industry-
Occupational Matrix and Other Manpower Data. Appendices F
and G.
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dominant, as one would expect, with 94.26 Per-
cent of RN employment in 1970 and a projected
93.36 percent in 1980. We are, therefore, intro-
ducing a shor:Gut for purposes of this case
study, and will use only the health service indus .
try, recognizing that the final estimate is a slight
understatement since the di.stribution in all other
industries, which is relatively small, has been
neglected.

3. Determine the extent to which RN employ-
ment accounts for total employment in the hospi-
tal industry: 16.65 percent in 1970 and 18.33 per-
cent in 1980; in other medical and health service
industries, 11.63 percent in 1970 and 8.48 percent
in 1980.

4. Obtain the area employment, 1970 and 1980,

for the industries we are studying.

Industry Total area employn-,ent

1970 1980
estimated projected

Hospital 140,000 196,000

Other medical and
health services 74,700 122,000

5. The 1970 national industry-occupational pat-

terns are applied to their respective 1970 area
industry employment estimate. The resulting
occupational employment is then summed to area
totals. This same procedure is followed using the

1980 national industry-occupational patterns and
the projected area industry employment esti-
mates (see Table 7).

6. The 1970-80 change factor for the occupa-
tions must then be computed by dividing the 1980

area employment aggregate (46,272.40) by the
1970 area employment aggregate (32,130.81) de-
veloped in step 5. The computed 1970-80 change

factor for professional nurses is 46,272.40/

32,130.81, or 1.440.

9 8



Table 7, Method for Computing Area Industry

Employment Estimates

Industry

1970

Estimated national
,

1970 area industry .

total em occupational

ployment pattern a

(percent)

(1) (2)

Col. (1) X

col. (2) ::

col. (3)

Projected

1980 area

total ern

ployment

!4)

Hospital

Other medical

and health

services .. .

All other

industries b.

1401800 16.65 23,443.20 196,000

74,700 11.63 8,687.61 122,000

Total 32,130.81

1980

national

industry.

occupational

pattern

(percent)

(5)

Col. (4) X

col. (5) z.

col. (6)

18.33 35,926.80

8.48 10,345.60

.14

46,272.40

a. See U.S, Department of Labor, Bureau of Labor Statistics, Tomorrow's Manpower Needs, vol. IV, The National

industry.Occupational Matrix and Other Manpower Data. BLS Bulletin 1737. Washington, D.C.: U.S. Government

Printing Office, 1972.

b. Excluded from the illustrative case study.



7. Ba,)e-period (1970) area employment esti-
mates must be made for each ocr.upation for
which projections are desired. .fhe 1970 census
can supply the basic data needed for these esti-
mates. Suppose, for purposes of the estimate, the
number of professional nurses in 1070 WE'
reported to be 41.000 nurses.

8. The 1980 employment estimates for each
occupation may be ccmputed by applying the
change factor. (step 6) to the base-period area

employment (step 7).
The 1970-80 change ot professional nurses

(1.440) x base-period professional nurse employ-
ment (41,000) = 1980 employment of professional
nurses in the community (5,904).

BLS Area Projection:
Method B

This second method will be outlined, but a case
study will not be presented.

1. The area base-perioa industry-occupational
matrix must be developed. Such profiles are avail-
able from the 1970 census.

2. The 1970-80 occupation change factors must
pe computed for each cell in the national
matrices, thus (1980 national matrix cell) / (197C

national matrix cell).
3. The 1980 matrix is computed by applying the

derived national occupation change factors (step
2) to the corresponding cell in the area base-
period matrix (step 1). This procedure is repeated
for all occupations in an industry and the resulting
occupational ratios summed to industry totals
and forced to 100 percent.

4. To forecast the area's total requirements for
an occupation, steps 2 and 3 must be completed
for each industry. The resulting occupational
ratios for the projected year for each industry
must be applied to the separately projected area
industry employment estimates.

5. The resulting occupational estimate foi each
industry is then aggregated to obtain the area's

;
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Strengths and Weaknesses
of the Method

total employment requirements for the occupa-
tion in the target year.

The great advantage of this method is that it
builds upon the solid base of Census and BLS
data. Two methodologies have been designed by
BLS that permit area planners to adapt national
data for purposes of area projections. (In practi-
cal terms the BLS method A is relatively simple to
use, in contrast to method B.) One can elect to
alter the occupational structures and industry
growth if alternative assumptions are more likely
to be realized.

The overriding weakness of the use of the
national matrices is that state and local area staff-
ing patterns may not fit the national pattern. In
addition, the assumptions underlying the national
matrix may be unrealistic for the local community.

Disaggregated estimates are not possible using
this method. The BLS national input-output matrix
contains only a dozen health occupational cate-
gories, some of which cover a combination of
occupations, such as, for example, the category
of "technicians-medical and dental."

Serious criticism can be directed. at the use of
fixed coefficients, since it fails to take account of
the flexibility in the use of manpower that is pos-
sible in response to changing circumstances. The
use of fixed ratios is as objectionable in the input-
output method as in the manpower/population
ratio method. The substitution possibilities that
make it possible to vary the manpower mix are
assumed to be nil. This assumption flies in the
face of our experience in the past decade.

References Chirikos, Thomas N., Allied Health Manpower in
Ohio: Employment Trends and Prospects.
Columbus, Ohio: Center for Human Resource
Research, The Ohio State University, 1972.

State of Illinois Office of Planning and Analysis,
Occupational Manpower Projections, 19 75-1980.
February 1972
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U.S. Department of Labor. Bureau of Labor
Statistics, Tomorrow's Manpower Needs, vol. 4,

The National Industry Occupational Matrix and
Other Manpower Data. BLS Bulletin 1737. Wash-

ington, D.C.: U.S. Government Printing Office,
1972.
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IV. Detailed
Description of

Alternative Supply
Methodologies

Current Supply

Employer Survey:
Method of Estimating

Problem Addressed

Since active supply consists largely of em-
ployed personnel, primary data on the active
supply are obtained from an employer survey. The
methodology is sometimes called an area skill
survey and is identical to the job vacancy Of
budgeted vacancies approach used in estimating
requirements. The use of the same methodology
indicates the compatibility of the concept of
active supply and with that of "effective demand"
requirements.

The central problems that ths planner faces
with current supply are the imbalance with current
requirements shortage or surplus and geo-
graphic and spscialty maldistribution. To properly
address these problems and to select effective
policies to correct for inadequacies, the planner
must pinpoint the particular characteristics of
supply that may be the roots of the difficulty or the
keys to the solution. For example, if hospitals
report an excessively large number of vacancies
in the nursing services, can inactive nurses be
attracted back into the labor force? Can LPN's be
substituted for RN's? Can the nursing schools
respond? Are there unfilled slots in nursing
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classes? Are there excessive dropouts before
or after graduation? Are the vacancies concen-
trated in a particular geographic location?

A survey of employers is ..indertaken, using the
same methodology as described in the budgeted
vacancies approach to measuring requirements in
Chapter III. The inventory is typically undertaken
along with a study of job vacancies and future
staff plans. The survey may be a census or a sam-
ple and produces an occupational profile of the
employment setting hospital, nursing home,
clinic, private office and so on.

There are two underlying assumptions: first, the
unemployed are an insignificant proportion of the
"active" supply and therefore can be ignored;
second, much pertinent and relatively accurate
information can be amassed at relatively low cost
by means of a survey of employers.

General Description

Underlying As: _motions

Essential data requirements are: Data Requirements

1. Current employment for each of the selected
occupations;
2. Projected employment or anticipated addi-
tional personnel to be employed in the target
year;
3. Hours worked full time, part time; number
of hours worked in past 7 days.

In addition, information may be gathered re-
lated to job descriptions, new occupational cate-
gories, wages, the personnel characteristics of
the staff, ' turnover, length of time jobs are vacant,
the nature and size of the institution, and its
future plans. This type of information is important
for an understanding of the future supply as well
as the current supply.

1. This type of information is best obtained from the indi-
vidual or the professional association, not the employing
institution.
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StepbyStep Description

Strengths and Weak-
nesses of the Method

Survey methodology was described in Chapter
II, and a case study of a survey of employers
was presented in Chapter Hi in the description of
the budgeted vacancies approach. At this point,
we will list the steps that are undertaken without
further amplification.

1. Defi.ie the scope of the survey; choose the
area and occupations to be covered in the
study;
2. Prepare the sampling frame (the master list
of employers by name and mailing address);
3._Design and select the sample;
4. Design the questionnaire, including the
rationale for each question asked;
5. Plan the analysis, including tne preparation
of dummy tables;
6. Conduct a dry run;
7. Collect the data;
8. Process the data;
9. Prepare the estimates.

The great strength of this approach to esti-
mating current active supply is that the employ-
ers are a reliable central source of information on
the supply structure and the institution's charac-
teristics. Much pertinent and reasonably accurate
information can be amassed at relatively low cost.

The weaknesses, however, are very real. It is dif-
ficult to develop a sampling frame that represents
the universe, covering every employer in the
sector under study. Sampling and response error
are inevitable and may be difficult or impossible
to correct.

The questionnaire asks for a great deal of data.
The description of the occupations, for example,
takes several pages, and it is doubtful if any re-
spondent will take the time to study it carefully.
Many surveys ask for the number of full-time and
the number of part-time workers, but do not obtain
the information on number of hours worked. This
information is needed to calculate full-time equ
alent employees; untenable assumptions such
as "two part-time workers equal one full-time"

I 0A.
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are sometimes used to convert to fulltime
equivalents.

Employers are not necessarily the best sources
of Information for some aspects of active supply,
and they provide no data on the unemployed. 2 The
characteristics of individual active practitioners
(age, sex, race, educational attainment) and of the
labor market (wages in thls occupation relative to
other occupations) are needed to underst,nd the
problems in the cu-rrenisituation and to plan prop-
erly for the future.

Ohio Valley Health Services Foundation, Health References

Service Manpower Survey. Ohio: Ernst and Ernst,
1970.

State of Massachusetts, Division of Employ-
ment Security, A Comparative Study of the Collec-
tion of Occupational Employment Data in Hos-
pitals in Massachusetts by Means of Structured
and Nonstructured Questionnaires, June-Septem-
ber, 1971. Boston, Mass.: Occupational Research
Department, Division of Employment Security,
1972.

The concept of potential supply encompasses Licensure Survey:
all qualified workers, whether they are active or Method of Estimating
inactive. A licensure survey covers both the ac-
tively employed and the inactive, and is a method
of measuring current potential supply. The Na-
tional Center for Health Statistics is encouraging
state licensing boards to develop a supply data

2.- bile sourie of arcl uner4loyment statistics is the State
Employment Security Agency, which collects data on appli-
cants_to the U.S. Employment Service and on claimants for
unemployment Insurance. The Employment Service Auto-
mated Reporting System (ESARS) provides quarterly data
on job applicants by selected occwitional categories for 125
Standard Metropolitan Statisti, Areas. Unfortunately, some
unemployed workers, especialh in the health field, do not
apply to state employment agencies and therefore are not
counted in the ESARS Peliable une loyment data for indi-
vidual occupations and : .as are not .eadily available.
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Problem Addressed

General Description

Underlying Assumptions

base by attaching a questionnaire to their license
application forms.

The health planner seeks information to help
him properly address health manpower problems.
Although today's problems may appear on the sur-

face to be a "shortage" or "surplus," closer
inspection, made possible by information ob-
tained in a licensure survey, may disclose that the
issue in fact is not numbers, but maldistribution,
mal utilization or artificial constraints to entry. The
planner must study the options that the charac-
teristics of current potential supply offer him
before he can decide on the programs of actions
he would recommend. Changes in supply in the
short run, for example, may be accomplished by
tapping the pool of qualified inactives or removing
barriers to the qualified ineligibles. On the other
hand, services may be improved by altering the
manpower mixes, substituting new professions,
such as physician extenders, physical therapy
assistants and pharmacy assistants. One long-
range option is to increase the production of
health workers through expanded or redirected
educational programs. A licensure survey will
provide information that will help the planner to
assess the alternatives.

There are two forms of licensure surveys in use:

the first is a one-time census survey; the second

is a licensure attachment survey of a sample of
individuals applying for a license or its renewal.

The data obtained provide information on the
number of qualified persors in each licensed
occupation, on the types of employers, on educa-
tional preparation, and cn labc- force participation
and geographic mobility. If the -iate does not re-
quire annual license renewal, a number of years
may elapse before the attachment survey provides
representative or complete data on the supply of

licensed practitioners.

The use of a licensure survey alone to estimate
supply assumes that the relevant health workers

I 0 7
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belong to lic3rised occupations. Non licensed
occupations or unlicensed workers are excluded
from the count of current supply. Furthermore, it
is implicitly assumed that only licensed personnel
are performing the functions designated by law in
the profession's scope of practice. Persons with-
out licenses or differently titled professionals are
exclude°, although they may be assigned equiva-
lert duties on the job. Finally, it is assumed that
the head count of discrete occupations may be
used as the proper measure of potential supply.

The essential data cover several broad cate- Data Requirements
gories: demographic characteristics; education
and training background; current employment
experience and work history; geographic location
and mobility; occupational speciaity. One must
balance the benefits of additional data against the
risk of nonresponse. Specifically, the information
required is:

1. Demography age, sex, marital status,
race;
2. Education school location, year of gradu-
ation, educational attainment;
3. Employment years of experience, activity
status, locations of present and past employ-
ment, type of employer;
4. Occupational specialty primary, secon-
dary, tertiary.

Additional information would be very helpful for
more intensive analysis and further research. It
would be desirable but not essential to have the
respondent's name and mailing address. Probe
questions in every category would add dimension
to the analysis; for example, in the area of educa-
tion, the name of school and length of program; in
the area of employment, the reason for inactive
status or earning level at present or most recent
job.

The first step in a licensure suryey is to obtain step.by.Step Description

the cooperation of ihe licensing boards for the

8
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occupations under study. The boards will provide
the sampling frame for the survey or attach the
questionnaire to the license plication forms.
The number of licensed occoiot )r).-. and licens-
ing boards may vary from state t, E

The succeeding steps are v)-- ;al to those
followed in any survey, and are de oed in detail
in Chapter I. Briefly, they are:

1. Define the scope of the survey; choose the
occupations to be included in the study;
2. Prepare the sampling frame (the master list
of licentiates by name and mailing address);
3. Design and select the sample;
4. Design the questionnaire, including the
rationale for each question askod;
5. Plan the analysis, including the preparation
of .rnmy tables;
6. Conduct a dry run;
7. Collect the data;
8. Process the data;
9. Prepare the estimates.

An example of a licensure survey questionnaire
is shown in Fig. 7. The questionnaire Is a card,
tailored to fit into license renewal envelopes, with
questions on both sides. Instructions are given
on a separate said. This design had two major
drawbacks:

The difficulty in consulting a separate card
for codes caused many respondents not to
use them, and some respondents answered
only through question 18, not realizing there
were addltionul questions on side 2."

Idrntifying information, such as name, address,
license number and social security had to be
blocked out. This proved necessary when respon-
dents objected to public disclosure of confiden-
tial information. The unfortunate consequence Is
that follow-up mailings aro impossible; one

3, Lewitt Darts and Jon Ternnon, Devoloptruml el a Undorm
Data Wise for Slate and Local Ileallh Manpower Planifing,
Health Manpower Planning Sorleo, Monograph 2, Trenton, N.J.:
New Jorney Department of Hkjher Education, 1974, p. 7,

9



cannot check incomplete or suspect responses or
conduct special sample studies.

The licensure attachment survey is a continu-
ous process, and complete coverage of the poten-
tial supply requires a block of time, varying with
the renewal interval (annual, biennial or longer
periods) and the timing of the renewal data (fixed
uniform date, birth date, original date of licen-
sure). The conduct of an attachment survey is
operationally different from the one-time census
survey. The analytical scheme must include a plan
for assembling the periodic survey responses to
be equivalent to the universe and for eliminating
duplication.

The licensure survey has a number of opera-
tional advantages: the choice of occupations is
prescribed, and the problem of organizing the
sampling frame is eliminated. Some socio-
economic data may be obtained as a by-product of
the licensure process. When the questionnaire is
enclosed with the licensure application, mailing
costs are substantially reduced, and the propor-
tion of returns is probably higher.
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Future Supply
Projections

The weaknesses are largely conceptual. Licen-
sure surveys focus on discrete occupations, as-
suming an equality between the number of per-
sons and the amount of services that we know Is
unrealistic. We know that the setting in which
health personnel work affects their productivity
and that many work part time. Moreover, not all
qualified workers are licensed, and some func-
tions legally limited to licensed personnel are In

fact performed by others.
The licensure survey does not necessarily pro-

duce a total count of potential supply. Not all
inactive workers retain their licenses; some drop
their licenses and re-register when they return to
the labor force.

Dars, Lewis and Tomson, Jon, Development of a
Uniform Data Base for State and Local Health
Manpower Planning. Health Manpower Planning
Series, Monograph 2. Trenton, N.J.: New Jersey
Department of Higher Education, 1974.

U.S. Department of Health, Education, and Wel-
fare, Public Health Service, National Center for
Health Statistics, State Licensing of Health
Occupations. PHS Pub. No, 1758. Washington,
D.C.: U.S. Government Printing Office, 1967.

To estimate the supply of health personnel at
some future time, one measures the inflows and
outflows from the current supply. Fig. 8 outlines
the essential data.

The essential data are:
1. Baseline data on the supply of health per-
sonnel, defined as the employed and the unem-
ployed seeidng work;
2. Data on entrants as a result of the addition of
new graduates, occupational and geographic
mobility and re-entry Into the labor force of in-
active professionals;
3. Data on occupational losses reflecting
deaths, retirement, occupational and geo-
graphic transfers.
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Supply in the
future period

Entrants during
period

(E + UE)
N + 1

Where:

Current
supply

Entrants
or inflow

Losses or
outflow

equals

minus

(E + UE)

Current 1
supply

plus

Occupational losses
during period

N +

TP + OC + NLF 4- I
N -N + I

1

r (0 + T + OL)
N -N + 1

E Employment
UE . Unemployed workers seeking work in

occupation
IP :: Entrants from training and educational

iprograms
OC -, Entrants from otho7 occupations

tNLF . Entrants from persons not in labor force
I -,. Immigrants entering the occupation

1

D = Deaths
R :: Retirements
I :_- Transfers
OL :: Other losses (es) , emigrants)

5. Adapted from Glasgow, John M., Health Manpower Supply
and Requirements Projection Techniques, a paper presented
at the University Consortium Conference for Comprehensive
Health Planning, Arlington, Virginia, May 2930, 1974, mimeo.

1 1 6

Supply
Projection
Methodology 5
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Inventory of Educational
institutions: A Method

of Estimating Inflows of
New Graduates

Problem Addressed

Ideally, each element of future supply is Asti-
mated separately. These estimates are aggre-
gated to obtain the supply projection. However, in
practice, statistical data for some elements of
future supply, such as occupational and geo-
graphic mobility, are not available. One has a
choice: employ an assumption, based on the
information available; or adopt a methodology,

ch as trend analysis, which enables one to take
into account the inflows and outflows to the stock
of supply without requiring that each element be
measurable.

Assumptions must be made regarding the con-
ditions which are likely to occur during the projec-
tion period and which will affect each element of
inflow and outflow. For example, in preparing the
estimates of the number of graduates from educa-
tional programs, one must assume that the level
of government-financed support for training, the
number of schools, size of class, etc., will stay the
same, increase or decline. If it is reasoneble to
believe that the trend will continue, the rate of
change in the past can be used in the projection
period. Changes in the rate of growth should be
based on statistical evidence or sound logic.

Graduates of health education programs are the
major source of additions to the supply stock.
Health planners and education planners join in
theft efforts to keep supply and requirements in
balance by adjusting the output of educational
programs. Excessive numbers of graduates have
unfortunate consequences: qualified young
people are unable to find jobs, and public and pri-
vate funds devoted to education are misapplied.
Insufficient numbers of graduates are equally un-
desirable, since employers cannot fill openings,
and needed services cannot be delivered. The

1 17
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problem is to finetune the system of health per-
sonnel production to blend into the system of
health delivery.

The planner may be fortunate in having avail-
able secondary sources of information on health
education programs in the area. The U.S. Depart-
ment of Health, Education, and Welfare, Allied
Health Education Programs in Junior Colleges!
1970 (DHEW Pub. No. [NM) 72-163) and Allied
Health Education Programs in Senior Colleges/
1971 (DHEW Pub. No. [NM) 73-241) offer loca:
information on individual allied health programs.
Professional associations, such as the AMA and
ANA, also have data for individual occupations.
However, secondary sources may not be up to
date or may not provide sufficiently detailed infor-
mation. In that event, primary data may be
required.

A census or inventory of educational programs General Description

in the planning area is conducted by mail or per-
sonal interview.

First, it is assumed that the output of institu-
tions located in the area represents the total addi-
tion of new graduates to the supply in the area;
that there is no attrition and that the inflows of
new graduates trained elsewhere balance the out-
flows of local graduates. Second, it is assumed
that no new institutions will come into existence.

Underlying Assumptions

To estimate and project the number of Data Requirements

additions to the stock of supply that comes from
graduates of educational and training programs,
the following information is essential:

1. Number of educational and trainhIg institu-
tions;

2. Number of programs;
3. Enrollment in each class;
4. Number of graduates;
5. Capacity of programs;

1 1 8
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Step-by.Step Description

6. Plans for changes in the number of programs
and in their graduate capacity.

Additional information could be helpful in
projecting future supply. Probe questions on num-
ber of applicants, acceptances, and unfilled
student spaces in each class, the loLale of em-
ployed graduates, and the dropout rates of stu-
dents would provide valuable insights. One survey
of allied health personnel solicited opinions con-
cerning:

(1) the identification of problems related to
future demands for the allied health person-
nel being trained by their institutions in
terms of numbers, changes in skills needed
and education required; (2) the plans of their
institutions for the addition of new allied
health specialities to their present curricular
offerings; (3) the factors that are inhibiting
the expansion of present programs or the
introduction of new programs at their institu-
tions; and (4) the process used by each of
their institutions for determining need and
for implementing expanded or additional
allied health occupational programs. 6

An open-ended question asking for comments
on any issue the respondent wishes to discuss
may reveal previously unidentified problems and
constraints.

The conduct of a census has been described in
Chapter I. The specific application in the case of
an Inventory of educational institutions involves
the following steps:

1. Define the scope of the survey. Decisions
must be made concerning occupations to be
studied, curriculums to be covered (baccalaure-
ate, associate degree, technical/vocational), and
types of institutions to be included (universities,

B. State of Pennsylvania, Department of Education, A
Description of the Demand and Supply of Allied Health Per-
sonnel Trained by Institutions of Higher Education In the
Commonwealth of Pennsylvania. Harrisburg, Pa.: Pennsylvania
Department of Education, Bureau of Planning, 1971.

1 9
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colleges, commercial schools, teaching hos-
pitals).

2. Identify all relevant schools and all pro-
grams, accredited and nonaccredited, within the
area. The AMA Allied Medical Education Directory
lists accredited programs in selected allied health
fields. Nonaccredited training programs in insti-
tutions, high schools, Voc-Tech schools, etc.,
should be in'. luded if they are within the scope of
the survey.

3. Identify the contact person in each institu-
tion who would be a relkkble informant on each
program.

4. Structure the questionnaire. Determine the
questions to be asked relating to the institution,
program and student body. (For examples of
survey questionnaires see Appendix A.)

5. Conduct the Interviews r mall question-
naires.

6. Compile the data on the number of potential
graduates by years and by occupational cate-
gories.

Educational institutions have the central role in Strengths and Weaknesses

the production of newly qualified health person. of the Method

nel. Therefore, an inventory of educational institu-
tions produces the most accurate information on
current and past classes and the most reliable
projections of future programs.

However, the perspective of educators, sensi-
tive to the commitment to faculty and the invest-
ment in' buildings and equipment, may not be
clearly focused on the future demands for quali-
fied personnel. Thls Is a basic weakness of thls
methodological approach to estimating future
inflow. The impetus for new occupations and the
initial assignments of new professional respon-
sibilities are found not In educational institutions
but on the Job. The state-of-theart, the organiza-
tion of the delivery system and the demands of
consumers specify the skills health personnel
must have. Core practitioners and employing
institutions respond to new technology and other
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biomedical advances by restructuring personnel
tasks. Educators respond more or les!, rapidly to
the demands of employers for graduates who have
been trained to deliver the needed services.

Another weakness may occur ! f assumptions
about the future, especially v:vt-rnment pro-
grams, are not well founded. The re J nse of edu-
cators is conditioned by the funds available to
underwrite new programs. Consequently, the
assumption about the future level of Federal
support must be made explicit, since it is crucial
for projecting the numbers of new graduates. We
have seen how Federal funding support, as in the
case of physician assistant programs, will stimu-
lai3 institutions to undertake development they
are not likely to have foreseen. It would appear at
this time that a major change in governmental
policy regarding health manpower training is
taking place with inevitable repercussions on the
enrollment and capacity of educational institu-
tions.

While educational institutions are the largest
producers of health personnel, alternative routes
to formal education are being recognized and may
become increasingly important, e.g., in the
development of proficiency examinations. This
group of health professionals whose skills were
acquired in nontraditional ways are overlooked in
the inventory.

The inventory obtains the views of administra-
tors of existing programs about the future status
of their programs and of any new ones that they
believe will be inaugurated. The last decade has
seen a burgeoning of medical and allied health
programs in new institutions, particularly
community colleges. New institutions are by def-
inition excluded from an inventory.

Another weakness of the new graduates ap-
proach is that It falls to take into account the
extent to which new graduates of educational pro-
grams are retained in the community in which
they are trained. Newly graduated practical nurses
are more likely to work in the same area where

1 2 1.



they studied than are newly graduated doctors,
who will move on to internships and residencies
in other areas. To estimate the additions to the
supply stock, the planner must adjust the total
number of graduates by the retention rate. The
professional societies and licensing boards may
have informanon that can be useful for this pur-
pose.

Reibling, Louis A., National Conference of
Hen Ith Manpower Programs. St. Louis, Missouri,

,uary 14-16, 1973.
Pennsylvania Department of Education, A

Description of the Demand and Supply of Allied
Health Personnel Trained by Institutions of
Higher Education in the Commonwealth of Penn-
sylvania. Harrisburg, Pa.: Pennsylvania Depart-
ment of Education, 1971.

Butter, Irene and Feldstein, Paul J., Increasing
the Supply of Physicians Alternative Sources
for a State. Health Manpower Policy Discussion
Paper Series, No. A.4. Ann Arbor, Mich.: University
of Michigan, School of Public Health, 1973.

An alternative method of estimating additions
to the stock of supply uses the number of licenses
issued in a year. This approach produces a net
figure of additio,.s, since the adjustments for geo-
graphic and occupational mobility have already
been made by the person applying for the
license.' Projections of future inflows may be
made by trend analysis of the historical data on
new licentiates.

7. The adjustment for mobility is approximate since some
professionals maintain licenses In several states.

122
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Problem Addressed
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General Description The licensing boards are asked to provide the
number of new licenses, covering initial state
licensure, based on examinations, endorsement
and reciprocity, but excluding renewals and
"grandfather clause" waivers, for as many years
as the data are available. Two alternative methods
of analysis may be used: the first based on trend
analysis, the second using the average of the
annual rate of change. Both methods produce an
estimate of net inflows to the stock of supply.

Underlying Assumptions The underlying assumptions are that the his-
torical trend is a reliable basis for estimating the
inflows into stock of supply during the projection
period and that no new element will enter the
picture which will significantly arer the situation.

Moreover, it is assumed that new licentiates are
a measure of the additions to the stock of supply,
that nonlicensed personnel are nonexistent or
inconsequential. Furthermore, it is assumed that
the analysis of a head count of discrete occupa-
tions is meaningful.

Data Requirements The essential data requirements are 'he histori-
cal trends of new licentiates by year. However,
additional background infcrmatico on ncw licen-
tiates would be useful for va:lclating the results of
this method. Data on the percentage who pass (or
fail) the licensure exam and information on the
location of the required education and experience
could be used to adjust the number of new gradu-
ates. The area graduates estimate, corrected for
geographic retention and occupational mobility,
plus the out-of-area inflows, should equal the esti-
mate of new licentiates.

Information on the age of new licentiates can
be used to update the age distribution of the pro-
fessionals, an important datum for estimating the
separations due to deaths and retirements.

12 3
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The application of trend analysis In the method Step-by.Step Description:

of estimating new licentiates would proceed with Method A Trend Analysis

the following five steps.

1. Obtain historical information on annual new
licentiates for the occupation.

2. Plot the trend series of the number of new
licentiates on graph paper.

3. Examine the graph to determine whether a
constant or changing rate of increase (decrease)
Is a reasonable assumption.

4. Compute the annual average rate of increase
(decrease) In the occupations. A constant rate of
change can be derived by using the linear model
Y = a + tot where 6 is the annual average rate of
change. However, If the rate Is increasing, de-
creasing, or differs from one time period to
another, one can use an exponential trend model,
Y = at tor log Y = log a + (log 13) t, or other curve-
fitting equations.

5. Apply the annual average rate to the current
supply to compute the number of net additions to
the stock of supply. (Correct for losses due to
separations to project next year's supply. Repeat
this process for each year in the projection
period.)

As an alternative to the trend analysis used in
method A, the planner may use the average of the
annual rate of change. The planner would proceed
with the following four steps:

1. Compute the percent change for each year.
This is done by calculating the difference be-
tween two years and dividing the difference by the
base year.

2 Sum all of the percentages.
3. Compute the average annual change by

dividing the sum (step 2) by the number of years
for which the percent change has been calculated.
For example:

8. For a more detailed description of trend analysis, see
Chapter I.

Step-bpittep Description:
Method B Annual Rate
of Change
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Percent Net Increase in New Physician Li -...entiates

Year
Number of
physicians

Annual
difference

Annual change
(percent)

1965 7,410
1966 7,565 155 2.1
1967 7,737 172 2.3
1968 7,900 163 2.2
1965 to 1968 6.6
Annual average 2.2

Strengths and Weak .
nesses of the Method

4. Apply the annual average rate to the current
supply to compute the number of net additions to
the stock of supply. (Deduct for losses due to
separations to project next year's supply. Repeat
this process for each year in the projection
period.)

An alternative procedure under method B
multiplies the average annual increase by the
number of years in the projection period to obtain
estimated inflows, as in the following sample.

Net Additions to Supply of Physicians,
1970-75

1970 supply 8,256
Average rate of increase 2.2
Number of years in projection period . 5
Estimated inflows to supply, 1970-75 908

Add the estimated inflows to the current supply.
Deduct the estimated outflows due to separations
during the projection period to determine future
supply in the target year.

The method of estimating net inflows to the
supply stock by means of a trend analysis of his-
torical data on new licentiates overcomes the dif-
ficulty of separately measuring geographic and
occupational mobility. Alternative methods, such
as the new graduates approach, are handicapped
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by insufficient data on the location and field of
employment that graduates follow. As a result,
reliable adjustments for graduates retained in the
area and in the health field are difficult to make.
However, when one uses data on new licentiates,
one may assume that the reason a person is ap-
plying for a license is his desire to work in the
state and at that occupation. Place of residence,
given in the application form, is an indicator of the
geographic area of employment.

The limiting factor, of course, is that licenses
are held by inactive as well as active workers. Indi-
viduals seek a license who may have no present
intention of working in the state. Professionals
with multiple licenses license collectors are
not uncommon; the additional licenses may be
sought to safeguard one's future options.

On the one hand, new licentiates overstate the
inflows; on the other, they may understate the
number. Despite the legal definitions of the scope
of practice, delegation of new tasks and reassign-
ments of duties are continuing processes
that produce new occupations and redefine the
functions of existing professions. Because non-
licensed personnel are performing some of the
responsibilities limited by law to licensed profes-
sionals, a head count of new licensees does not
give a complete picture.

Another limitation of the new licentiate method
as in any approach that relies on licensure data
is the fact that licensure applies to a limited

number of professions, albeit important ones.
Certified and noncertified occupations, represent-
ing the majority of the long list of allied health
programs, are not covered in any licensure study.

Maryland Council for Higher Education, A
Projection of Maryland's Health Manpower Needs
Through the 1980's. pp. 3-31 and 3-32. Baltimore:
Maryland Council for Higher Education, 1969.

State of New Jersey, Department of Health,
Health Manpower in New Jersey. pp. 100-101.
Trenton, N.J.: New Jersey Department of Health,
1972.
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Life Tables: A Method
of Estimating Outflows
Due to Mortality

Problem Addressed

General Description

Underlying Assumptions

To project future supply, one must take into
account the outflows from the stock of active
supply. These losses stem from occupational and
geographic transference, withdrawal from the la-
bor force, and death. Data gaps or unavailability
create difficulties in measur;ng losses caused by
transference and labor fore,- withdrawals. How-
ever, a method is available for estimating the loss
due to death. It employs life tables prepared by
the National Center for Health Statistics that are
based on Bureau of the Census population data
and death statistics.

The National Center for Health Statistics pub-
lishes three series of life tables complete, pro-
visional abridged and final abridged. The com-
plete life table contains values for single years of
age and represents an analysis of decennial
census data and a complete count of deaths over
a three year period; the abridged tables provide
mortality rates by age groups, relying on post-
censal population estimates and deaths in a
calendar year. Appendix B contains a sample page
of the abridged life table for the United States,
1972.

The method of estimating outflows due to mor-
tality applies the mortality rate for each age group
to the number of health personnel in that age
group to compute the loss to supply caused by
death.

It is assumed that the mortality rates given in
the life tables are appropriate for the projection
period and for the health personnel included in
the estimate. This means that no drastic change
In the way of life that would affect the number of
deaths no wars or life-extending medical ad-
vances is likely to occur. It also implies that the
life span of the cohort groups in the general
population Is similar to that of health personnel.

Data Requirements Essential data needed tc estimate losses due to
death are:
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1. Age distribution of the health manpower
under study for the base year
2. Life tables founu in U.S. Department of
Health, Education, and Wei fare, National
Center for Health Statistics, Monthly Vital
Statistics Report, Summary, Final Mortality
Statistics, 1972. DHEW Pub. No. (HRA) 75-1120,

vol. 23, no. 7, Supplement, October 3, 1974.
Washington, D.C.: U.S. Government Printing
Office, 1974.

1. Obtain the age distribution of the supply of Step-by-Step Description

health professionals. For purposes of illustration,
let us use physicians. The professional society or
licensing bureau may be the source for the base-
line data. Suppose the baseline data of the supply
of health professionals (i.e., physician) by age
group in the year 1970 is as follows:

Age group 1970 physician supply

25-29 11

30-34 337

35-39 957

40-44 1,142

45-49 1,165

50-54 826

55-59 888

60-64 937

65-69 496

70 + 480

All ages 7,239

2. Obtain the mortality rate for each age group
from the life tables. The tables show the propor-
tion of persons alive at the beginning of the age
interval who die during the five-year interval. For
example, the mortality rate for U.S. males, ages
25-30, was tO percent in 1970. Suppose it is found
that the mortality rates for each age group is as

follows:
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Age group Male mortality rate a
(%)

25-29 1.0
30-34 1.1
35-39 1.6
40-44 2.4
45-49 3.8
50-54 6.0
55-59 9.2
60-64 13.7
65-69 19.3
70 + 74.9

a Male mortality rate was selected since the majority of physi-
cians are male.

3. Apply the appropriate mortality rate to the
number in the corresponding age group. For
example, in the group 25-29 years of age in 1970,
there are 11 doctors, with a mortality rate of one
percent. Thus, none would die, and there would be
11 survivors for the age group 30-34 in 1975. If we
do the same calculation for each age group, the
attrition due to death for each age group in 1975 is
as follows:

1970
age

1970 physician
supply

Male mortality
rate (%)

1975
attrition

25-29 ... 11 1.0 0
30-34 ... 337 1.1 4
35-39 ... 957 1.6 15
40-44 ... 1,142 2.4 27
45-49 ... 1,165 3.8 44
50-54 ... 826 6.0 50
55-59 ... 888 9.2 82
60-64 ... 937 13.7 128
65-69 ... 496 19.3 96
70 + ... 480 74.9 360

Ali ages. 7,239 806
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The availability of national life tables that are
updated annually by the National Center for
Health Statistics and are based on census data
and death statistics is an overwhelming ad-
vantage.

Data problems do exist, nonetheless. Age dis-
tributions for the occupations under study are an
essential input to this method, but may not be
available. National age distributions are published
for some professions, such as doctors and
nurses. State professional societies may be able
to approximate the distribution from other info',
!nation they have. National or state age distvibu-
tions may or may not be suitable as proxy mea-
sures for the area.

The applicability of national vital statistics to
the workers In any health occupation in a particu-
lar area must be questioned. Are these workers
likely to live longer, shorter, or on the average
almost the same span of years as other males and
females of their race in the general population?
One should not blindly adopt the mortality rates
given in the life tables for any specific group in
any particular area, but should adjust them to pro-
vide a better fit, if possible.

Moreover, in adopting the mortality rate of 1972
or later published figures, one must consider the
prospect for change in the projection period that
will alter longevity. While it is true that such
drastic events are atypical, wars do occur and life
expectancy does change over time.

State of New Jersey, Department of Health,
Health Manpower in New Jersey. Report of the
Health Manpower Data Project. Trenton, N.J.: New
Jersey Department of Health, 1972.

Supply projections are made by adding inflows
from various sources to the stock of current
supply_and by subtracting outflows. These out-
flows are the result of geographic and occupa-
tional transfers and deaths and retirement. The
Bureau of Labor Statistics has prepared labor
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General Description

force separation tables for each state that enable
the planner to estimate the loss to current and
future supply that is attributable to deaths and
retirements. The tables provide data for selected
health occupations by state for the years 1970
and 1985.

The number of separations is a vital datum to
education and manpower planners because it
represents the level of production of health
workers that is necessary to replenish current
supply, assuming no growth in requirements or
worker mobility. This is the number of health
workers that must be replaced if the supply
status quo is to be maintained.

Two alternative methods may be used to esti-
mate the outflows due to death and retirement
for specific occupations in each state. Method A
is based on calculations of separations year by
year; method B uses an average annual separa-
tion rate for the entire projection period. In both
methods, one applies the separation rate to the
number that represents the sum of the stock of
current supply in the base year and the additions
to the stock.

Method A Separations Year by Year. Method
A calculates, consecutively, the losses for each
year in the projection period. The total supply
and additions is estimated for each year seriatim
before annual separations are computed.

The following formula describes method A in
mathematical terms:

Pb = (Sip + X Rb

Sb+1 = (Sb + Ab)- Pb

Pb+1 = (Sb+7 + Ab+1)XRb+1

Sb+2 =(Sb+1 + Ab+1)-Pb+1
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+ A (n_ul x Rbn

Strrn = (Sbn ABn)-Pbn

where:

P b = Annual separations in the base year;
S b = Supply in the base year;
A b = Annual additions to supply in the base

year;
R b = Annual rate of separations in the base

year.

Method B Average Annual Separation Rate.
Method B uses an estimate of the supply in the
base year plus additions to the mid-year of the
projection period. The average annual separation
rate multiplied by the number of years in the
projection period gives us the total separation in
the time span from the base year to the target
year.

The formula for method B is:

P = S b -I- (A t12) X (R X Y),

where:

P = Total number of separations;
S b = Supply in the base year;
A t = Total additions to base-year supply

during the projection period;
A t12 = Total additions to supply by the mid-

year of the projection period;
= Average annual rate of separation;

Y = Number of years in the projection
period.

The use of the labor force separation tables Underlying Assumptions
incorporates into the supply projections what-
ever assumptions underlie the statistics in the
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Data Requirements

Step-by.Step Description:
Method A Separations

Year by Year

published tables. Computation of the rates of
retirement and deaths by age, sex, and specific
occupation group is based on working life tables
that assume, for example, that separations for
men under 35 are solely due to death, not retire-
ment. This is a reasonable assumption since few
retirements occur at that age. An assumption
.that may not be equally acceptable is the use of
1960 working life patterns for women to develop
the separation rates for women in 1970 and 1985.
It can be argued that while the pattern for female
labor force participation in 1960 may still be valid
in 1970, it is of doubtful validity for 1985.

The separation tables provide state data. Their
use for local area studies assumes that the area
pattern of working life and age distribution is
comparable to that found in the state as a whole.

Essential data include:
1. The total active supply in the base year.
2. The publication of the U.S. Department of

Labor, Bureau of Labor Statistics, Tomorrow's
Manpower Needs: Estimating Occupational Sepa-
rations From the Labor Force for States. Supple-
ment No. 4, prepared by McElroy, Michael P. and
Cangialosi, Joseph S. Washington, D.C.: U.S. Gov-
ernment Printing Office, 1974. This volume con-
tains annual labor force separation rates in 1970
and 1985 by state for more than 400 occupations.

If datia-reiviilable for the proportion of males
and females in the base-year supply, a more
refined estimate may be prepared. A breakdown
by sex for each occupation in every state is avail-
able upon request from BLS regional offices.

1. Add the annual inflows representing all new
additions to the base-year supply. For purposes
of illustration, let us assume that the new addi-
tions each year remain constant at 5,000 and that
base-year supply is 100,000 105,000.

2. Obtain the separate rates (for the occupa-
tion and state) for 1970 and 1985 from U.S.
Department of Labor, Bureau of Labor Statistics,

1 3 3
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Tomorrow's Manpower Needs: Estimating Occu-
pational Separations From the Labor Force for
States, Supplement No. 4. For this example, let
us use the rate for dental laboratory technicians in
Alabama:

Year Separation Rate

1970 0.01900
1985 0.01860

3. Interpolate the rates for years between 1970
and 1985. 9

To interpolate the 1980 rate, the number of
years from the base year to the interim year
(10) is divided by the number of years in the
projection period (15) and then multiplied by
the change in the rate from the base year to
the projected year.

X 0.00040 = 0.00027
15

Since the rate is decreasing from the base
year to the projected year, the change is
added to the base year to obtain the interim-
year rate.

Base-year rate - change = interim-year rate
0.01900 - 0.00027 = 0.01873

9. For an explanation of the method of interpolation, see
U.S. Depa;Iment of Labor, Bureau of Labor StaUstics, Tomor-
row's Manpower Needs: Estimating Occupational Separations
From the Labor Force From States. Supplement No. 4, p. 9.
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4. Apply the separation rate to the sum of
supply and annual inflow (step 2) to calculate the
number of separations.

Year Supply
Annual a
inflows

Supply plus
annual inflows

Separation

rate
b

(R)

Number of
separations

1970. 100,000 5,000 105.000 0.01900 1,995
1971 . 103.005 5,000 108,005 0.01897 2,049
1972. 105,956 5,000 110,956 0.01395 2,103
1973. 108,853 5.000 113,853 0.01892 2,154

. . .

. . . . .

1980 .. 127,749 5.000 137,748 0.01873 2,486
. .

. . .

. . . .

1985.. 139,891 5,000 144,891 0.01860 2,695

numbef of new additions pe t. year willa. It is assumed that
remain constant throughout the period.
b. Separation rates for those years between the base year
1970 and projected year 1985 are based on straight-line inter-
polation. The rate selected applies to dental laboratory tech-
nicians in Alabama.

Stepby-Step Description: 1. Determine the supply in the bass year (1970
Method B Annual supply = 100,000).

Separations Rate

2. Add the inflows to base-year 5upply of 5,000
per year (inflows from 1970 to 1985 = 75,000).

3. Sum supply plus cumulative additions up to
the middle year of the projection period (1977.5) to
calculate middle-year projection of supply and in-
flows: 100,000 + [75,000 X (7.5115)] = 137,500.

4. To calculate the average annual rate of
separation to interpolate the 1977.5 rate, the
number of years from the base year to the target
year (7.5) is divided by the number of years in the
BLS data (15) and then multiplied by the change in
the rate from 1970 to 1985: (7.5/15) X (0.0190 -
0.0186) = 0.0002. Since the rate is decreasing over
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fime, the change is deducted from the base year
to obtain the target year (1977.5) rate: 0.0190 .
0.0002 = 0.0188.

5. The middle-year projection of supply and ad-
ditions multiplied by 1977.5 rate equals average
annual separations (step 3 total X step 4 total =
137,500 X 0.0188 = 2,585).

6. Average annual separations muRiplied by
number of years in the projection period (15)
aauals the losses due to deaths and r,tirements
during projection period (2,585 X 15 = 38,775).

Again, the availability of published material on
separations, by state and occupation, for the
1970 base year and the 1985 projection year is a
great advantage. Data limitations are one of the
biggest hindrances to the study of labor force
separations. However, the 1985 separation rates
in this volume (U.S. Bureau of Labor Statistics,
Tomorrow's Manpower Needs, Supplement 4) are
based upon 1985 age-specific rates and 1970
census occupational age distributions. One
limitation of using the 1970 age distribution is
the assumption that the age and sex distribution
of the occupation will remain the same. The 1970
age distribution is used because the 1970 census
is the latest source of age distribution for occu-
pations, and there is no reliable method to pro-
ject occupational age distributions. Projections
of the labor force age distributions can be made,
but insufficient data on occupational mobility
preclude the projection of occupational age dis-
tributions.
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Trend Analysis of Annual
Supply: A Method of

Estimating Net Changes
to the Stock of Supply

Problem Addressed

General Description

Another limitation Is the lack of working life
tables by occupation. The same age-specific
separation rates apply to age distributions as If
mortality and retirement do not differ by occupa-
tion. The nature and environment of work, cover-
age and provisions of pension plans, opportuni-
ties for employment, and other factors influence
retirement patterns and mortality trends among
occupations. We know, however, that doctors are
less likely to retire, at any age, than people in
other occupations.

The marital status and number of children are
assumed to have the same effect on all women
regardless of occupation. The more education
women have, the higher are their labor participa-
tion rates and their concentration in certain occu-
pations. Data are not available to account tor
these differences.

The local planner has to cope with the lack of
data regarding specific inflows and outflows in
this area. A method is available for estimating net
challos in the supply stock based on the histori-
cal record. This approach circumvents the need
to measure the component elements that make
up additions and losses to supply.

Differences between one year's supply and the
next represent the effect of all of the forces
operating to increase and to reduce the supply
stock. The net change in supply may be deter-
mined by a trend analysis of total supply over a
period of time. The method of trend analysis is
described in Chapter I and in estimating the net
additions to the stock of supply based on new
licentiates.

Underlying Assumptions in adopting this method, the planner assumes
that the difference between inflows and outflows
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In the future will follow the pattern of change in
the past. In other words, the relationship between
Inflows from new graduates, inmigration, occu-
pational transfers and outflows from deaths, re-
tirements and emigration will continue to follow
the historical pattern.

The historical record of active supply for the Data Requirements .

health occupations in the area under study is
required. In general, the longer the period for
which data is available, the better.

For purposes of illustration, let us project the Stepby.Stop Description

supply of doctors of osteopathy, by specialty, for
the state in 1980, using the method of net
changes, using the following case study. 10

1. Obtain hietorical information on the total
number of doctors of osteopathy from the Ameri-
can Osteopathic Association directories for the
years 1980-72. Since an historical series showing
osteopaths by specialty is not available, the
methodology adopted is to project the total
supply to 1980 and then estimate the number in
each specialty, such as general practice, internal,
pediatric medicine and general surgery based on
the proportion of such physicians found in the
1971 Directory of Osteopathic Physicians. "

The historical data for total number of doctors
of osteopathy for years 1960-72 is illustrated in
the table that appears on the next page.

10. This case study was adapted from George E. Brehman,
Jr., A Study of Physician Manpower Demand and Supply in
Pennsylvania: Methodology and Findings. Harrisburg, Pa.:
Pennsylvania Department of Education, 1973.

11. 1971 Yearbook and Directory of Osteopathic Physicians,
83rd ed. Chicago: American Osteopathic Association, 1971.
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Year
Total number of

doctors of osteopathy

1960 1,357
1961 1,364
1962 1,393
1963 1,442
1964 1,449
1965 1,461
1966 1,487
1967 1,526
1968 1550
1969 1573
1970 1,601
1971 1,667
1972 1,666

In 1971, 1,667 osteopathic physicians were
practicing in the state. Of that number 1,213, or
72.8 percent, were providing direct care to
patients.

The 1971 distribution of directcare osteo-
pathic physicians, by type of activity, is as
follows:

Specialty
1971 number of doc-
tors of osteopathy

Percent
distribution

Total direct care 1,213 100.0
General practice 781 64.4
Internal medicine 58 4.8
Pediatrics 32 2.6
General surgery 64 5.3
Other care or

specialties 278 22.9

2. Plot the trend series of the total number of
osteopathic physicians on graph paper.

3. Examine the scatter diagram and determine
whether a constant rate of increase is a reason-
able assumption.

4. Compute the annual average growth in the
number of osteopathic physicians by using a
linear model, Y = a + bX.

'3
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Year X Y X2 X Y

1960. . -6 1,357 36 -8,142
1961 ... -5 1,364 25 -6,820
1962.... -4 1,393 16 -5,572
1963... -3 1,442 9 -4,326
1964.... -2 1,449 4 -2,898
1965.... -1 1,461 1 -1,461
1966 .... 0 1,487 0 ...
1967.... 1 1,526 1 1,525
1968.... 2 1,550 4 3,100
1969.... 3 1,573 9 4,719
1970. .. 4 1,601 16 6,404
1971... 5 1,667 25 8,335
1972.... 6 1,666 36 9,996

-

N..13 E x=0 E V=19,536 E x2=182 E X Y=4,861

Substituting the relevant igures into the follow-
ing formulae:

a = Y = 19,536 = 1,502.8
13

b = xy = 4,861 = 26.7
v X2 182

the trend equation with 1966 as the year of origin
is:

= 1,502.8 + 26.7 X (1)

For convenience, we shift the year of origin to
1960. The trend equation equals:

Y = 1,502.8 + 26.7 iX-6)
= 1,342.6 + 26.7 X (2)

With these trend equations, one is able to
project the total number of osteopathic
physicians to any year beyond 1972. Suppose a
projection for the year 1980 is needed. With 1960
as the year of origin, the value of x in our esti-
mating equation (2) equals 20, the difference
between 1960 and 1980. By substituting in
equation (2):

Y = 1,342,6 + 26,7 X
Y = 1,342,6 + 26,7 (20)
Y = 1,876.6 = 1,877
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Thus the total supply of doctors of osteopathy in
1980 is projected to be 1,877.

From 1971 information we know that direct-
care physicians make up 72.8 percent of the
supply of osteopathic physicians. Applying that
percentage to the projected supply, we calculate
that 1,366 osteopathic physicians will be pro-
viding direct care in 1980. It is assumed also that

the distribution of direct-care osteopathic
physicians among various specialties in 1980
would follow the pattern prevailing in 1971. The
number of direct-care doctors of osteopathy in
1980, by type of care, is projected as follows:

Type of care
1980 projection,

osteopathic physicians
Percent

distribution

Total direct care 1,366 100.0

Internal medicine 880 64.4

Pediatricians 65 4.8

General surgery 36 2.6

Other care or
sPecialties 313 22.9

Strengths and Weaknesses The use of historical supply data and trend
of the Method analysis to project future supply overcomes the

difficulty of collecting data and estimating sep-
arately the components of inflows and outflows.
It permits the planner to measure the net change
to the stock of supply during he projection
period caused by all additions and all

separations.
However, it should be recognized that the past

is not always a good indicator of the future. Dis-
continuities do occur, so that historical
experience In certain periods may provide a poor
basis for projection.

Reference Brehman, George E., Jr., A Study ot Physician
Manpower Demand and Supply in Pennsylvania

p. 87. (Harrisburg, Pa.: Pennsylvania Department
of Education, 1973).
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I. COnIplete all laws necessary to identify the SCrecific academic organdatonal unit in which this program is located
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144.73/
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SCHOOL

DIVISION

OE PA R TME NT

ACTION C - PROGRAM CHARACTERISTICS
Indicate the type of program you are reporting Latars&Q.NJ.`e ONEJ

:ARO 04 114-1)

It I=

114 31

11441

I I

I

B ASIC OCCUPATIONAL PREPARATION Prograrn demo to provide stUdents with the knowledge and skills needed to
Work in specific occupation at th entry level of Mal occupation Admission to program does not require previous
form.) training in the occupation but may build on previous informal training or practical experience Typically. this
typo of program grants the "first proleuional" degree, leads to cerlif ication or licensure, or preuares the student For
e n entry.level fob. The program may be academic at th under grodua te level or may be non.aeademic.

ADVANCEO EDUCATION 0 Fl TRAINING. Prnyam designed to provide health Workers with formal education or
training beyond that which is offered .1, 'Basic Oc:upational Preoarat ion." ANO whi.,li confers additional academic
credit or professionsh recognition in scecific discipline or occupation This type of program includes SPECIALTY
TRAINING which qualifies the individual in a recognized snecially of his discipline, br which there are specil lc
educational requirements beyond "Basic Occupational Preparation.-

CONTINUING E OUCA1 ION Program of educational activitiel designed to maintain a health worker's proficiency in
his occupation Continuing education updates "Basic Occupational Preparation,- or "Advanced Education."

TEACHER TRAINING Program Which provides individuals A LRE A OY TRAINED in a health profession with
competency as teachers or as educational program managers. Teacher training may include some elements which are
advanced education or training, but d is never limited to Md.

Within this program may a student elect a specialization'

Specialdation is an area of concntration within a program that develops a particular apertne and distinguishes
One group of workers from others trained in the same program, e g , some institutions off er degree Prograrm in
radiologic (echnology with specializations in TelirCal radiography. nuclear medicine, or radiation therapy
NOTE: If you consider specialization to be separate program her *Imam,' of "progrom" found in the Instructions),

report it on. sepatato Questionnaire.,. NO SPECIALIZATION OFFERED I I SPECIALIZATION IS OFFERED. /Speedy below

116 30/

131451

146 601

161 751

OFFICIAL USE ONLY

I. IntliCale the MINIMUM VIII VIOUS educalion REQUIRED lor entry into Ihis program

NOTE. If st tomer appropriate for you to :Perk ntll re roan one, you may be reporting nom man on plograin on Met fOrm. PAWetilosamint rye
dIhnition of "Progs,11 found en the INS littiCTIONS,)

ARO 00
4 211

1011 E=I NONE 1071 1---1 ASSOCIATE DEGREE

1021 Li SOME HIGH SCHOOL (Spicily Minimum Credo I 10111 F
3 YEARS COLLEGE

111611 SCI1001, DIPLOM/, On CERTIFICATE OF Mgt I I 4 YEARS COLLEGE oviryout am.)
MGR SCHOOL EQUIVALENCY

1041 Ell LESS THAN 2 YE AfIS COLLEGE 1101 I SACRELons DEGREE

4.Si rill 2 ytAno COL LEGE (without firmer II l MASTER'S DEGREE

.1/

JFIE GIS? NURSE PREPARATION

OFFICIAL USE CAL`,

L111

112' Li DOCTOFIAL OE(311E1

E-1 OTHER fri....qp.rari

1 4 I
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10. Check the incific ecodemic back grou odNI REQUIRED (of on(Ty ent0 thee program

124-11;11 (011 NONE

CHECK AS MANY AS APPLY.

MI= SOCIAL/BEHAVIORAL SCIENCES

(0211 1 BIOLOGICAL SCIENCES WECIF IC HEALTH TRAINING:

(031= CHEMICAL SCIENCES f--1 BASIC PREPARATION IN OCCUPATION C
DISCIPLINE FOR WHICH THIS IS AN

10411 CLERICAL SKILLS
AOVANCEO COURSE

(13/10911 FINE ARTS I= NURSING, R.N.

10611 GENERAL SCIENCES 110 1-1 OTHER SPECIFIC HEALTH TRAINING

10711 1 1NOUSTRIAL ARTS

1 MATHEMATICS

REOUIREO SACKGROUNO NOT ELSEWHERE!

10011
1161= CLASSIFIED.

1091= PHYSICAL EOUCAT ION (SIEWIN)

1101 HYSICAL SCIENCES

II Indicate the Iowa at which this program is of feted and the specific swaro wanted upon completion of the pfogram (la., ES, EA, MPH. etc.)

ifket"ase rildLeYernO/Iner°1 eNdOerf tEMI ion of Program" found In 'he WSTRIJCTIONs.)
If a Mem 11011,00e14 le for EDV check mom Men one, you may be redortIng MOIII Oen OnsIpeoffent 00 Mit /OM.

LEVEL OF OFFERING SPECIFIC AWARD CONFERRED

(64,651 (011 OCC/VOC CER TIF /CATE I ILma than 1 lnonfl.)

1021
OCC/VDC CERTIFICATE 1114 but lead Them 12 month.)

1031
OCC/VOC CERTIFICATE III (12 but NH Men 24 months!

1041 OCC/VOC CERTIFICATE IV 124 JO months!

1061 DIPLOMA

1061 ASSOCIATE DEGREE

107/ ASSOCIATE OEG RE E CERTIf !TATE

104111 1 BACHELOR'S DEGREE

1101 El

BACHE LOF1'S DEGREE E CE RI IF IL ATE

COLLCGIATE CERTIFICATE ONLY (Training et or bereond
baccaMartaer ItueI)

1111 E-1 MASTERS DEGREE

1121 El MASTER S OEGRF F CERTIFICATE

CERTIFICATE Of ADVANCED STANDING (Training
(13) { bayou romIer't dorm ItuoI but nue al clucioral dome leaoll

11411 1 DOCTORAL man(

115) r7:1 CONTINUING EDUCATION CERTIFICATE

FOR OFFICIAL USE ONLY

I

56 57 56 59 60 sit 62 63 64 65 66 67 66 69 70 71

12 T. urita' flGRA GOA 11 PIICK;IIALIS ONLY In WhaI FoI1941. yam kJ do thidems wiIhout advanced Rending GENERALLY enter this

P09171' Check ALL ins I which am apptupeume. IOC [7.17:i 2N 0 10 fl SOPHOMORE/

CARO 06
14 10

r: Ill Nor APPLICABLE IGF1ADUATF PROGRAM) 1091 L__.] r'D 1011 JUNIOR/

1021 t. "u,g4IiIlgi:IL'i!21p(OILDEVIIIA7(TIOZGIIAto 1001 E-7:1 47H 10n SENIOR/

1011 [7:11 157 1OR 111E5104ANS (071 I I OTII (IRE 11A0ICALAURE ATE CLINICAL 11 EARI

13 Ini11, LIE I he 011 flo04., to, 4 NO how studeni enie,ou witnhut elyancod Infho11 In the Ofinf.trof

IIIIINII/I/11 ISM el wrn,P. IS IiIIIISKOW) 1 IMI III i iT117 1000*11 p IIrlr IT lobos:1ff" .omn:ful.thwly progiains OfkilIniimg

11.41,4ItI of ow 4 /Id (I KC Clad (iborm, C., Jr, n wart( ("Mare, school flt01)/Aro 10 COMM. Iv in the *rase? III206,711 of 101-it)

.A0N1,141

I 1(20 211

'IRA II 1Poyv .11
(Ill 131

1 )4
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Chad( the credit how SWOT, at your instItuttOn

121 II L I SCMERTE

122 1/ 1 QUARTER

121 31 TRIMESTER

OTHER intent epeetly end amplain d nerenoPy )

Lot O'a VIED) T HOUH distribution for the following departmental lehntatni and inditutrdnal reoutrements
For prOlyamsot.,ich do NO r offer credd,pleaw indisata the CLOCK hoofs reCluired.
FOI raorartn whit. Off., a range el possible credit hour. Corn...dons and tracks, plane rodrcure in:31, the number of cretitt OR the clock hours&itch repellant, a TYPICAL Program

Credit
dour
113 11

A

121 171 F-1

129 311

(31 351

134 391

(4042)
144471

Clock
Hours
113 11 Complete only tl Ofogeord area NO scadwix coedit.

01 thlr tole :redo tor clock) hours required for completion of I hiS program (inchol na
unwerli ty recutrnments, etentivol. departmental reqUirenentS, etc.) how many ',outvote
nettled to fulfill departmental requirements STRUCTURED SOLELY FOR 5TUDE N TS 161
THIS PROGRAM'

Of the departmental reouvitments indiCated on Line 'A- abOve. how Many hours ar needed in
the following O

11 Classroom study (NOT am...)M whin clinical training dr fialdeapegenee

11 Clots tsborlOry study 1NOT eescieleted 111, clinical tnonint or held enpenence.)
31 Clinical training ndror supervised field stews/Wise, Including student leaCningperience,

It appliceble ff Oft TOY RP0.111 07 1,11k 1S ITN 11191 . T1(11111,61\ MI C0511,I41-5
OT ACTISAI. OR nillt.I.A ft 11.011k PI .1 /I'll et brucil I Vt.., .1f,I AOT
HP A CC0.111',1.111.0 111 srPcb4LLY S ill t'CTURTO LA DONATOR Y OR 0511,1(..TIC
St'SSIONS 1
8000i1t predettl Sted.re.

5/ Thesis or dissartellon hoots
IN eau, yetatan. n Hen a thew and nun them option. plea.. nter In haute a. Inoue, the
thesis option only u err being wafted and then chera of' dioserlation it optional ")

El',We or dissertation Is oollonel.

The total of 1/, 21, 31, 41.9nd 91 should eauel Section A' not, please Intl..

Of the lotal Credit for clack) hours required for completion of this orogrem, how many hours are
needed lot departmental electives tot depagniental requirements NOT Wifehood Solely for health
studente), DO NOT duPlizadr credit ct clock bouts rsported in Section C . below.

07190 total credit tor clock) hours required lor comploon of this program, how many O0u/S ale
needed to complete courses molded of all di/dents in Mei inn itution yroether or rag they era
enrolled in this program (iornewneg tallftl Corner.il docst fienailernenttl,
Do NOT duplicate credit of clock hours reporled in Section 8

In Orde lor student la Conlplete Ind pogrom end teCeote tie Meld specified in Item I I . Pep
3.ot this form, low many tiOlits owe be I voted Iron, all sources'

Moat al A :8 C C)

ill YOU, pri. le len ,O,listott ion o in,,,, lort. ,liour ter hotodall el/ tat Ins PurSOW 01 PrPoding Some la dean 01 lite clinical traininj AiOuPervisal 1.011 es pandit), required I V row

101 11 1 WS

(01 71 IT" NO PROCEED TO ITEM 211

ANSWER ITEMS 17 19

11 lesert 11
'31

146
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17. tf your ammo to Item 16 was "Yes", plum cornpIet the foIlOworxt chart regarding your affrhated onStrtutron.

INSTITUTION
TYPE

NUMBER OF AFFILIATED
INSTITUTIONS

NUMBER OF SPACES
FOR YOUR ST UDENTS

No. Having No. of No. of SIMi
Nc. Losotad No. Locattd Writton Ouseentmd Woolly
Dathlo Your OurRde Your Affiliation SPCIPS AvaBablo 1

School's School's Amiremonts Reserved Your Studo
Admmistrativs Admini ttttt ma WIth Your Toir Your but not

Structure Strutters In111)1U110/1 SWAMP GuatIMM

111 121 131 141 lel

CARDS 0210 1011 HOSIT AL (Private, Gou'I SuFForttd, ette )

(021 FACILITY FOR MENTALLY RETARDED,
PHYSICALLY HANDICAPPED,
EMOTIONALLY DISTURBED

1031 OUTPATIENT CLINIC

(m) NURSING HOME/EXTENDED CARE
FACILITY

1051 SOCIAL SERVICE AGENCY

1061 MEDICAL CENTER (Untuenr1111

(07) LABORATORY

1061 PRACTITIONER'S OFFICE

1091 ST ATE/LDCAL HEAL; h DEPARTMENT

1101 VOLUNTARY AGENcY (I , Heart Fund,
Coat., SocITIT)

(III CORRECTIONS INSTITUTION

113) COMPREHENSIVE HEALTH LANNING
AGENCY

1171 OA," CARE CENTER

1141 ELEMZNTARYIS(CONOARY SCHOOL

115) INSURANCE OFFICE

1161 OTHERS (PF SPoW/T1

18 Who arranms for a Student to attend an alliliamd inititution0

CARD 11
11611 I .1 FACILITY MEMBER FROM YOUR INSTITUTION

114 31 STUDENT HIMSELF

114 31 1---7 BOTH OF THE ABOVE S/TUATIONS EXIST WITHIN THIS ROGRAM

11441

114 51

COOPERATIVE ARRANGEMENT AMONG FACULTY MEMBER, STUDENT, ANO AFFILIATE

OTHER, Miceli Sneed, I

19, DM any nwmbar 01 sn NUMMI, onottitutoOn OUTSIDE your School s Omuultratoshl StrUCtul
wnortrd en Cannon (21, Own I 1), who oS COncernA1

with the onstruclron or Superyosron of your Ondentl, hey. Sn appOustmnt on your facullyl

11511 I 1 YES 11621 El] N°
en," how mooy of thew lneletuttone hew/ en Column 121, Hart I 7, hove MIMI., of Ihmr stall on your Wilily,

70. For the credit ur ClOCI1 houlS 01 sour Itss 1111.11 in Section A ol Ittn IS phrase ender MII/in nulhbar of faculty gy 015 .100101ornotle oerrrdeo of Ihihr

ORR want teechrng endlor suoyoosing souelenls on Mg progosm Inshoof Ill,osy aytot learh and 0, ...011/1 al. Sluglorils on Moo I limeoll or the rloar.I.E

POMO/1So/ the program, or on both. olio/Maas 01 WV ',Kull y holooller s lull long 1110011nenITIa00mntmeIll DO NOT ITTImIS 1,1..104.1 Ily LIFully
Inernharriuparyouon ol special prolects, I hePos Or /lessor, 0 uhlot

tTIsMs tEhan 20%

NUMBER OF FACULTY WITHIN PERU N TAGE OF TEACHING ANO/OR SUPERVISING

hisVuoi.eT.11,11 , iis'rii ar'i' .1:0.,iinsfil0h's.nbulCI, (3'

20 , I,nt

1761

100%

[
, 1114o 40,,,

I 1 1 1 _1 1

1221 1261

[...._______] GI Mr 101110111,,,Ily above, lif:r20,111.111y 1 Ulf I ern,. Eii,...I0H lo lolly 11:12141:111hol Iallgoarn1

NRA T I IPetp SI
110 731

1 41



IPROCEEO TO ITEM 231

139

ft hi1 5109rahl4crwd.lad or apPrOvad b national agency or national haalth psoletwonal acaociattoni ((amide ponmal mmdttabon ol imblubbn
*Polo or budgetary apployMS by fund.nymmiaa)

Acoreditaton/Approval 1 n pirKass by which an agency or ohaandanOn a...1%41414nd rer.OgniWt program of study ell malting
cartoon predeterrnmed /Juan/lc/bons Wotan:lards For thol Survey only national apenowt on organs/idiom will be reportad.

133 11 ROGRAM IS ACCREOITEO/APPROVEO IPROCEEO TO ITE11-71721

133 21 PROGRAM ACCI1E01 T AT ION1APPROVAL IS IN PROCESS 1pa9CEE0 TO ITEM 221

133 3/ PORTION IS NOT APPRVVE -1ROCZEO TO ITEM 221
CLINICAL podnory oF ROGRAM IS ACCREOITEO/APPROVE0 OR APROYAL IS IN ROCESS. ACAOEM1C

1 PROGRAM ACCRE OIT A T ir/V:mPRTIA.1._.PROCESS EXISTS FOR THIS TYPE PROGRAM BUT IS NOT BEING.J SOUGHT. allOGELO To ITEM 231

133 6/ 1-71 PROGRAM 1100 NEW TO SEEK ACC REOITATIONrAPPROVAL.

1334/ Ti No ACCREOITATIONIAPPROVAL PROCESS EXISTS FOR THIS TYPE PROGRAM. (PROMO TO ITEM 231

If INN program or on principal clinical altikate is acc, added approved, pIaaS check at the left the agencylicsl by which the program is inCtdiltd;
approved, and supply the information in ha CoIgrnoll tO Int eel of ON retpetlwe agantylied,using the Codet Ind.Cated in Columns 18I and ICI.

If

ACCREOITING/APPROVING
AGENCIES

Acciro.111:pot,:r171,17,1x:r....;,?; EducliOn

1071 1 Arn.ann,n Al adrny 0. Podatnicil
Arnr:;cuac7 I..,,..ocnition of Cl./nr al Paslonal

Aroaracn 41,tocition ovl Avuttantil

rAolarIcan A Hor.non I N Nu,. AnetInelltle

MO/ Arnncan Anociwion of Pnfonal COu '.14,Out

107/ C.1171 A,nlni, In Collage of Nuns@ Midavvid

1061 [1..7j Aihrtcn Coffectiv Thrpy A"oe.efion

1091 L=___j Arnricn Council on Pnonmac al EducIlOn
(17.4..7 rith,Oca.h.toaln A docation CounCtl On

1111 ArnarICn OiVaIIC A wociebon

01,ste in Codat,...1/4ne
1131 1 ._J AneanICn Maducal Tachnnlogi.is

1141 Amanican OPharnetrit Adociatian

1151 PhIshc daahn A ttac,liah
AbellliIno fur flu Education of In qa 1/uelly

1161 [ I...nth/Apnea

1171 Alta. tation 01 Meitra. ,,,,,, roe
Attch,ai.on of M11..1., h iial ai-ati.tahun

11111 [_ and Cnoldenol.ler Ir

I cu1iusv of A"Neflq 3,11.,111.011
1101

1701 [ ornalnt Conn., fan P".,111,041 011intImen1
(-1. of Clarl.1111

1271 1._TI medn,i Litvry Aour,annn

1231 Plat.onai 10r 'wan./

1741 ""
1251 . roalibnal n ,,,,, fint.1 Inallh Att0C,11/10n

011.0, dvcd v1

Year
Pro9rarn

Last
Accredited

IA I

Seams of Ps 'Ion of Program
Accreditation/Approval Accr.ditedlApproald

1 Full
2 Conditional! 1 Acsdemie Only

Provisional 2. Clinical Only
3 In Pr crams 3 Total Program

101 ICI

it !Pop. 41

148
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SZCTION 0 PAOGRAM ENROLLMENT ANO CAPACITY

73. How many students were erwolled on this Pogrom aS of October 15,19737 Exclude students in Correspondence courses, auditors, or students at

beanch composes In foreign countries.

STUOENT YEAR

CARD 12 tee (or Freahrrien)

2156 (or Sophomore)

3td tor JUnlort

CARD 13 atts (or Se. lory

151)5 /Pre beeeel anal barns
laureate, or tat Master's year/

CARD 14

6515

7th

Oen

Total

ft this dew noi 1,11,05 normal pogrom enrollment. Wee*. apbrin

Total

FUL L.TIME
Parnell

PART.TIME

Total Mete Female

24. Indicate the ractal/etnnic distribution ol all Students. lull.time and part.time, enrolled in P.m prootarnas ol October 15,1973 Report each student in

the racial/ethnic group nith which the Student moss closely identifies. Each student should hr cepollea in only ONE group.

RACIAL/ETHNIC GROUP TOTAL MALE FEMALE

CARD 16 BLACK/AFRO AMERICAN

WHITE

DR IENTAIJASIA N

AMERICAN INDIAN
SPANISH SURNAME D11 SPANISH

SPEAKING (Puerto !bran topn A ITItriroll
Cuban, Mee yen nirlean, Cherann)

OTHER, 1.a PilluIno, Aleut. Eskimo, etc.
(Specify)

CARD 16 TOTAL

How many of tribov otudonts r forign students Mut VS rdlomsli

76. For any given entering class in this program, estimat the percentage ol Students who will complete the program requirements and receive the award

conferred.

164.5411
% I

76. How many etudente'could CORIPICII this program in the 197174 sthool yesr yoth present curriculum and standards, using p eeee nth/ avail kW

facilities and resources, IF FULL E NROLLMENT VIE RE A TTAINE Di (II clinical training or supervised held experience Of rewired. do no) include

mon student, than can b OCCOO7IPIOCifird lOf !ha tnotung within one year

167-60) I I MAXIMUM GRADUATES

27. In what ca'ander year did this program lust accept students?

160 ern 1011 1:1 Prior to 1940

1071 El 1940 46

Cog) 1946 50

1041[] 1951 55 1071L1 1967

1054 j 1956 40 (OBILi 1967

106111 1961 1091E7.) 1964

11010 1965 I t21E1 1968 11t1I0 1971

ttliEj 1966 1141E1] 7969 lt7Cil /972

1121[1 1907 1151c:i 1970 1972

78. Is fists program offered on a regular basis? /11 program ollered on regular baps has a definite and periodic schedule tor matriculation ol fradenl,

LJTES 167 71 I NO WIG ONE 104:ill FOUR 167111 SE 0E N 11010 TL N

"161611 4ss. hnw '"" (02E] TWO I05L SIVE 1051E11 E IOHT 11110 llritt;arrt'
c erPc"" an

'MC THI,TE 10610 510 1091 NINE

NRA SI troga 71
110 77/

149
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Hies many students graduated or olharrctse successfully completed this Program m each school year. 1965.737 fit mOr then one clan OP, yearcompleted an pogrom, plane con.tane the numb*, ol graduates tor each year.1

17
114 171 LI 1985 MS

118-211 1 1 196647

111.2%1 1 196768

126,291 1 I 196869

130 331 El 1,89 70

134.37 = 1970.71

138411 I 1971 72

(4245) I I (972 73

Estimate the number of students whr, are expected to rornn,le lli rw.9,30, :,,:ssfully in th not three school years If f more than 1,0. clau par ylleirIle lolpeCtd 10 Complete the wow.", mew. sonitain me number of Jradu..0 a: for each yar.)

146491 1 1973 74

150531 1-1 1974 75

154 971 1975 76

Are you now Implementirg or planning 10 implement within the nest 2 years a signif Want change in this program's enrollment?

158 11 j NO CHANGE IS PLANNED IFFOCEED 70 ITEM 371

158 2, El YES:PROGRAM IS BEING EXPANDED E.:113CEE0 TO ITEM

158 31 YES, OPOGFIAM IS BEING CURTAILED FROCEED TO ITEM 321

(MI A) ri YES, PROGRAM IS BEING PHASED OUT DATE OF FINAL ENTERING CLASS 1PROCEED1 0 ITE21.32)

OFFICIAL USE ONLY
159 60/

this program Snot e panding, what reason, prevent Of make unwde the expansion of this Program' Please indicate the de9ree of constraint WWIeach reeeon

18
I 4 y [11 Promarn's prewnt nroltment Is setisfectory$ IILFLOCEED TO ITEM 22J

REASON FOR CONSTRAINT

115 171 Limited employmenl 0,Mo/fondle, lot grad, ,,,, in thn soiwialtY

Insufficient eptalicHions horn in ,,,,, ted students difficult to
recruit dditinnal studnts

LimIted opernting funds rouluffia0 $0 rum. addillonalnth., C10 ,

Unbis 10 riKeiiit laCulty lo till ....canc., whim fungi,re

Int./tic lint Or unsuitable prissiCtIl Willi." for Otdaclic instruc tiOn.

at insufficient clindI trainuys facilitles

Inst.? Inient finensiei eirf for students

Limited toy eacred,ring assol 1.10n

139 411 Othr (Specify/

No MODERATE SEVERE
CONSTRAINTS CONSTRAINTS CONSTRAINTS

150
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SECTION GUIDANCE INFORMATION

33. Plana check the entrance rectutrements for your itszlitut ton or your program. (Do NOT mew* tests ocfroed f rewired for gukkoco

olocomorot pm/posta)

(42.1) ED INSTITUTION HAS OPEN ADMISSIONS POLICY.

1431) ED PROGRAM HAS OPEN ADMISSIONS POLICY.

REQUIRED BY REQUIR(D SY

ENTRANCE REOUIREMENTS.
INSTITUTION PROGRAM

(4445) SchalattIc Aptitude Tern (CEEB Serie.)

iimnobt (CEEB Strati

-.1 Tette (CEEB Scam)

ee Timing Prearan ExamlnetIon (ACT)

,-d Examination Aptitude Toot

. Hecard Examinetion Advenced Tett

Mem* spec1/11

'Alder AnsIOVI

Standardized Nation& ExaMlnatiOn - Net Eleeteadta :Jo* IWO

(?ntese anti fr

InefItution doelnod Leamosatlo,,

Penang) Interview

Orede Point Axeitife pit t a:. .t system (Sofelly

Ioarephicaf Matorie1

Audition

Portfolio

halftones/In tweet Tests

174.751 Other (Meese **OM

OFFICIAL USE ONLY

(7578)

34. For four.year collages sod unrverfo Jos Only, floes your
institution accept credits earned by Audents in e I.O.year coops?

CAROlg
114.11 1. I YES (14.21 I I NO COMMENI1

35. How loony COMPleted Applications wwe received tor MIS programa Med reCent Mtning CM&

NUMBER OF APPLICANTS

35 For your program. do yOu maintain evading list of Qualified students who wore not admitted at their first 41212liCation,

I I YES 119.21 1 I NO

If -Yee- hose lOng Is student's narnal maintained on tt,e

120.231

MONTHS

OFFICIAL' USE ONLY

HPIA T I Cates 01
110-73)
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What 11 the coSt to students to complete the entire program escluding room and board, (From bow of matriculation IOC GRADUATE prospeml. DRtime *tent, shown on Item (2, Page 3 of 10,171, tor UNDE RGRADUATE programs.)

TUITION foe Russia/ fee) 124-28)

o...JOKS

LAS FEES (4244)

UNIFORMS 148-50)

OTHERS 154-57/

TOTAL 162661

FIESI:, NON RESIDENT

(20.33)

138411

145471

151-53/

168411

(157-711

Cheek the types ol financial. available to sit/dents in your

20
1,13) 1011 f I GENE RAL INSTITUTIONAL SCHOLARSHIPS 1101

1111

1121

FEDERAL GOVERNMENT SCHOLARSHIPS 113)

FEDE RAL GOVERNMENT LOANS 14/

1161

10211 SM. CIF IC PROGRAM SCROLASISH'1S

(03:1- 1 F E OE RALLY INSURE 0 LOANS

1051

10611 I STATE GOVERNME NT SCHOLARSV

1071L_I S1 ATE GOVE RNME NT LOANS

ICA01-1 WORK/STUDY PROGRAMS

109/ 1 T RAINE E SHIPS

f I

SALARIES PAIO BY INSTITUTION OR CLINICAL
AFFILIATE

ST1PEN OS

G. I. BILL

FELLOWSHIPS

ASSISTANTSHIPS

OTNE RS. ISPeole)

Please estimate the percentage 01 your program's students vv... work at the same time aS they are enrolled in the program, in order tO pmyrde at least
part of their suppon.

Do you .o us* your students in finding employment upon comPletion of this program,

147 II 1 YES 147 21 L.-7.11 ND

Yers... check below th Noe(s) of a SSSSS enc given

FOrrnel Illacement of ewe, et,'

Informal (Faculty Contacts, etc I ISO SI/

BEFORE
GRAOUATION

148-49)

f I

AFTER
GRAOUAT1ON

Please lostthe name and title of the Prorjrarn Director or other Person who ran pe contacted lor funher inlormalia,. aboar this Program.

NAME
I TE LEPNQNE IA,. Cody. Numb,. bl

TITLE

Respondent to this survey Itir ni. 11 dif went than Programs Director named above, should be entered below

,NAME-
TITLE

TE LEPHONE !Area Code. Number. eat

11 Wage 101 A. 5 2
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1 hank you hat completing thn survey. The Information that yOu so kindly ProvIded will be ol great use to both guidance counselors and health plennerS. 7
woos below hes been NI asAde lor any COMmant. you might have cola/mono this survey.

PLEASE RETURN THIS COMPLETED QUESTIONNAIRE TO:
ASSOCIATION OF SCHOOLS OF ALLIED HEALTH PROFESSIONS
ONE DUPONT CIRCLE, N W.
SUITE 300
WASHINGTON, D C. 20036

nRA TI (Pepe II)
110-73)
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UG. DEPARTMENT OF HEALTH. EDUCATION. AND WELFARE

PUBLIC HEALTH SERVICE
HEALTH RESOURCES ADMINISTRATION

BUREAU OF HEALTH RESouRCES DEVELOPMENT
OI VISION OF MANPOWER INTELLIGENCE

IN COLLASORATION vaTH THE

ASSOCIATION OF SCHOOLS OF AWE/HEALTH PROFESSIONS
1973 INVENTORY OF HEALTH OCCUPATIONS EDUCATION PROGRAMS

IN TWO-YEAR AND FOUR-YEAR COLLEGES AND UNIVERSITIES

0.M.B. NO. 55-573131
Approval EMPIIM. JUNE 30.1974

INSTRUCTIONS FOR QUESTIONNAIRE III
FORM IIRA 11073)

MORN OF THE OUESTIONNAIRE: Please complete this questionnaire and return it to the Association in the enclosed
rdope no later than . Questions should lbe directed to Ms. Marlene Leonard at the Association Head-
s:tem in Wcshington, D.C., Area Code 202, Phone, 293-3422.

M questionnaire should be completed for each health occupational program being planned at your institution.

foss attempting to complete the questionnaire, please take a few minutes to read the followins definitions and criteria for
parties future programs.

OE FINITKM AND CRITERIA FOR REPORTING PROGRAMS

- A health occupations education program. for purposes of the Inventory, includes formal classroom instruction.
totrirynstruction, clinical training. and!or supervised field experience. leading to competency in a specific health occupation
profession, and resulting in a degree, certificate, or diploma. PROGRAMS OFFERED AT DIFFERENT AWARD LEVELS
91) HAVING DIFFERENT PRE-REQUISITES ARE CONSIDERED TO BE SEPARATE PROGRAMS. A SEPARATE
JESTIONNAIRE MUST BE COMPLETED FOR EACH PROGRAM.

RI following requirements must be met for the inclusion of a future program in the Inventory:

The planned program will become active with an estab-
Fished matriculation date between October 15.1973
and October 17. I975.
A diploma. certificate. or degree will be granted by
the reporting institittion after the professional corm
ponent of the program has been completed. (Note:
do nor rrporr programs which will award wily a
"Cerriflogre of Attendaner.
The planned program will be at least 36 clock hours in
duration.

ICLUSIONS: The enclosed Glosavy of Occupational Titles
present examples or healtP ..ccupations whose education pro-
late wiU bt included in the Inventory. This list is not intend-
) to Wall Inclusive. Programa for occupations not specifically
led should be reported if you consider them to be within the
outwork of the Glossary.
tuttr) LEVEL - Degree, diploma, and certificate programs

be reported in this survey and are defined as follows

Degree PrOffam. Any program which results in the
awarding o an associate, bachelor's. master's or doctor-
al degree.

Diploma Propam. Any program which results in a
diploma granted for at least 3 but less than 4 years of
training after the I 2th grade.
Certificate Ppçgrgip,. All of the following certificates
should be reported:

Occupational/Vocational Certificate: Certificate
awarded for training of at least 36 clock hours
duration but not more than 36 months duration
after matriculation in the program.
Collegiate Certificate: Certificate awarded for
trainms (other than continuing education) of
more than 36 months beyond the 12th grade, or
post-baccalaureate training for which NO addi-
tional degree is granted.

Certificate of Advanced Standing: Certificate
awarded for training which is beyond the
Master's. but NOT at the Doctoral, degree level.

Continuing Education Certificate: Certificate
awarded tor training to maintain a health
worker's proficiency, which signifies evaluation
of the worker's participation in the program.

PROGRAMS OFFERED AT DIFFERENT AWARD LEVELS
ARE CONSIDERED DIFFERENT PROGRAM AND
SHOULD SE REPORTED SEPARATELY.

EXCLUSIONS: The Inventory is limited by the exclusion of
various types of programs.

DO NOT report:

Programs which award only a "Certificate of Atten-
dance.

Programs leading to the M.D. or D.O. degree. graduate
and continuins education of physicians and premedical
COUFM1.

Programs for dentists, optometrists. podiatrists, phar-
macists, and veterinarians.
Programs leading to ficensure as R.N.. L.V.N N. L.p.N.,
:Ind programs of continuing education for such per .
tons, hut programs tor nursing-related o.:cu pal ion,
are included.
Programs for engineers at all levels with the exception
of those programs which you judge to have a significant
biomedical/environmental health content or emphasis.

Propams for natural scientists such as biologic and
microbiologic scientists.

Programs for social scientists, includins psychologists.

Programs for social workers at all levels with the ex-
ception or those programs which you fudge to have a
significant medical or psychiatric content or emphaso.

Programs for mathematicians and statisticians at all
level with the exception of those programs which you
judge to have a significant health statistics content
and emphasis.

PLEASE PRINT USING BLUE OR BLACK INK
WHEN COMPLETING THIS FORM

154
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HRA 13 US. OEPARTMENT OF HEALTH, EDUCATION, ANO WELFARE OMB. Approval No. 68473131
10 73 Approval Emelt.. JUNE 30, 1974

PUBLIC HEALTH SERVICE
HEALTH RESOURCES AOMINISTRATION

BUREAU OF HEALTH RESOURCES OEVELOPMENT
OIVISION OF MANPOWER INTELLIGENCE

IN COLLABORATION WITH THE

ASSOCIATION OF SCHOOLS OF ALLIED HEALTH PROFESSIONS
1973 INVENTORY OF HEALTH OCCUPATIONS EDUCATION PROGRAMS

IN TWO-YEAR AND FOUR-YEAR COLLEGES AND UNIVERSITIES

QUESTIONNAIRE III - FUTURE PROGRAMS
FORM HRA T3 110-731

SECTION A INSTITUTIONAL DATA
I Responding InStitution OFFICIAL USE ONLY

NAME

CITY STATE ZIP CODE

2. Reepondent TELEPHONE DATA
NAME

AREA CODE NUMBER EXT.

TITLE DATE

SECTION B PROGRAM IDENTIFICATION
1. From the enclosed Glomfy of Occuperanal TWOS. indicate on the Woes below he TWO-DIGIT number of the owl category into which your

program 1.110.

CARO 01
(15-16/

I I I
MAJOR CATEGORY

2. From the occupational titles holed under the maior categoroes of the Giorm . ond,cate in the boxes below the TWO-DIGIT code number of the occupetieri
which most closely resembles that lot which your students will be peid .

(19 201 OCCUPATIONAL TITLE

II nothing m the Dlosmoy VW...mates the OCcuretiO,II 1 Itle 101 which your students yell be prepared. indicate the occupetionsl title which will
describe your lr among efforts.

II you have indicated that no occupational tide in the Giossary wproxrnetes MR lot which your students will bs prepared, a description 01 th
&lies communly associated with the occuPetoorx111.0e.

II your Program% occupational t Me was nOt head in the Glossa fy, plane send any materials you haw to further describe your 9110gram.1.0.,O1a104,
brochut. etc when smut nun the autstionneore

3. By what fitIe os Mos program IllIOVerl at your Institution,

(73 77, OFFICIAL USE ONLY

1 r-j. 0 0
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Indicate the MINIMUM previous education to be REQUIRED lot entry in th, program.
(Note: Hat seems approphate tur you to chock mcut-717-e---nono, you may 1 reporting more than one program on this form Pio Jut /.011amme the delanhon
of "worms" bound 4n the INSTRUCTIONS.1

IND 02 (01) NONE

11441/ (02) SOME HIGH SCHOOL (Speen), aflithroiny Crude

103) I HIGH rCHOOL 01PLOINA OR CERTIFICATE OP HIGH SCHOOL EQUIVALENCY

1041 LESS THAN 2 YEARS COLLEGE

ICS) ni 2 YEAPS COLLEGE (without Decree)

!CO) I 1 R(GISTE REG NURSE PREPARATION

037/ ni ASSOCIATE OCGREL

WO/ I YarRS COLLEGE

:Co) 4 YEARS COLLEGE huIlhout Degree)

DACHCLOR'S OEGFrf E

111/ I MASTER'S DEGREE

(121 FT DOCTORAL DEGREE

OTHER (Meese specify)

FOR OFFICIAL USE ONLY
(22.23) L _1

Clink the specific aczelcmic ILI:Aground Id to 01 RE UUIREO for gni ry into this ptclram. aljECI( AS ft' ANY AS : 'PLY I

124531 (01)1 I NONE

102/ F-7 LIIOLEK,ICAL SCIENCES

(03) j aHEMICAL SCIENCES

1114) t I CLERICAL SKILLS

WS) I 1
FINE ARTS

mg) GENERAL SCIENCES

07) I I

In) aOCIAL/SEHAVIOR SCIENCES

SPECIFIC HEALTH TRAINING

1121 En Sone Ploporatc.. is, Occupat.a. or Gnu:91,M
for which this n, an advanCina tOurs.

1131 Nursing. R.N,

(MI OM*, Spec tic Hcalth Tr-ol 4lo

( INDUSTRIAL ARTS

IOU MATHEMATICS MI = REOUIREI) BACKGROUND NOT ELSEWHERE
CLASSIPIED.

ISO) I 1 PHYSICAL EDUCATION (opccdr)

I I
PHYSICAL SCIENCES

Indocolo this type of program you ar reporting.

(54.11 I I

I CHECK ONLY ONE

lilac OCCUPATIONAL PREPARATION' Program Hastened to provide studants with (he knowledge and ...ills nenictl to
work On a specific occupation at she entry lortil of that =oda:ion. Admission to program does not rOCIUsr, peoiolls Withal
tratning in the occupation Ilut may build on pravious int ot mai training or proci,alepurie,..7. Typ.cally, this type of
WOOF." grants the "first prohnsional degree," leads to certification Or iKCnsLUO, Or prepares thy Warrant (Yr al Cnt I
nib. The program may bu academic at the undmgraduate level or may ba nom/academic.

(54.2) ADVANCED EDUCATION OR TRAIPS/NQ. Progaim designed to provide health mothers with formal ot Ruining
beyond ihet which is of fared es "Basic Occupational Ptepsration," ARO which confers additional academie ctadit or pro.
lesson& recognition na specific disciplina or occuPatiOn. This type of program includss SPECIALTY IRA INING veh44:h
Qualities the individual in s tecogniaed specially of his disciplinit, for which thsre are specific aducational inpi it chants beyond
"Cave Occulmliunal Preparation."

154.31 corOTINUINQ E DUCAT1 914 , Program of eduCationOliktivitimdeeignad to maintain a health worker's proficiency in his
ocrupation. Continaing education UO.dates "II asic Occupation& Preparation," ot "Advanced Education."

I I

(54.4i TCACHER TRAININg: Proeram which provides individuals ALREADY TRAINLIO in a health ptolession wIh com
as Wailers Or OS oducational program managers. Tsechar training may 1..CIUCI. torn. etinvIntslvhicli pe advanced aclut at ion
or training, but it is navy limited W this.

RA (3 Wag. 2)
0.73

156
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7. How many calndar IYIOnthf. e.c1eAlva 01 vatate06 time. will be fp:lotted toe III4dent 10 Cornolet this program'

15557/

MONTHS

8. Oldest. tha level at which this program will be oflatad and tha SPECIFIC awe,' to be ota ttrd upon comPletOtt of du prOgrarn (Le, 85. 8A, MPH. WC.)
[CHECK ONLY ONEI
(Nate: If lt Befffls 1iIPtOpflh1 tO, !Mat tO 0401 mom than Ont YOts Tay be rapOrlow mOra than preprogram on (his rolls.. Reese reabsaMiral the
definioon of '1oprofro" found in the INSTRUCTIONS.)

158-891 101/

(02)

(03)

1041

1061

1081

107/

108)

1091

1101

1111

112/

1131

114/

LEVEL OF OFFERING

OCC/VOC CERTIFICATE I (Leo than 6 months)

OCC/VOC CERTIFICATE II /6 Pot lcss than 12 months)

OCC/VOC CERTIFICATE 111112 ita.el leas 'hare 24 months)

OCC/VOC CERTIFICATE IV (24 36 m.erelPea)

DIPLOMA

ASSOCIATE OEGREE

ASSOCIATE OEGREE CERTIFICATE

BACHELOR'S DEGREE

BACHELOR'S OEGREE CERT IF ICA'TE

COLLEGIATE CERTIFICATE ONL Y ITrolnAna at or Ors oul borralaurrale level)

MASTER'S DEGREE

MASTER'S DEGREE CERT IF.CAT E

CERTIFICATE OF ADVANCED STANDING (Trumn.na beyond Maaler's
Degree level Out not at Doctoral Deena. leoch

00CTORAL OEGREE

1151 CLINT INUINE. EDUCATION CERTIFICATE

OFFICIAL USE ONLY

SPECIFIC AWARD
CONFERRED

80 61 62 67 Sa bs 66 67 68 69 70 -2 74 75

9. In what month and year it mattculabon of the first class Planned'

CARO 07 OFFICIAL USE ONLY
114 171

MONTH YE AR

ID What is the ant,ipated capaclw of the program's entering elms,

118 101

CAPACITY

PLEASE RETURN THIS COMPLETED OUESTIONNAIRE TO:
ASSOCIATION OF SCHOOLS OF ALLIED HEALTH PROFESSIONS
ONE DUPONT CIRCL F, N W
SUITE 300
WASHINGTON, DC 20036

HRA.T3 Meg. 31
10.73
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Health Manpower Requirements
Utilization of Health Services

Table B-1. Number of Physician Visits per Person
per Year by Family Income, Sex and Age:

United States, 1969

Family income

Sex and age All
incomes'

Less than
$3,000

$3,000-
$4,999

$5,000-
$6,999

$7,000-
$9,999

$10,000-
$14,999

$15,000
or TOP"

Both sexes Number of visits per person per year

All ages 4.3 4.8 4.5 3.9 4.1 I 4.2 4.5

Under 5 years 5.7 4.2 4.6 5.2 6.1 6.7 7.1
5-14 years 2.8 2.0 2.0 2.2 2.7 3.4 3.7
15-24 years 3.7 3.7 3.9 3.7 3.8 3.5 3.7
25-34 years 4.4 4.6 5.0 4.0 4.2 4.5 5.1
35-44 years 4.1 5.8 4.9 3.8 3.8 4.2 4.2
45-54 years 4.3 5.4 5.6 3.7 4.2 4.0 4.4
55-64 years 5.1 5.5 5.4 5.4 5.4 4.6 4.8
65-74 years 6.1 6.2 6.2 5.4 6.3 6.3 9.2
75 years and over 6.2 5.7 6.9 6.2 5.6 6.7 8.5

Male

All ages 3.7 3.9 4.0 3.3 3.6 3.9 4.0

Under 5 years 6.0 4.2 4.6 5.3 6.8 7.0 7.0
5-14 years 2.9 2.1 2.2 2.3 2.9 3.7 3.6
15-24 years 2.9 2.8 2.5 2.8 3.0 2.9 3.8
25-34 years 3.0 3.7 3.6 2.8 2.9 3.1 2.5
35-44 years 3.3 4.1 4.8 3.2 2.9 3.5 3.4
45-54 years 3.5 3.9 5.0 2.7 3.3 3.6 3.7
55-64 years 4.8 4.9 5.7 4.7 5.1 4.6 4.7
65-74 years 5.5 5.6 5.7 4.6 5.7 5.1 8.1
75 years and over 5.5 4.7 6.3 4.8 4.9 7.5 8.3

Female

All ages 4.7 5.4 4.9 4.5 4.5 4.5 5.1

Under 5 years 5.5 4.2 4.6 5.2 5.5 6.3 7.2
5-14 years 2.6 1.9 1.7 2.2 2.5 3.0 3.9
15-24 years 4.3 4.7 5.0 4.5 4.4 4.0 3.%
25-34 years 5.7 5.2 6.0 5.2 5.4 5.9 7.3
35-44 years 4.8 6.7 5.0 4.3 4.6 4.9 5.0
45-54 years 5.1 6.3 6.1 4.6 5.1 4.5 5.0
55-64 years 5.4 5.8 5.2 6.1 5.7 4.6 4.9
65-74 years 6.6 6.6 6.7 6.2 6.7 7.6 10.4
75 years and over 6.7 6.3 7.6 7.2 6.1 6.2 8.6

Includes unk now n income.

'A 6
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Table 13-2. Number of Physician Visits per
Person ;N.* Year by Race, Sex, and Age:

United States, 1969

Sex and age

Both sexes_

Total 1 i White
All

I other

Number of visits per
person per year

All ages 4.3 4.4 3.5

Under 5 years 5.7 6.1 4.0

5-14 years 2.8 2.9 1.8

15-24 years 3.7 3.7 3.3

25-34 years 4.4 4.5 4.1

35-44 years 4.1 4.0 4.7

45-54 years 4.3 4.3 '4.4
55-64 years 5.1 5.2 4.5
65-74 years 6.1 6.2 4.9

75 years and over 6.2 6.3 5.4

Male

Ali ages 3.7 3.9 2.8

Under 5 years 6.0 6.4 3.8

5-14 years 2.9 3.1 1.8

15-24 years 2.9 3.0 2.1

25-34 years 3.0 3.1 2.3

35-44 years 3.3 3.3 3.5

45-54 years 3.5 3.6 3.0

55-64 years 4.8 4.9 3.9

65-74 years 5.5 5.6 4.4

75 years and over 5.5 5.5 5.3

Female

All ages 4.7 4.8 4.2

Under 5 years 5.5 5.8 4.2

:5-14 years 2.6 2.8 1.8

15-24 years 4.3 4.3 4.4

25-34 years 5.7 5.7 5.5

35-44 years 4.8 4.7 5.6

45-54 years 5.1 5.0 5.6

55-64 years 5.4 5.4 5.0

65-74 years 6.6 6.7 54
75 years and over 6.7 6.8 5.5

162
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Table B-3. Number of Physician Visits per Person
per Year by Race, Family Income and Age:

United States, 1969

Family income and age Total White I All
other

All incomes1
Number of visits per

person per year

All ages 4.3 4.4 3.5

Under 15 years 3.7 3.9 2.5
15-44 years 4.0 4.0 3.9
45-64 years 4.7 4.7 4.4
65 years and over 6.1 6.2 5.1

Less than

All ages 4.6 3.5

Under 15 years 2.8 3.3 2.1
15-44 years 4.3 4.4 4.1
45-64 years 5.5 5.8 4.4
65 years and over 6.1 6.2 5.5

$5,000 or
more

All ages 4.2 4.2 3.6

Under 15 years 3.9 4.0 2.9
15-44 years 4.0 4.0 3.9
45-64 years 4.5 4.5 4.6
65 years and over 6.4 6.6 3.4

1Includes unknown income.

6 3
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Table 6-4. Number of Dental Visits per Person per
Year, by Family Income, Sex, and Age:

United States,1969

All
Family i^come

Sex and age imam& Less than $3,000- $5,000- $7,000- $10,00t., $15,000
$3,000 $4,999 $6,999 $9,999 $14,999 or more

Number of visits per person per year

Both sexes

All ages 1.5 0.8 1.0 1.1 1.4 1.9 2.5

Under 5 years 0.3 0.3 0.4

5-14 years ..... . 1.8 0.8 1.0 1.2 1.7 2.2 3.2

15-24 years 1.7 1.4 1.2 1.4 1.9 2.0 2.5

25-44 years 1.6 1 ') 1.1 1.0 1.4 2.0 2.4

45-64 years 1.6 0.4 1.2 1.2 1.4 1.8 2.5

65 years and over .. 1.0 0.6 1.0 1.3 1.7 1.3 2.6

Male

All ages 1.4 0.7 0.8 0.9 1.3 1.7 2.3

Under 5 years 0.3
5-14 years 1.7 0.8 1.0 1.1 1.6 2.2 2.8

15-24 years
25-44 years
45-64 years

1.6
1.4
1.4

1.4 0.9
0.7
0.9

1.4
0.8
1.0

1.8
1.3
1.2

1.6
1.8
1.6

2.4
2.3
2.2

65 Years and over 1.0 0.6 0.9 1.0 1.5

Female

All ages 1.6 0.8 1.2 1.2 1.5 2.0 2.7

Under 5 years 0.3
5-14 years 1.9 1.1 1.3 1.8 2.1 3.6

15-24 years 1.9 1.4 1.4 1.3 1.9 2.4 2.6

25-44 years 1.8 1.1 1.4 1.2 1.5 2.2 2.6

45-64 years 1.7 0.9 1.5 1.3 1.7 2.1 2.7

65 years and over 1.1 0.6 1.1 1.5 1.8 3.3

1Includes u;iknown income.
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Table B5. Number of Dental Visits per Pei.-.:on
per Year, by Race, Sex and Age:

Di: ited States, 1969

Sex and age Total White I.1
Otller

Both sexes
Number of visi s per

person per ye ar

All ages 1 5 1,6 0 7

Under 5 years 0.3 0.3
5-14 years 1.8 2.0 0.8
15-24 years 1.7 1.9 0.3
25-44 years 1.6 1.7 1.0
45-64 years 1.6 1.6 0.8
65 years and over 1.0 1.1

Male

All ages . 1,4 1$ 0.7

Undor 5 years 0.3 0.4
5-14 yoars 1.7 1.9 0.8
15-24 years 1.6 1.7 0.7
25-44 years 1.4 1.b 0.8
45-64 years 1.4 1.5 0.7
65 years and over 1.0 1.0

Female

All ages .r 1.7 0.8

Under 5 years 0.3 0.3
5-14 years 1.9 2 1 0.8
15-24 years 1.9 2.0 1.0
25-44 years 1.8 1.9 1.1

45-64 years 1.7 1.8 0.8
65 years and over 1.1 1.1

1 6 fr:3



Table B-6. Number of Dentu! Visits per Person per
Year, by Race, Family Income and Age:

United States, M:A

Family income and age Total White All
other

All incomes1 Number of visits per
person per year

All ages 1.5 1.6 0.7

Under 5 years 0.3 0.3
5-14 years 1.8 2.0 0.8
15-24 years 1.7 1.9 0.8
25-44 years 1.6 1.7 1.0
45-64 years 1.6 1.6 0.8
65 years and over

ihan

1.0 1.1

(K10

All ages 0.9 1.0 0.6

Under 5 years
5- IP years 0.9 1.2 0 6
15 24 years 1.3 1.4 0 ft
25 44 years 1.1 1.2 0,0
45 64 year% 1.0 1.1 0,6
65 years and over

or

0 7 0.7

Al I .e 1,7 1. /. 0 8

Under S yorals 0.3 (1.4
5 14 yeals 7.0 7.1
15 74 years 1.9 7.0 0.8
75 44 years 1, / 1, / 1.0
45 CA years 1./ 1.8 1 0
65 years .1/10 over 1 6

reAodes ink IIITAM income.

(i
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Table 13-7. Number of ShortStay Hospital Days During
the Past Year per Person with 1 + Hospital Episodes,

by Number of Episodes, Sex, and Age:
United States, 1969

Number of hospital episodes

Sex and age
All

episodes 1 2 3+

Both sexes Days per person
with episodes

All ages 10.5 7,7 21.0 44,1

Under 17 years 6.6 6,3 13.8 34.3
17-24 years 6.7 6.6 14.7 27.4
25-34 years 7.1 5.4 14.9 37.4
35-44 years 9.8 7.2 20.0 42.0
45-64 years 13.6 10.1 23.5 50.0
66 t- years 18.5 13.3 30,6 50.2

Male

All ages 12.3 9.0 24,6 62.3

Under 17 years 6.8 5,5 14,6 34.0
17 -24 years 11,2 9.6 21,4 39,1
25 -34 years 9.9 7,5 23.1 72.9
35 -44 years 11.5 8,6 21,3 63.0
45 -64 years 16.0 10.8 26.6 64.0
65f years 18.4 12.0 32.3 50.1

1, ornate.

All ages 9,3 18,8 30,7

tinder 17 years 6.3 5,1 13,1 34,8
17 -24 years 5,4 4,3 12.7 22.8
25-34 years 6.3 4,7 13.0 30 2
35-44 years 8.6 (f.b 10.2 34.3
46, 04 yours 12.4 0.6 20.6 40.2
66f years 18.6 13.6 20.2 60.4

6 7
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Table B-8. Number of Discharges from Short-Stay
Hospitals per 100 Persons per Year, by Sex

and Age: United States, 1969

Age
Both

sexes Male Female

All ages .

Under 17 years
17-24 years
25-34 years
35-44 years
45-64 years
65 years and over

Numbet of discharges
per 100 persons per year

12.9 10.6 15.1

S.5
15.5
16.4
12.9
14.8
24.1

6.9
8.2
7.6

10.7
14.2
25.1

6.0
21.8
24.4
15.0
15.4
23.3

Table B-9. Estimated Total Pesident Population by
Age, Sex, and Family Income Level:
United States, 1970 (In thousands)

All Under $5,000- $10,000- $15,000
Sex and age Incomes $5,000 $9,999 $14,999 & over

All persons 202,466 40,342 62,097 53,541 46,486

Under 14 years 54,273 8,869 18,660 15,976 10,768
14--24 years 39,389 6,948 11,648 10,162 10,641
26-44 years 41,870 5,547 15,488 th,143 11,692
45-64 years 41,696 7,796 11,793 10,420 11,687
65 years and over 19,236 11,182 4,506 1,850 1,698

LARIg 98,161 16,982 30,430 26,955 23,194

Under 14 years 21,611 4,532 9,480 8,126 5,413
14-.24 yours 19,112 3,173 5,473 4,990 5,536
25 -44 years 23,393 2,2113 7,759 7,628 5,788
45 -64 years 19,1137 7,698 5,531 5,386 6,211
65 years and over 8,153 4,361 2,1/31 826 1F10

female 104,306 23,360 31,661 76,1;66 22,t 92

Under 14 yours 76017 4,331 9,1110 7,850 6,29h
14-24 years 20,217 3,176 6,115 5,167 6,1J,
25 -44 years 74,477 3,329 1,129 7,fi lb 5,904
4664 years 71,864 5,098 6,202 5,034 5,410
65 yews and over 11,()85 6M21 2,321 1,025 9 in

168
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Table B10. Estimated Total Resident Population by
Age, Sex, and Family income Level:
United States, 1980 (In thous-ids)

All Under $5,000- $10,000- $15,000
See and age Incomes $5,000 $9,999 $14,999 & over

'
All persons 227,765 25,954 46,431 55,952 99,428

Under 14 years 53,400 4,367 12,667 14,550 21,816
14-24 years 44,793 4,275 8,747 10,775 20,996
25-44 years 62,357 3,548 13,425 17,527 27,859
45-64 years 43,513 4,515 7,991 10,149 20,858
65 years and over 23,702 9,251 3,601 2,951 7,899

Male 111,241 10,776 22,528 27,707 50,230

Under 14 years 27,244 2,423 6,330 7,266 11,225
14-24 years 22,739 2,076 4,190 5,421 11,052
25-44 years 31,008 1,390 6,727 8,786 14,106
45-64 years 20,568 1,346 3,621 5,070 10,531
65 years and over 9,682 3,541 1,660 1,164 3,317

Female 116,524 15,178 23,903 28,245 49,198

Under 14 years 26,156 1,944 6,337 7,284 10,591
14 -24 yews 22,054 2,199 4,557 5,354 9,944
25-44 years 31,349 2,156 6,698 8,741 13,754
45-64 years 22,945 3,169 4,370 5,079 10,327
65 years and over 14,020 5,710 1,941 1,787 4,582

Table B.11. Estimated Total Resident Population by
Age, Sex, and Family Income Level:
United States, 1985 (In thousands)

All Under $5,000- $10,000- $15,000
Sox and age Incomes $5,000 $9,999 $14,999 & over

All persons 240,154 23,182 41,127 51,422 124,423

Under 14 years 57,505 3,922 11,535 13,668 28,380
14- 24 yours 41,620 3,236 6,763 8,694 22,933
25 44 years 71,983 3,567 13,001 17,507 37,90e
45 -64 yours 43,523 3,779 6,621 8,809 24,314
65 years arid over 25,517 0,678 3,207 2,744 10,888

Male 117,336 6,569 19,858 25,343 62,566

Under 14 years 29,359 2,190 5,739 6,796 14,634
14-24 years 71,129 1,003 3,182 4,334 12,010
75 44 yours 35,946 1,401 6,506 8,771 19,286
45 64 yours 20,575 1,065 2,966 4,394 12,150

years add over 10,327 3,310 1,403 1,048 4,508

f ',triple 122,8111 13,613 21,269 26,079 61,857

Uoder 14 years 211,140 1,717 5,796 0,872 13,746
14 24 yours 20,497 1,633 3,501 4,300 10,923
25 44 years 36,037 2,106 0,493 8,738 18,642
45 64 years 22,948 2,714 3,655 4,415 12,164
05 yews and over 15,190 5,368 1,744 1,696 0,382

.` 6.1. ,
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Table B-12. Estimated Total Resident Population by
Age, Sex, and Family income Level:
United States, 1990 (in thousands)

Sex and age
All

Incomes
Under
$5,000

$5,000.
$9,999

$10,000
$14,999

$15,000
& over

All persons 251,431 20,914 37,140 47,444 145,933

Under 14 years 59,161 3,366 10,349 12,456 32,990
14-24 years 41,095 2,671 5,722 7,544 25,158
25-44 years 78,493 3,297 12,237 16,810 46,149
46-84 years 45,171 3,352 5,978 8,037 27,904
86 years and over 27,511 8,228 2,954 2,597 13,732

Male 122,934 8,602 17,873 23,307 73,152

Under 14 years 30,205 1,918 5,126 6,161 17,000
14-24 yeers 20,883 1,346 2,661 3,740 1:.,136
26-44 years 39,323 1,291 6,122 8,417 2:1,493
46-84 years 21,441 915 2,625 4,017 13,884
86 years and over 11,082 3,132 1,339 972 5,639

Female 128,497 12,312 19,267 24,137 72,781

Under 14 years 28,956 1,448 5,223 6,295 15,991w
14-24 years 2U,212 1,325 3,061 3,804 12,022
26-44 years 39,170 2,006 8,115 8.393 22,656
46-84 years 23,730 2,437 3,253 4,520 14,020
86 years and over 16,429 5,096 , , 1,826 8,093

1,70



Table B.131 Care Utilization Rates by Population Ckqry

and by Type of Care (VisitslYear), 1990

Populist ron Age, Sex,

end Family Income

Income under $5,000

General

Care

Medical Oflice

Pediatric Ob.Gyn,

Care Care

Psych.

Care

.

Other

Care

Culp.

Care

Shorgerm

Surg,

Care

Medial

Cart

,ngTorm

' ip.0

,sych,

Care

Nursing

Home

Other Care

Vision

Gare

Dental

Care

Pharmacy

SeMces

Under 14 yore 1 9101 4159 0083 .0278 .3083 2011 6350 ,057 ,025.; .6785 2.9000

14-14 yore 1 0810 ,0288 ,5757 ,5168 ,0443 ,031 .0654 1,0894 1,7000

15-44 yews 2.5110 .1378 1 4630 ,7710 8678 ,23( .0034 ,0003 .0147 .7083 2.1000

45-64 yore 3 8051 ,0764 1,1514 .5676 ,0772 .15', ,4 ,0062 .0010 .0466 ,8845 5,2000

65 years end Over

fin2111

4 3588 ,0189 1,5462 .4035 ,01319 17C .0099 ,0180 ,1338 .6856 9.3000

Under 14 years 1,6149 5040 .0079 .3238 .6485 .0684 .0450 ,0211 ,6253 2,7000

14-24 yore 3,0951 .7004 ,0027 .6393 .57 1750 0685 .0313 1.4012 3.6000

15-44 years 4,0600 .0337 ,4803 0675 ,9534 1.2643 ,1704 ,' 112 .0010 ,0002 '4197 1,3067 5,5000

45-64 yore 4,3287 ,1233 0210 1,0413 1918 ,0645 Id .0052 .001C 123 1,1698 7.9000

65 yore and over 5.2872 .0324 .0070 ,7 601 4606 9701 .10 Pi 15 .0311 /286 .7379 13,1000

Income $5,0069,999

ak

Under 14 years 1 96C6 .9819 0262 0093 3641 .6779 0371 .0441 .0379 .9482 1.9000

14-24 years 2 1048 0224 0154 168 ,5657 .3312 .6455 .0410 .0488 1,6871 13000

75-44 years 2 0637 0158 0034 0227 .1421 .3925 0455 .0507 .0034 03 ,0661 1.0910 2,7000

45-64 years 7 9781 0153 8466 ,3421 .0578 Clid" Off 0010 .0480 1,1181 5.2000

65 years Ind over 3 9456 ' 913 1025 ,0822 IC 4 499 .0180 .2822 11111 9.3000

Female.

Under 14 yrs 1,1020 ,8193 .0100 3211) .3664 .0794 .0301 .0197 1,0483 2,7000

14-14 yors 2,3565 .0389 1,1104 ,0515 mn .2661 1741 .0411 .0344 1,7310 3.6000

25-44 yam 3,0390 022; .8115 .0724 3090 .4237 1 .0658 ^') 4 ,0001 .6185 1,3730 5.5000

45-64 years 3,1715 ,1484 ,0269 1,6420 .3819 ,0616 ,CA91 N452 ,0010 .0787 1,4782 7.9000

65 yore en,l oven 5,0973 .03I4 .0212 ,9233 ,2391 .0791 .169C 110 .0311 ,2677 1,5914 13.1000



?coo limn Age, Su,

and Family Income

Ircorne 810,00514,999

Table B.13 (continued)

LongTerm
Medical Otliceiliwormamommea moo Short.Term Hosp.... .Hosp,. Other Care

General Pediatric Ob.Gyn. Psych. Other Outp, Sucg. edical Psych, Nursing Vision Dental PhummyCare Care Care Care Care Care Care Care Care Home Care Ciro Setvices

Male

Under 14 years

14-24 years

75. 44 years

45-64 years

65 years and over

1,8617

2.0770

7 015

2.8090

3 7257

1,2823

.1006

.0294

.0133

.0116

0077

.0943

.0771

.0406

.1241

6028

7210

,(1665

.,..o10

2 5115

3411

.3628

.5189

.2685

.7304

.0417

.0376

.0469

.0620

.0853

.0346

0301

.0409

.0679

.1485

,0034

.0062

.0399

0003

.0010

.0180

,0606

.1355

,0699

.1096

2748

1,6579

1.7246

1,7766

1.5964

1,4303

2,9000

1,71000

2.7000

5,2000

9,3000

Female

Under 14 years 1,3043 1,3417
16..) 3217 .0339 .0236 ,0877 1.5860 2,7000

14-24 years 2.1283 ,0744 .8006 5C14 .2032 .0944 .0356 1138 2,4815 3.6000
75-.44 years 1 9968 .0246 1,1140 .0960 8..:IL .3967 .1592 ,0575 .0019 .0002 .02% 2.2023 5.5930
45 .64 years 3 0742 .0092 .2437 145 :..4 .3728 .1017 ,0739 .0052 .0010 ,0468 2 0915 7,9000
65 ye.ars and over 5.3353 .1115

i.41J9 .2902 .1131 ,1840 .0116 0311 2868 1,2436 13.1000

Income S15,000 and over

Male

Under 14 years 1 5224 1 2681 0324 .5133 .3249 .0386 .0186
.0813 2,2241 2,9000

14 74 years
2.4331 .1514 .0751 .9855 5122 %34 .0387 0658 2,5837 1,7000

25 44 years 1 8650 .0375 .9664 .3311 0435 .0449 .0034 0003 ,0358 2.2908 2,7000
45 64 years 2 7049 0103 0109 0325 1.1411 3177 0525 .0718 0062 .0010 0758 2,7246 5 2000
6', years and over 5 4928

4.1243 .0903 1701 .1755 .0099 0180 ,3492 1,9639 9.3000
1" male

Undei 14 yeals 1 4958 1 6521 0760 5577 3377 0892 0233
.0660 2.4913 2.7000

14 Pi year 7 0529 1718 3899 0439 1391 2463 0602 0349 ,0406 3,1359 3.6000
'75 44 yr.11s 2 8028 0103 1 7643 1071 1 0640 4305 1260 0475 0019 .0002 0991 7.5305 55000

45 64 year $ 3 NW 0173 3153 0619 1 0311 .3992 0868 0650 0052 0010 1305 7.7212 7.9000
65 mr, Jod 01'1 6 6909 1585 0981 5839 5116 1475 1857 0116 0311 .1144 3,2873 13 1 000



Table 1114. Estimated Health Manpower by Type of Care

and Type of Occupation: United States, 1970, 1960

LONERM HOSP.

Psych, Other

Care Care

Nursing

Home

Vision

Care

OTHER CARE

Dental

Care

Veterinary

Care

Other

Care

Lab.

Services

OTHER

Pharmacy

Services

tom
Activity

All Manpower Types 431,116 307,032 473,633 107,691 311,264 28,525 236,278 86,139 121,371 154,492

Physicians IMDI 13,992 2,133 1,287 9,383 6,230 3,472 38,812

General " 7,845 1,909 1,287 617 7,032

Pediatric 224 112 2,482

Obstetrics- Gyn. 56 1,309

Ophthalmology 9,383 551

Psychiatry ' 6,147 168 4,274

Surgery ' 224 4,274

Secondary Specialist ' 449 11,444

Noncare Specialist ' 4,604 3,472 7,446

Physicians 1001 117 56 224 413

Dentists 936 3,144 112,192 15,443

Optometrists 21,955 413

Podiatrists 122 7,805 68

Pharmacists 595 224 121,258 14,892

Veterinarian: 22,910 7,170

Registered Nurses 25,759 14,599 30,050 95,458 28,957

Physician Extender

Allied Health Manpower 389,727 286,876 442,174 76,353 199,072 5,615 126,561 82,667 133 48,324

Administration 31,380 30,097 19,625 30,664 18,457 5,615 11,791 137

Medical Librarian 702 673 3,930 68

Medical Record 7,493 2,807 5,028 1,459 1,378

Clinical Lab. 5,678 6,794 39,967

Dietary 4,976 2,302 11,407 8,085 6,342

Radio logic 2,751 2,751 31,669 34,160 2,757

Therapy 29,740 8,310 5,642 32,736 2,619

General Medical 7,845 12,802 14,543 8,540 27,647

Nursing Care 192,027 68,505 400,472 22,348 5,929

Vision Care 45,689

Pharmacy 1,3 898 113

Dental Care 3,512 3,369 180,615 1,447

Hospital Support 102,570 147,568



Table 1314 (continued)

TOTAL

General Pediatr;c

Care

MEDICAL OFFICE

OlAyn
Care Cafe

Psych,

Care

Other

Care

SHORT.',

Outp, i.r Medical

Care 1 'k Cara
All Manpomr Types

5,822,676 345,520 88,205 100,845 65,655 587,827 385,544 1,04,1'. 4 942,425
Physicians (MD)

361,950 61,080 32,765 19,113 18,08 25,757 6,689 100,120 23,036General'
128,121 61,080 20,861 1,861 3,855 4,214 8,594 8,956Pediatric
20,488 11,904

316 1,674 3,776ObstetricseGyn 23,081
17,252

4,464Ophthalmology 11,998

2,064Psychiatry'
28,326

14,216
1,633 1,888Surory'

76,828

72,330Secondary Specialist' 51,310
25,757 526 5,581 7,553Noncare Specialist' 21,793

5,413 863
Physicians (DOI 13,738 9,917 113 248 1,778 105 40 377Oenfists

134,282

1567Optometrists 22,368
Podiatrists

7,995

Pharmacists
149,189

6,322 2,455 3,453Veterinarians
30,080

Registered Nurses
815,33) 41,133 13,605 12,412 1,870 90,152 84' 178,593 194,238Physician Extender

226 56 170

Allied Health Manpower 4,287,511 233,334 41,552 69,072 45,704 470,140 283,917 764,989 721,321Administration 697,360 85,648 17,006 26,1365 18,706 164,359 45,941 97,556 94,313Medical Librarian
10,544

1,001 2,120 2,1150Medical Record
59,215

7,902 16,854 16,294Clinical Lab.
155,329 15,777

16,754 35,774 34,585Dietary
63,481

2,160 14,343 13,866Radiologic
126,569

10,671 8,113 17,133 16,564Therapy
126,124

2,453 9,061 18,082 17,481General Medical'
469,731 88,184 16,383 28,734 18,020 195,759 7,155 31,700 12,409Nursing Care 1,523,656 43,725 8,163 14,273 8,978 96,898 129,975 270,681 261,682Vision Care
45,689

Pharmacy
11,046

1,738 3,683 3,561
Dental Care

190,193

763 502 485
Hospital Support

808,574
53,844 256,561 246,031



Table B.14 (continued)

TOTAL

General

Care

MEDICAL OFFICE

Pediatric Ola.G yn

Care Care

Psych.

Care

Other

Cara

- SHORT.TERM HOSP.

Outp, Surg,

Care Care

Medical

Care

All Manpower Types.........._____ 5,058,350 306,600 17,800 81,250 52,650 479,250 365,900 939,900 873,350

Physicians NM 310,700 54,200 28,900 15,400 14,500 21,000 6,350 89,700 21,350

General 117,300 54,200 18,400 1,500 3,100 4,000 7,700 8,300

Pediatric 17,900 10,500 300 1,500 3,500

Nilo rics.Gyn, 18,900 13,900 4,000

Ophihalmology 9,900 1,850

Psychiatry' 23,200 11,400 1,550 1,750

Surgery' 68,100 64,800

Secondary Somalis!' 42,200 21,000 500 5,000 7,000

Noncare Specialisi ' 18,200 4M50 800

Physicians IDOl 12,000 8,800 100 200 1,450 100 350 350

Dentists 102,200 2,300

Optometrists 18,200

Podiatrists 7,100

Pharmacists 129,300 6,000 2,200 3,200

Vetiiiiripians 25,600

Registe«.d Nurses 723,000 365,000 12,000 10,000 1,500 73,500 84,000 160,000 180,000

Physician E x tender 200 50 150

Allied HealIfi Manpower 3,730,050 207,050 36,650 55,650 36,650 383,300 269,450 685,350 668,450

Administration 603,600 76,000 15,000 21,000 15,000 :34,000 43,600 87,400 87,400

Medical Librarian 9,500 950 1,900 1,900

Medical Record 53,000 7,500 15,100 15,100

Clinical Lab 140,000 14,000 15,900 32,050 32,050

Dietary 55,150 2,050 12,850 12,850

Radiologic 112,100 8,700 7,700 15,350 15,350

Therapy 111,450 2,000 8,600 16,200 16,200

General Medical' 395,200 78,250 14,450 23,150 14,450 159,600 0,800 28,400 11,500

Nursing Cilre 1,327,750 38,800 1,200 11,500 7,200 79,000 123,350 242,500 242,500

Vision Care 37,250

Pharmacy 10,050 1,650 3,300 3,300

Dental Care 145,700 250 450 450

Hospital Support 779,800 51,100 229,850 229,850



Table B.14 (continued)

LONITERM HOSP,

Psych. Other

CAI care

Nursing

Home

Vision

Cate

OTHER CARE

Dental

C5re

Veterinary

Care

Other

Care

Lab.

SerYlces

OTHER

Pharmacy

Sendlces

Noncate

Activity

All Manpower Types 369,200 273,400 386,150 87,800 236,100 25,400 210,400 75,650 106,500 112,050

Physicians {MDI 11,850 1,900 1,060 7,650 5,550 3,050 28,150
General ' 6,700 1,700 1,050 550 5,100
Pediatric 200 100 1,800
Obstetrics-Gyn.

50 950
Ophthalmology 7,650

400
Psychiatry " 5,250 150 3,100
Surgery '

200 3,100
Secondary Specialist '

400 8,300
Noncare Specialist

4,100 3,05C 5,400

Physicians 1001 100 50
. 200 300

Dentists 800 2,800 85,100
11,1?.00

Optometrists
17,900

300
Podiatrists 100 6,950 50
Pharmacists 500 200

106,400 10,000
Veterinarians

20,400 5,10
Registered Nurses 22,000 13,000 24,500

21,1)0
Physician E tender

Allied Health Manpower 332,850 255,450 360,500 62,250 151,000 5,000 72,600 100 35,050
Administration 26,800 76,800 16,000 25,000 14,000 5,000 100
Medical Librarian 600 600 3,bOO 50
Medical Record 6,400 2,500 4,100 1,300 1,000
Clinical Lab, 4,850 6,060

35,100
Dietary 4,250 2,050 9,300 7,200 4,600
Radiologic 2,350 2,450 28,200 30,000 2,000
Therapy 25,400 7,400 4,600 29,150 1,900
General Medical ' 6,700 11,400 12,950 7,500 20,050
Nursing Care 164,000 61,000 326,500 19,900 4,300
Vision Care 37,250

Pharmacy 900 800
100

Dental Care 3,000 8,000 137,000 1,00
Hospital 5upport 87,600 131,400



Table B15, National Health Care Expenditures by

Type of Expenditure, Fiscal Years 1968 to 1972

(In Millions)

Type of Expense

Fiscal Year

1958 1969 1970 1971 1972

Total $53,563 $59,975 $E8,058 $75,824 $83,417

Health services and supplies 49,599 55,686 63,044 70,182 77,291
Hospital care . 19,384 22,356 25,929 29,357 32,460
Physicians' services 10,734 11,842 13,447 15,038 16,150
Dentists' services 3,498 3,821 4,233 4,637 5,025
Other professional services 1,210 1,292 1,386 1,842 1,655
Drugs and drug sundries 5,864 6,480 7,057 7,506 7,909
Eyeglasses and appliances 1,665 1,743 1,814 1,922 2,037
Nursing,home care 2,070 2,465 2,850 3,282 3,500
Expenses for prepayment

and administration 1,935 2,068 2,105 2,383 ; 868
Government public health activities 1,001 1,105 1,437 1,698 2,100

Other health urvices 1,238 2,434 2,776 2,817 3,587

Research and medical facilities

construction 3,964 4,290 5,015 5,443 6,127



Table B-16. Per Capita Expenditures on Major
Health Care items, Fiscal Years 1968 to 1972

Fiscal Hospital Physicians' Dentists' Drugs &
Year Care Care Care Sundries
1968 $ 95.36 $52.80 $17.21 $28.85
1989 108.92 57.69 18.62 31.57
1970 125.03 64.84 20.41 34.33
1971 140.10 71.76 22.13 35.82
1972 153.38 76.31 23.74 37.37

Table B-17. Average Number of Weeks Practiced
per Year by Specialty and Location, 1968

Specialty Total

Location

Non-Metropolitan Mrtropolitan
All specialties 47.98 48.1 47.8

General practice 48.3 48.4 48.2
Surgery 47.8 48.1 47.7
Internal medicine 47.9 47.8 47.9
Obstetrics and

gynecology 48.4 48.4 48.4
Pediatrics 48.1 48.6 48.0
Psychiatry 47.3 49.1 47.2
Radiology 48.3 47.6 48.4
Anesthesiology 46.7 45.5 46.8
Other 47.2 46.4 47.3

Table B-18. Average Number of Weeks Practiced
per Year by Specialty and Location, 1970

Specialty Total

Location

Non-Metropolitan Metropolitan
Total 47.5(4,226) 47.7 47.5

General practice 46.1 (876) 48.0 48.1
Internal medicine 47.2 (795) 46.7 47.3
Surgery 47.4(1,319) 47.3 47.4
Obstetrics end

gynecology 48.0 (314) 48.1 48.0
Pediatrics 48.1 (282) 49.5 48.0
Psychiatry 46.2 (139) 47.7* 46 1
Radiology 49.0 (165) 49.1* 48.9
Anesthesiology 46.1 (161) 47.8* 45.8
Other 46.9 (175) 45.0* 47.2

) Number of observetions.
"Based on ftINCIr than 30 observations.

178

Physicians'
Workload

169
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Table B-19. Average Number of Hours, Practiced
per Week by Specialty aad Location, 1969

Location

Specialty Total Non-Metropolitan Metropolitan

All specialties 51.3a 53.9 50.7

General practice 52.0 53.9 51.0
Surgery 51.5 55,3 50.8
Internal medicine 52.8 58.6 52.2
Obstetrics and

gynecology 54.3 57.6 53.8
Pediatrics 52.9 54.7 52.8
Psychiatry 47.3 47.8 47.3
Radiology 47.7 48.6 47.6
Anesthesiology 52.4 49.0 52.7
Other 47.5 49.4 47.2

88ased on 3,837 observations.

Table B-20. Average Number of Hours Practiced
per Week by Specialty and Location, 1971

Specialty Total

Location

Non-Metropolitan Metropolitan

Total 53.6 (4,064) rJ6.0 53.2

General practice 54 1 18471 57.8 52.5
Internal medicine 55.2 l 7711 54.9 55.3
Surgery 54.6 (1,257) 55.2 54.4
Obstetrics and
gynecology 59.1 (296) 61.4 58.8

Pediatrics 54.2 12711 52.2 54.3
Psychiatry 45.1 (137) 49.5 45.0
Radiology 48.7 11601 444 49.8
Anesthesiology 54A 11531 44.6* 55.5
Other 41.8 (172) 47.7 41.1

( I = Number of observations.
Based on fewer than 30 observations.

I 7



Table 13.21. Average Number of Hours per Week

of Direct latient Care by Specialty, 1966071

a pecoy

PSP 1

11196G

P8P 2

1011%1

PSP 3

511968

Hours ol [lied Cale Pei Week,'

PSP 4

1011968

PSP 5

1011969

PSP h

101910

PS1) 16

1011971
All speo,ffiles 45 3 46 2 45 0 44 6 44 7 44 7 46 3
General practice 40 2 49 1 41 1 47 t, 47 8 41 7 40 6Sully 45 6 46,7 46 2 45 4 45 6 4/ 2 44 3Internal medicine 45,8 47 8 46 8 46 2 47 7 45 5 49 7Olbtelrics and

gynecology 41 4 41.8 41 1 46 1 48 8 49 9 46 6Pediatrics 46.4 48.7 45 9 45 5 46 9 45 9 48 5Psychiatry 38.1 38 1 37.6 3/ 7 39 1 31 3 38 6Radiology 30,3 35,6 32,6 34 0 32 8 34 5 40 1Anesthesiology 43 0 44,2 44,7 44 7 47 0 46 8 43 8Other specialties 36,6 40.8 33 5 39 6 35 5 35 6 36 0

aDirect care means seeing patients, however, it also mcludes ;hit lent services by such physicians
as pathologists and rafhologistsb -Prehmmary data

Note The above data are based oa the Period Survey of Physicians (PSP1 which was initiated in 1966 by AMA's Dept ol Survey Researcn and sent lKlt penudiwily 10 SamPles ol approximately
5,000 physicians. These !urveys gather inlor matron on utntion ol physicians services, the chat actollics and channg patlerns of medical care under various forms of orgamtation,

Sources 43 and 44
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Table B-22. Average Number of Hours per Week
of Direct Patient Care by Specialty and Location,

1971

Specialty Total

Location

Non-Metropolitan Metropontan

Total 46.3 13.4781 50.5 45.5

General practice 49.6 I 7521 53.4 48.0
Internal medicine 49.7 I 6801 48.9 49.7
Surgery 44.3 11,0841 48.6 43.6
Obstetrics and

Pimlico 109Y 46.6 I 2521 49.5 46.3
Pediatrics 48.5 I 2231 44.1 48.8
Psychiatry 38.6 ( 1291 44.6* 38.5
Radiology 40.1 I 1101 39.6 40.2
Anesthesiology 43.9 I 1241 36.4* 44.7
Other 36.0 I 1241 42.7* 35.2

1 Number of observations.
Based on fewer than 30 observations.

8



Table 8.23, Average Number of Weeks Practiced

per Year by Census Division and Specialty, 1910

Census Division Total"

.1.1111. ml Specialty

Ge'ler al

Practice

Intel nal

Medicine Sw ger y

Obstetrics

Gy necol ogy Pediatr ics Psychiatr

Total 47.5 48,18 47,2b 47 4c 48.0d 48 1e 46 21

New England 46.9 47 5 46 9 47.8 45.4' 47,8' 44.4'
Middle Atlantic 47.0 41.3 46 8 46 9 48.8 47 6 46.3
East North Central 41 8 48.6 48 4 4? 5 415 41 5 46 4'
West North Central 48 1 48,5 48.1 41.0 48 9' 50.1' 47.8'
South Atlantic 1 48 9 41 8 4 / 6 48.1 48.5 46 0'
East South Central -8 1 48 4 41.6 48 6 48 6' 49 6' 48 0'
West South Central 48 2 41.6 48 1 48 8 49 0' 45 9' 41.4'
Mountain 46.9 46.3 46 9 41 4 48 0' 49,4' 37,6'
Pacific 41.3 48,4 46 4 46 4 48 5 49 1 41,7

a-Based on 816 observations.
d -.Based on 314 observations.

b-Based on 795 observations.
e Based on 282 observations

c-Based on 1,318 observations.
I BA.' on 139 observations

'Baied on fewer than 30 obseivations

"Physicians reporting Radiology, Anesthesiology and Other Specvaltir are included In ihis (Nan



Table B.24. Average Number of Hours Pc :diced

per Week by Census Division and Specialty, 1971

Census Division Total"

Specialty

General

Practice

Internal

Medicine Surory

Tout 53.6 54,18 55,2b 54,6c

New England 55.6 S1,7 59.0 47,1

Middle Atlantic 51,7 51,8 55,0 g ',,. ,

Eett North Central 54.0 53,0 55,4 54 .

West North Central 54,7 55,9 54,7 55..

South Atlantic 55,0 51.3 K 7 54,9

East South Central 57,3 50,6 46,3 62,1

West Scuth Central 53.0 56,3 53.4 53,3

Mountain 57.2 57,1 62.4 60,1

Pacific 52,1 52,1 51,4 52.4

Obstetrics-

Gynecology Pedlar, Psychiatry

59, id 54,2'

-
45,1f

61,2' 63.5' 341'

53,7 49,4 46.2

59,9 54,1

57.1' 57.8'

64.1 57.3 , , 'i'

58.7' 52,5'

526'

i31.7'

66.4'

47,2'

'3 ,

S1,6 54,4 45 1

a-Based on 847 observations. *orations,

b-Besed on 771 observations, Iti 2?1 observations,

c-Based on 1,257 observations, f n 137 observatiors,

'Based on fewer than 30 observations,

"Physkians reporting Radiology, AnestheskA op and Other Specialties are included in this Tote col,,:t
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United States, 19112

Pq Interval

Prrportion

Dying Of 100,000 Bon Alive Stationary Population

1.11. '

'...1ge Remain.

ing Lifetime

Period of life between two exact ages

stated in years

(11

W.MIN..11,01
Fropvtion of

mons alive at

beginning of age

interval dying

during interval

(21

Number living

at beginning of

age interval

(3)

Number dying

curing age

inteno I

(4)

Iti the age

interval

(5)

In this and

all subsequent

age intervals

(6)

ige number

,.lers of life

Nmaining at

oeginning of

age interval

(7)

X 10
nqx lx ix nLx

TX ex

Total

0.1 0.0183 100,000 1,831 98,375 7,113,638 71.1
1.5 .0032 98,169 317 391,917 7,015,263 71.5
5.10 ,0021 97,852 201 488,717 6,623,246 67,7
10.15 .0020 97,651 198 487,808 6,134,629 62.8

15.20 .0055 97,453 539 486,028 5,646,821 57.9
20.25 ............ , .0073 96,914 709 482,830 5,160,793 53,3
25.30 .0071 96,205 79 479,352 4,677,963 48.6
30-35 .0084 95',526 804 475,713 4,198,611 , 4.0

35-40 .0118 94,722 1,115 471,007 3,722,898 3;1,3
40.45 .0181 93,607 1,691 464,110 3,251,891 34.7
45.50 .0284 91,918 2,606 451,540 2,787,781 30.3
50.55 .0417 89,310 3,726 437,785 2,334,241 26,1

5540 ........ ,,,,,,,, .0644 85,584 c,511 414,902 1,896,456 22,2
60.65 .0942 80,073 7,547 382,415 1,481,554 18.5
£5.70 ,1346 72,530 9,752 339,170 1,099,139 15.2
70.75 .1987 62,760 12,472 283,56J 759,969 12,1

75-80 .2895 50,296 14,559 215,701 476 409 9.5
80-85 .3955 35,;37 14,135 142,631 260,708 7.3
85 and over 1.0000 21,6u2 21,602 11,077 118,or 5.5

Male

0.1 0.0206 100,000 2,060 98 68 6,737,509 67 4
1.5 .0036 97,940 352 390,921 6,639,341 67.8
5.10 .0023 97,588 229 487,3'd.:, 6,248,420 64.0
W.15 .0025 97,359 246 486,256 5,761,091 59.2

15-20 .0079 97,113 77i ,3,813 5,214,835 54,3
20.25 .0110 96,341 1,061 479,086 4,791,022
25.30 .0100 95,260 955 474,007 4,311,936 45.3
30.35 .0112 94,325 1,051 469, :,. 3,837,929 40.7

3540 ,0151 93,271 1,411 463,064 3,368,832 36.1

I 8



Table B.25 (continued)

Agetorr val

Proportion

Dying Of 100,000 Born Alive Stationary Popclation

Average Remain

ing Lifetime

..................
Proportion of Average number

Period ol life between two exact ages persons alive at Number living Number dying In this and of years of life

stated in years beginning ol age at beginning of during age In the age all subsequent remaining at

interval dying

dukiig interval

age interval interval interval age intervals trginning of

age interval

(1) 121 131 141 1jo 161 (7)

i.................,
.t. to t + Pt ntlx Ix nth (4 Tx

o

ex

Male
.0230 91,960 2,111 454,413 2,905,768 31,64045

45.50 .0368 89,749 3,306 441,110 2,451,355 27.3

50.55 . , . . . . , .0554 86,443 4,789 420,962 2,010,245 23.3

55-60 .0868 81,654 7,085 391,476 1,589,283 19.5

6C 6 .1290 74,569 9,617 349,802 1,197,807 16,1

6540 .1821 64,952 11,828 295,925 ,005 13.1

...,, 75 .2605 53,124 13,836 231,413 552,080 10,4

7580 . .3618 39,288 14,216 160,813 320,667 8.2

80.85 .4573 25,072 11,715 94,940 159,854 6.4

85 and ever 1,0000 13,357 13,357 64,914 64,914 4,9

Female

C 1 0.0159 100,000 1,591 98,593 7,807,966 75.1

1 5 .0029 98,409 281 392,956 7,409,373 75,3

r, 10 .0017 98,128 171 490,171 7,016,417 71.5

.0015 97,957 147 483,437 6,526,246 66.6

15.20 .0031 97,810 299 488 350 6,036,809 61.7

;i0.25 .0037 97,511 359 486 N.: 5,548,459 563

'i5-30 .0041 97,152 402 484,799 5,061,771 52,1

30-35 .0058 96,750 55 482,435 4,576,972 47.3

35-40 ,0086 96,193 824 479,04 4,094,537 42.6

46445 .0134
95,369 1,275 473 : . : 3,615,498 37.9

45.50 .0204 94,904 1,916 465,992 3,141,630 33.4

50.55 ,0 :.: 92,178 2,658 454,613 2,675,638 29.0

55-60 .0435 89,520 3,893 438,457 2,221,025 24.8

60.65 .0628 85,627 5,377 415,470 1,782,. .,-, 20,8

65.70 ,.0944 80,250 7,679 '383,348 1,387 i' : 17.0

7045 .1505 72,671 10,937 337,197 983,750 13.6

7540 .2370 . 61,734 14,829 273,480 848,383 10.6

.ffi4 11 VC It 1/11 111a 71L 1/11121 1 0



Age 1 nterval

Proportion

Dying

,

Of 100,000 Born Alive Stationary Population

Avers?, Remain.

ing Lifetime

Period of life between two exact ages

stated in years

Proportion of

persons alive at

beginning of age

interval dying

during interval

.

Number living

at beginning of

age imerval

Number dying

during age

interval

.

In the age

interval

In this and

all subsequent

age intervals

,

Average number

of years of life

remaining at

beginning of

age interval

111 i21 131 141 1C1 161 171

0

xrox+n ntlx lx flax nLx Tx ex

141NOIN4 .
White

0.1
,

0.0160 100,000 1,603 )8,564 7,198,312 72.0

15 d .0029 98,397 288 492,907 7,099,748 72,2

5.10 .0020 98,109 193 490,026 6,706,841 68.4

10.15 .0019 97,916 191 489,150 6,216,815 63,5

15.20 .0053 97,725 514 487,440 5,727,665 58.6

2025. .0064 97,211 621 484,517 6,240,225 519

25.30 .0059 96,590 570 481,534 4,755,708 19.2

30.35 .0068 96,020 653 478,544 4,274,174 44,5

35-40 .0096 95,367 920 474,698 3,795,630 39,8

40-45 .0155 94,447 1,468 468,851 3,320,932 35,2

45.50 .0253 92,979 2,357 459,454 2,852,081 30.7

50-55 .0384 90,622 3,484 444,932 2,392,627 26.4

55.50 .0608 87,138 5,298 423,220 1,947,695 22.4

60-65 .0903 81,840 7,394 391,580 1,524,475 18.6

55-70 1308 74,446 9,736 348,904 1,132,795 15.2

70.75 .1937 64,710 12,537 293,229 783,891 12.1

75-80 2: '0! 52,173 15,073 223:A,: 490,662 9,4

80.85 .4006 37,100 14,863 147,586 266,774 7.2

85 and ovor 1,0000 22,237 22,237 119,188 119,188 54

White, Male

0.1 0,0182 100,000 1,824 98,352 6,826,243 68.3

1.5 .0033 98,176 323 391,949 6,727,881 68.5

5-10 .0023 97,853 220 ,679 6,335,932 64.7

10.15 .0024 97,633 238 487,646 5,847,253 59.9

15.20 .0075 97,395 735 485,302 5,359,607 55,0

20.25 .0096 96,660 927 480,994 4,874,305 50.4

25-30 .0083 95,733 799 476,647 4,393311 45.9

30.35 i i :: 94,934 845 472,645 3,91064 41,3

35.40 .0123 94,089 1,154 467,767 3,444,019 36,6

4045 .0198 92,935 1,840 460,444 2,976,252 32.0

45.50 .0331 91,095 3,013 448,548 2,515,: r: 27,6

50.55 .0515 88,082 4,542 429,753 2,067,260 215

186



TOle B.25 (continued)

Age Interval

Propor tion

Dying Of 100,0130 Born Alive

Period of life between two exact ages

stated in years ,

Proportion of

persons alive at

beginning of age

interval dying

during interval

(2)

nqx

Numbel living

at beginning of

age interval

131

Number dying

(long age

tnterval

(4)

Stationary Population

In the age

interval

(5)

In this and

all subsequent

age intervals

(6)

Average Remain-

ing Lifetime

Average number

of years of life

remaining at

beginning of

age interval

(7)

Ix flx TX

55-60

60.65

65-75

70.75

75.80 ........ . , .......
80.85

85 and cver

White, Female

0.1

1.5

5.10

10.15

15.20

2025.

25.30

30.35

35-40

40.45

45-50

50.55

55-60

60.65

65-70

7075

75.80

col 80.85

1 el ( 85 and over

0.1

1.5

5.10

Nommorsom

All Other

.0827

.1255

,1793

.2575

.3624

.4745

1.0000

83,540 6,913

76,627 9,618

67,009 12,014

54,995 14,160

40,835 14,798

26,037 12,354

13,583 13,683

0.0137 100,000

.0025 98,630

.0017 98,378

.0014 98,214

.0029 58,073

,0032 97,788

.0035 97,474

.0047 97,135

.0071 96,674

.0114 95,987

,0180 94,894

.0260 93,184

.0402 90,759

.0585 87,110

.0899 82,014

.1445 74,644

.2361 63,860

.3534 48,782

1.0000 31,545

0.0291 100,000

.0048 97,093

.0025 96,629

1,370

252

164

141

285

314

339

461

687

1,093

1,710

2,425

3,649

5,096

7,370

10,784

15,078

17,237

31,545

2,907

465

243

401,365

360,144

305,829

240,078

167,128

98,082

64,871

98,777

393,917

491,443

490,735

691

,173

486,555

484,588

481,771

477,400

470,486

460,199

445,269

423,644

392,773

347,747

283,120

200,664

180,920

1,637,497

1,236,132

875

570,159

330,081

162,953

64,871

7,587,872

7,489,095

7,095,178

6,603,735

6,113,000

5,623,309

5,135,136

4,648,581

4,163,993

3,682,222

3,204,822

2,734,336

2,274,137

1,828,868

1,405,224

1,012,451

664,704

381,584

180,920

97,485 6,560,530

387,213 6,463,045

482,475 6,075,832

19,6

13.'1

10.4

8.1

6.3

75.9

75.9

72,1

61.2

62.3

57,5

523

47,9

43,1

38,4

33.8

29.3

25.1

21.0

17.1

13.6

10.4

7,8

5.7

65.6

66.6

R7S1



10111111 1PQ SWIIIIIRIQUI

Aver le Renin-

ing LifetimeAp Interval

Proportion

Dying Of 100,000 Born Alive Stationary Population

Period of life betvon two exact ages

stated in years

Pi oponion of

persons alive at

beginning of ale

interval Ong

during intervel

Number living

at beginning of

age interval

Numbv dying

during age

interval

In the age

inter/al

In this and

all subsequent

age intervals

Average number

of years of lit e

remaining at

beginning of

age intervd1

(1) 121 131 141 151 (6) 171

xfox+n nth 1,4 nax nil rx
c
ex

All Other

15-20 .

.0072 96,147 ,:o. 479,192 5,111,973 53,2
2025. .0133 95,459 1,270 474,288 4,632,781 48.5

25.30 .0155 94,189 1,464 467,436 4,158,493 44.2

3435 .0194 92,725 1,795 459,358 3,01,055 39.6

3540 .0265 90,930 2,407 448,978 3,231,697 35.5

4445 .0369 88,523 3,266 434,840 2,782,719 31.4

45,50 .0529 85,257 4,50e 415,651 2,34,819 27.5

50.55 .0703 80,749 5,680 390,262 1,932,228 lag

55-60 14 .4 75,069 7,421 35,453 1,541,966 20,5

60-65 .1294 67,648 8,755 316,815 1,184,513 .7.5

66-70 .1691 58,893 9,961 269,802 867,698 143

70.75 .2496 48,932 12,215 213,862 597,896 12.2

75-80 .2959 36,717 10,863 156,144 384,034 10,5

80.85 .3308 25,854 8,551 107,391 227,00 8.8

85 and over 1.0000 17,303 17,303 120,499 120,499 7.0

All Other, Male

41 0.0319 100,000 3,188 97,240 6,145,462 61.5

1-5 .0052 96,814 501 386,402 6,048,222 62.5

5.10 .0029 96,313 276 480,822 5,662,220 58.8

10.15 .0031 96,037 294 479,529 5,181,398 54.0

15-20 .0104 95,743 995 476,497 4,701,: x 49.1

20.25 .0207 94,748 1,957 469 1:': 4,225,372 44.6

25.30 .0234 92,791 2,168 458,692 3,756,284 40.5

30-35 .0278 90,623 2,516 447,078 3,297,592 36.4

36-40 .0367 88,107 3,237 432,883 2,850,514 32,4

4445 .0484 84,870 4,109 414,563 2,417,631 285

45-50 i ,..... 80,761 5,557 390,667 2,003,068 24.8

50.55 .0899 75,204 6,761 359,911 1,612,401 21.4

55.60 .1264 68,443 8,654 321,261 1,252, N 18 3

60-65 .1607 59,789 9,607 275,507 931,228 15,6

65-70 .2091 50,182 10,444 224,930 655,721 13.1

188



Table 8.25 (continued)

Age Interval

Proportion

Dying Of 100,000 Born Alive Stationary Population

Average Amain.

ing Lifet me

Period ol life between two exact ages

stated in years

(1)

Proportion of

perAns alive at

beginninj of age

interval dyiN

durinQilterval

Number living

at beginning of

age interval

131

Number dying

during age

intenol

141

In the age

interval

151

in this and

all subsequent

age Intervals

161

Average number

of years al life

remaining

beginning oi

age interval

17)

x to x
rqx n x ntx rx

An Other, Md

.2890

.3531

.3821

1,0000

39,738

28,252

18,277

11,293

11,486

9,975

6,984

11,293

169,351

115,813

73,362

72,265

430,791

261440

145,627

72,265

10,8

9.3

8.0

6.4

70.75

7580

80.85

85 and over

All Other, Female

01
0,0262 100,000 2,620 97,736 6,988,705 69.91.5

.0044 97,380 428 388,456 6,890,969 70.851 0
.0022 96,952 210 484,173 6,502,513 67,1101 5
.0019 96,742 181 483,286 6,018,340 62.2

1520 ... ....... . . .0039 96,561 381 481,947 5,535,054 57.32025
96,180 638 479,405 5,058,107 52.525.30 0088 95,542 838 475,745 4,573,702 47,93035 ,0122 94,704 1,153 470,809 4,097,957 43.3

3540 .0179 93,551 1,678 463,812 3,627,148 38.840-45
.0272 91,873 2,497 453,419 3,163,836 34 445.50
.0388 89,376 3,472 438,699 2,709,917 30.350-55 ......... ....... .0528 85,904 4,536 418,792 2,271,218 26.4

55.60 .0744 81,368 6,054 1852,426 22,8
60.65 .1016 75,314 7,651 1,460,113 19.4
65.70 .1365 67,663 9,234 1,102,339 16,370.75 ...... ........... .2156 58,429 12,598 786,780 13.5

75-80
.2486 4c.,,831 11,395 200,672 525,976 11.5

8085
.2956 34,436 10,178 146,356 325,304 9,4

85 and over 1,0000 24,258 24,258 178,948 178,948 7.4

4mrIrmilmorsrPrift,

Source: Reprinted from U.S. Department of Health, Education, and Welfare, National Center for Health Statistics,
Monthly Vital Statistics Report, Summary, Final Mortality Statistics, 1972, DHEW Pub. No. (FIRM 751120, vol. 23, no.

mot Printinn (14fira 1011



Labor Force
Separation Rates

181

Table 8-26. Annual Labor Force Separation Rat3s
by State and by Selected Health Care Occupation,

1970 and 19858

STATE D7NTISTS PHARMACISTS
PHYSICIANS, MD
OSTEMATHS

REGISTERED
NURSES

1970 1985 1970 1985 1970 1985 1970 1985

ALABAMA 0245 .0729 0293 .0273 0298 .0279

-
.0571

-
0580

ALASKA 0177 0164 .0471 0447 .0106 .0090 .0529 .0547

ARIZONA .0193 0178 .0441 .0413 .0297 0277 .0531 .0549

ARKANSAS 0343 .0315 .0350 .0327 .0280 .0260 .0582 .0599

CALIFORNIA 0300 .0278* .0345 .0326 .0294 .0275 .0534 .0551

COLORADO .0322 .0302 .0426 .0404 0251 .0234 .0569 .0580

CONNECTICUT 0288 .0264 .0391 .0367 0317 .0290 .0578 .0597

DELAWARE .0320 0300 .0384 0362 .0319 0296 .0531 0552

DISTRICT oF COLUMBIA 0541 0504 0479 .0462 0405 .0378 .0513 0529

FLORIDA .0261 .0242 .0380 0359 .0282 .0263 .0575 0591

GEORGIA 0316 .0296 .0290 0281 .0253 0234 .0587 0604

HAWAII 0339 0312 0410 0390 .0350 0333 0465 0483

IDAHO 0274 0255 0254 0238 0364 .0338 .0539 .0550

ILLINOIS 049? 0457 .0371 0351 0351 0329 0569 0588

INDIANA 0380 0362 0354 .0335 0319 .0298 0578 0597

IOWA 0379 0351 0405 .0381 0364 0340 0602 0618

KANSAS 0436 0406 0441 0410 0317 0295 0584 .0601

KE NTUCKY 0324 0299 0350 0331 0325 0303 0538 0616

LOUISIANA 0310 0295 0408 0364 0204 0245 0055 0573

mA.NE 0332 0308 0508 0471 0411 0366 0596 0614

MARYLAND 0289 0267 0327 3307 0275 0257 0542 0562

MASSACHUSETTS 0379 025' 0373 0351 0378 0356 0621 0630

MICHIGAN 0320 0297 .0373 0353 0308 0287 .0557 0576

MINNESOTA 0483 0450 0389 0367 0290 0280 0625 0644

mIssIss!pPi 0332 0309 0350 0330 0339 0317 0560 0584

MISSOLIR I 0538 0503 0470 0453 0342 .0319 062? 0639

MONT ANA 0344 0321 0299 0280 0367 0341 0537 0553

NEEIR ;KA 0642 0600 0150 0436 0367 0343 0636 0653

NEVADA 0100 0093 0377 0350 0268 0240 0533 0548

New HAMPSHIRE 0363 0334 0369 034 7 0437 0407 0596 0610

NEW It EIL'Y 03 /3 0346 0354 0332 0342 0320 0575 0594

NEw mEOICO 0221 0201 0292 0273 0301 .0279 0521 0541

NEw YORK 0431 040? 0493 3433 0393 0360 0582 0599

NUHTHL4HLAIN.4 0294 0210 0323 0305 0342 0319 .354 7 0565

NORTH DAKOT A 0611 0560 0294 0279 0330 0305 0636 3656

OHIO 04 29 0390 0353 0334 0343 .0321 .0589 0608

0K16H1?mA 0361 0338 0374 0353 0335 0311 .0550 0575

r13E GuN 0282 0261 7330 0319 0303 0282 0552 0560

PENNSYLVANIA 0497 0462 0441 04 36 0364 0342 0595 0615

RHODE ISLAND 0347 0321 0482 0458 0410 .030. 0615 0636

SOUTH CAROLINA 033? 0307 0305 0287 .0330 .0", ,1$83 0601

SOUTH r)AKOTA 0311 0286 0295 02 7 0331 03f 2 .0519 0535

Tr NNESSE E 0262 0242 0323 036, 0259 0230 0582 0598

0298 0275 0398 .0,.75 .0300 0280 0556 0573

UTAH 0223 0203 0741 2225 0258 0239 056!, 0586

VERMONT 0308 0296 0437 0411 0349 7325 0578 0598

VIRGINIA 0309 0287 0791 02 75 0289 .0269 0569 0589

WASHINGTON

1

0313 0789 350 0335 0266 .0247 .0554 0574

WEST VIRGINIA 0460 0426 C328 0308 0415 0307 0566 .0584

WISCONSIN 0503 0468 0434 0409 0349 0320 :585 0604

WYOMING 0294 0271 0236 .0234 0270 0249 7497 0516
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ST ATE THERAPISTS CLINICAL LAB
TECHNOL, TECH.

RADIOLOGIC
TECHNOL.

TECH.

PRACTICAL
NURSES

1970 1995 1970 1985 1970 1985

..--
1970 1985

ALABAMA 0420 0433 0483 .0493 0463 .0469 .0550 0560
ALASKA 0322 0338 0484 0493 0478 .0493 0630 0666
ARt ZONA .0398 .0402 0483 0494 DOB .0451 .0618 .0640
ARKANSAS . 0466 .0465 0476 04139 .0530 05413 :6113 .0640
CALIFORNIA 0435 0444 :100 .0420 0467 Da 74 .0599 .0575
COLORADO 0471 0470 0513 0529 0700 0715 .06213 .0641
CONNECTICUT 0464 0472 0580 0596 .0754 0772 .0710 .0736
DELAWARE 0362 0371 0680 0700 06613 .0684 0662 0676
DISTRICT OT COLUMBIA 0380 0377 0474 .0484 .0491 0503 0453 0467
F LORIDA 0448 0453 0467 0476 0575 0587 .0605 0619
GEORGIA 0484 0489 0499 0511 0563 .0576 0573 0590
HAWAII 0334 0343 Da 29 3441 0511 0524 0514 0520
IDAHO 0443 .0450 0564 0574 0702 .0717 .0505 .0524
ILLINIRS 05013 .0518 0562 0575 0504 .0513 .0620 0645
!Not A,., 0527 0536 05135 0600 0672 0686 0644 0662
,OGA 0449 0459 0573 0587 06713 0689 0727 0741

0401 0490 0517 0533 05E16 0598 0701 07 t4
0424 DUO 0464 0476 0593 0603 .0617 0638

LI1.J1010NA 0465 0416 0461 0471 0150 .0364 .0552 0566
..1.1,0 0419 0424 0547 0563 0542 .0655 0643 0659
VAR T I ANI, 0472 04133 0459 0470 0557 0671 0542 .0557
4.45s..: 411,N1 , TN 0522 0520 0597 0612 0682 0696 0666 0690
VICHIGAN 0490 0511 0488 0503 0532 .0547 0562 0575
VINNE SOT A NBA 0496 0570 0595 0706 0720 0754 .0775
410510c,7,1 0484 04138 0465 0473 0435 0443 0588 0606
9150, 0171 0595 0607 0507 0520 0490 0502 0632 .0646
MONI4.A 0593 0605 Da 75 0491 0632 0647 0543 0664
NFBRA,,-) Da44 0453 0653 0564 0600 0,2 i 0790 0803
Nr.4;'4 0260 0268 0506 05113 0427 Da 35 0599 0610
..1%. ,..o.wsw RI .0580 0595 0452 0461 0709 0717 .075E1 .0750
NP.'. I .I,.., 0486 0492 0582 0575 0600 0623 0073 .0687
NI I.. 'Ai XII 0 L3441 0451 3415 0422 0291 02913 .0535 .0555
NI ,.% `W1, 0479 0456 0453 0495 Da 2e 04.12 0654 0668

NM 04135 0553 0568 1,660 0683 0623 0636
NUN TH l ',CT4 0491 0497 0585 0603 0523 0533 0908 0932
01110 DaBO 0501 0575 0591 0703 0716 0644 .0650
OKL 4.110,4 0435 0446 0433 0444 0416 0423 0575 .0592

1111, w, .0337 0344 Da 53 0466 .0528 0545 0684 .0702

Pt NNSYLVANIA 0444 0457 0639 0854 0662 .0681 0665 0681
RHONE ISI ANL/ 0550 0574 0573 0586 0739 0752 0651 0667

SOUTH CAROLINA .0401 0493 .0575 .0587 06132 0690 0593 .0613
SOUT. DAKOTA 0531 0539 Da B6 .0497 0730 0747 0782 0794

TE \NT.SSE t 0375 0382 0516 0529 0450 0458 0566 .05135

Tt 4 AS .0492 0502 .0444 .0454 0484 .0494 0619 .0634
UTAH 0381 .0368 0439 .0452 0550 .0582 0618 .0637
,. I ITMON 7 0519 .0536 .0690 0722 .0658 0672 0817 .0835
VIRGINIA 0499 0500 0547 .0559 0071 .0590 0611 .0648
AASIONGTON .0434 0443 0476 04139 .0479 0491 0617 .0633
WEST VIRGINIA .0405 0400 0651 .0687 0675 .0686 06 46 .0626
'AISCUNSIN 0500 0519 .0579 05E1 .0619 0634 0736 .0757
.S,e0mING .1 0268 .0275 .0357 7...64 .0488 0482 0701 .0723

4The BLS separation ra es for 1970 and 1975 by state covered over 400 occupations. There
are many other health care related occupations, such as; dietitians; optometrists; poelatrlats;
other medical and health technologists; dental hygienists; health record te,!-mologlets,
technicians; therapy assistants; other health technologists, technicians; psychologists: health
specialties teachers; health administrators; dental laboratory technicians; opticians; dental
assistants; health aides, except nursing; health trainees; lay midwives; nurses aides, orderlies;
etc. Each BLS regional office possesses two sets of unpublished computer printouts on labor
force separation rates for men and women by occupation and by state, 1970 and 1985. For
information and assistance regarding auCh data, write to Commissioner of Labor Statistics,
U.S. Department of Labor. Bureau of Labor Statistics, 411 G Street, N.W., Washington, D.C.
20212.

Source: U.S. Department of Labor, Bureau of Labor Statistics, Tomorrow's Manpower Needs,
Supplement No. 4, Estimating Occupational Separations From the Labor Force for States,
prepared by Michael P. McElroy and Joseph S. Cangialosi (Washington, D.C.: U.S. Government
Printing Of fice, 1974).
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Table 13.27. U.S. Labor Force Separation Rates for

Men cid Women by Selected Health Care

Occupations, 1970 and 1985

1970 1985

Men Women 7 Iola, Men 1 Women

T.

I
0364

0211

0317

0348

0309

0185

.0125

0088

0259

0103

.0204

.0211

.06(6

0596

0622

0622

0532

0584

0674

0679

0722

077

Ch4,

0643

.0375

0565

0329

030

0329

0574

0472

0513

.0694

0561

0305

0628

0336

0192

0291

0322

0284

0168

0111

0076

0237

0090

0185

0192

0690

10:21

0635

0542

0604

0695

0'01

0747

0790

0667

0660
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